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Innovation can be a challenging subject. At its worst, it is a meaningless 
buzzword. At its best, it is a means of driving differentiating value for 
an organization. But how can innovation be consistently achieved in the 
context of a client–service provider relationship?
This publication provides a practical framework, with clear support-
ing recommendations, for clients and service providers to work together 
to overcome challenges and successfully manage, develop, and deliver in-
novation as a key part of their ongoing service relationship.
Real-world experience, guidance, and examples are provided to assist 
and enable organizations to gain additional value with their service part-
ners through delivery of innovation by design rather than by accident. 
Although targeted at service relationships between clients and exter-
nal service providers, the content and recommendations are equally ap-
plicable and relevant for enterprises driving innovation internally or as 
part of a wider ecosystem.
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The contents of this publication are focused on understanding and over-
coming challenges, which both clients and service providers face when 
attempting to manage, develop, and deliver innovation collaboratively as 
part of an ongoing service relationship. 
The primary argument made is that when clients and service providers 
truly collaborate to drive innovation and do this by design rather than by 
accident, they can and do create higher value outcomes for both parties 
on a repeatable and sustainable basis, throughout the lifecycle of their 
service agreement and relationship.
Real-world experience, advice, guidance, and examples are provided 
for clients and service providers, to assist each to gain additional value 
from successful joint innovation with their service partners. 
The objective is to provide a practical framework, with clear support-
ing recommendations, for achieving successful outcomes through joint 
innovation by design. Although targeted at service relationships between 
clients and external service providers, the content and recommendations 
are equally applicable and relevant for enterprises driving innovation in-
ternally or as part of a wider ecosystem.
Preface

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Introducing Collaborative Innovation by Design
The contents of this publication are focused on understanding and over-
coming challenges, which both client and service providers face, when 
attempting to manage, develop, and deliver innovation collaboratively as 
part of an ongoing service relationship.
The primary argument made is that when clients and service providers 
truly collaborate to drive innovation and do this by design rather than by 
accident, they can and do create higher value outcomes for both parties 
on a repeatable and sustainable basis, throughout the life cycle of their 
service agreement and relationship.
Real-world experience, advice, guidance, and examples are provided 
for clients and service providers, assisting each to gain additional value 
from successful joint innovation with their service partners.
The objective is to provide a practical framework, with clear support-
ing recommendations, for achieving successful outcomes through joint 
innovation by design.
Although targeted at service relationships between clients and 
 external service providers, the majority of the content and recommen-
dations are equally applicable for use in internal service arrangements, 
where the client is a business unit, function, or team within an orga-
nization and the service provider is a different business unit, function, 
or team within the same organization. The challenges faced in such a 
situation are often the same as in an internal client and external service 
provider scenario.
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A Little on Terminology
I thought it useful to include at the very beginning a brief explanation 
and introduction to some of the key terminology used in the context of 
the publication’s content. Many people will be very familiar with some or 
all of the terminology used, while others may not be. From experience, 
different words and phrases are often used when describing the same 
thing in the areas covered. A common understanding of terminology is 
important, between the author and reader and, more importantly, be-
tween clients and service providers.
It is almost business as usual for one organization to use a word or 
phrase to describe something while another uses an alternative, and this 
frequently leads to confusion, misunderstanding, and sometimes even 
mistrust. In a service relationship, it’s frequently a good idea for a “client” 
and “service provider” to agree written definitions for key terminology 
and if and when needed refer back to these, not just in terms of a contract 
but, equally importantly, to support the practical day-to-day working of 
people on the ground using, delivering, and supporting services.
Innovation—a thorny one to start with; as outlined in the following 
chapters, innovation can mean many different things in different con-
texts to different people and organizations, but for general purposes in the 
context of this publication, innovation refers to the use of new ideas, or 
existing ideas in a new context, to drive change that delivers value.
Types of innovation—there are many ways to define and describe 
innovation:
•	 One traditional view of the types of innovation is as follows:
 ? New product and service development innovation—creation 
of new or improvement of existing products or services
 ? Operational innovation—improvement of existing business 
processes
 ? Business model innovation—changes to organizational and 
business models
•	 A second, more recent, view of innovation includes the following:
 ? Core innovation—improvements in existing business products 
and services, operations, and business models for existing cus-
tomers and markets
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 ? Adjacent innovation—expansion into new business products 
and services and/or markets, in areas linked to existing core 
business
 ? Transformational innovation—expansion into totally new 
business products and services and/or markets, in totally new 
areas not linked to the existing core business
•	 A third view looks at the level of innovation, which can span all 
the way from:
 ? Incremental innovation—minor or marginal changes and im-
provement to existing products and services, operations, and/or 
business models
 ? Disruptive innovation—creation of new-to-the-world prod-
ucts, services, and business models that create new markets and 
industries and/or disrupt existing ones
Open innovation—in simplistic terms in the context of this publi-
cation is when organizations reach out and make use of external ideas, 
capabilities, and routes to market, in addition to internal ones.
Client—customer organization/end user organization/organization 
that uses the services of a supplier or service provider.
Service provider—organization that supplies specific (usually con-
tracted) services to one or more client organizations (i.e., in the context 
of this book, the same as supplier below).
Supplier—organization that supplies specific (usually contracted) 
services to one or more client organizations (i.e., in the context of this 
book, the same as service provider above).
Service (or Service offering)—a means by which a service provider 
delivers value to a client organization by facilitating outcomes the client 
wishes to achieve, as part of a joint agreement.
Service improvement—improvements to increase the efficiency, max-
imize effectiveness, and optimize the cost of services and underlying ser-
vice management processes. Don’t worry, we’ll return to this subject and 
ask the sometimes thorny question: “Is service improvement innovation?”
Engagement phase—process through which a client organization de-
fines its requirements for one or more services and selects and contracts 
with a service provider to provide them.
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Transformation phase—change program (typically in early stages of 
a services contract) where the service provider works with the client orga-
nization to deliver changes to enable enhanced ongoing run of service(s).
Run phase—sometimes known as business as usual—ongoing deliv-
ery and management of service(s) provided by the service provider to the 
client organization.
What Is the Problem We Are Looking to Address?
The core of the issue that led to this publication is that innovation is dif-
ficult to achieve and maintain, particularly in the context of an ongoing 
client–service provider relationship. In many ways, achieving successful 
innovation between a client and a service provider, as part of a service 
relationship, should be little different to the situation where any two or-
ganizations make a conscious decision to pool capabilities and do some-
thing new or different that will drive value for both parties.
Much research and practical implementation has been done to ex-
tend Henry Chesbrough’s original work and analysis on inside-out and 
outside-in aspects of “open innovation.” The focus of this publication is 
really on one specific aspect or angle of open innovation, that is, innova-
tion between two organizations that already have a service-based relation-
ship but often, wider inputs and elements of open innovation will be 
involved. It’s a fascinating area and one that virtually all forward-thinking 
organizations are considering to some extent.
We know from experience there can be challenges. With elements 
of open innovation, there always are, but these are now widely un-
derstood and can be managed effectively to enable success. Things 
are never quite this simple, though, are they? Innovation can be a 
much-bandied buzzword, put around by service providers, with little 
substance to back it up. Frequently, clients may ask for innovation 
from their service providers, without really understanding what it is or 
what they want. Little surprise, then, innovation is a word and an area 
where mistrust and misunderstandings often exist between clients and 
service providers. In many cases, it is the category where clients rate 
their service providers lowest in terms of formal client satisfaction and 
value derived from the overall relationship with the service provider. 
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In addition, it is an area where service providers can be exasperated 
by their clients.
There is no doubt that dissatisfied clients and frustrated service provid-
ers exist, each with their own war stories to tell. However, innovation be-
tween clients and service providers definitely does happen. There are great 
examples of this across many industries, but in the past, this has often oc-
curred as much by accident as by design. This, in itself, can cause very good 
results, but accidental innovation is unlikely to be consistent or sustainable.
The reality is innovation between clients and service providers is dif-
ficult to achieve and equally challenging to sustain, but there is a positive 
side. In this publication, we make the case that when clients and suppliers 
do truly collaborate to drive innovation and do this by design rather than 
by accident, they can and do create higher value outcomes for both par-
ties on a repeatable and ongoing basis, throughout the life cycle of their 
service agreement and relationship.
The book includes a number of recommendations, approaches, and tech-
niques for achieving this. The author readily admits that the content is not 
based on rocket science but all too often some or many of the challenges 
described in the following chapters exist, with no concerted plan to address 
them. If this is not the case in your organization, I’m very pleased and would 
love to know if you’ve already adopted some of the approaches recommended 
in this publication and/or have made use of equally effective alternative ap-
proaches. One of my experiences of working on joint innovation between 
clients and service providers is there is always something new to learn.
Much of what I’ve looked to build into this publication is derived 
from my own direct real-world experience of managing, developing, and 
delivering innovation between clients and service providers in the IT ser-
vices industry. The rest comes from extensive discussion and collaboration 
with others, including chairing and facilitating cross-industry groups, 
workshops, and debates on the topic. I firmly believe the challenges out-
lined exist generically in many industries, and so hope the content will 
be useful for a wide range of organizations as they look to create new 
relationships between client and service provider organizations or build 
upon and improve existing ones.
Lastly, this book is about innovation, and so it can’t just be about 
looking back and taking lessons learned from experiences, good and bad. 
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Thankfully, there will always be new things to learn, different ways to do 
things, and improvements to make. The book also highlights some of the 
newer areas that are making a real difference in the effectiveness of col-
laborative client–supplier innovation. Of course, there will be others, and 
next year there will be different ones again, and so on. The author would 
love to engage with the readers on their thoughts, lessons learned, and 
new approaches, on an ongoing basis, so please do get in touch.
The Author’s Experience
My career in IT and technology services began in 1987 after leaving uni-
versity, when I worked in the internal IT business unit of a number of 
client organizations. Since joining IBM in 1998, one of the major reasons 
I’ve enjoyed myself and been able to keep myself motivated has been the 
ability to find new and interesting roles every few years. Having been 
Chief Architect for IBM on multiple large client engagements and ongo-
ing service contracts a number of years ago, I made a slightly sideways 
move into Service Innovation–related roles.
My interest started when I attended an IBM technical leaders con-
ference. One of the speakers gave a fascinating talk on the work he was 
carrying out as IBM Innovation Leader for a very large IT services and 
sourcing contract with a major global financial services client. In this role, 
he was working alongside an opposite number in the client in something 
called a Value Creation Centre, which was a joint team managing a port-
folio of innovation-related activities, rather than a physical place.
In effect, this was a joint investment between the financial services 
company, as the client, and IBM, as the service provider, focused on areas 
where the client organization could use technology to do something new 
or different to drive business value. The concept included developing op-
portunities for innovation by focusing on the client’s business challenges 
and opportunities; utilizing the client’s business knowledge and capabili-
ties, and IBM and partner industry and technology capabilities; developing 
these and ultimately delivering them; and also measuring the value derived.
As I listened avidly to this presentation, I thought this was exactly 
what IBM and other service providers should be doing with their clients 
but often were not. I was delighted when the speaker said he was looking 
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to expand his team, and connected with him afterward. Before long, I ap-
plied for and got the role of Innovation Architect, working in the Value 
Creation Centre team. What I didn’t quite realize at the time was I was 
part of the Innovation Leader’s “exit plan” from the account, that is, he’d 
been looking to recruit somebody who could quickly take on his Innova-
tion leadership role. So before long I was the Innovation Leader of this 
large Value Creation Centre. In parallel, the previous Innovation Leader 
became a long-term colleague, friend and mentor and has had a hugely 
positive and supportive influence on my career ever since.
This was a job I loved. I learned many positive and valuable lessons, 
a number of which were vital for my subsequent roles and have been in-
corporated into the chapters of this book. Both organizations were com-
mitted to the success of the innovation partnership, there was strong and 
engaged sponsorship, there were great connections between business and 
technology, and strong teams on both sides committed to working to-
gether to drive innovation and real business value for the client organiza-
tion and benefits for IBM too (more on that later).
After this role, my next move within IBM was to join a small team 
developing a new innovation program for a cross-industry portfolio of IT 
service and sourcing clients in the United Kingdom and Ireland. Again, 
I quickly became the leader of this team, and for the next four years 
I worked with clients and IBM teams in my own business unit and across 
the depth and breadth of IBM to partner with our clients on a huge range 
of innovation-related activities, from one-off innovation workshops to 
specific innovation-related projects to ongoing joint innovation programs.
In this role, my job title was IBM Global Technology Services (my 
business unit) Client Chief Innovation Officer. The “Client” word is im-
portant. My role was not to work on internal IBM facing innovations, 
which were obviously also hugely important, but to drive joint innova-
tion between IBM service account teams and our clients.
Leading a small central innovation team, my role was really split into 
two parts.
1. Working directly with clients: I worked with a number of specifically 
targeted clients to manage, develop, and deliver joint  innovation—
running innovation workshops, developing and delivering a range 
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of innovation projects, and supporting the establishment and gover-
nance of joint innovation programs.
2. Enabling IBM teams: Working with IBM engagement, account, and 
service teams to skill them in managing, developing, and deliver-
ing joint innovation proactively with their own clients; develop-
ing repeatable innovation-related assets; enabling enhanced access 
to wider IBM innovation programs and resources; creating positive 
communications of success stories; and creating a buzz around in-
novation within IBM and our clients.
The first part of the role was very important for me personally, as work-
ing with clients is where I get a large part of my job satisfaction. The sec-
ond aspect was critical to the success of the role. We had a small central 
innovation team but the potential to have a much greater impact if every 
client account team proactively engaged their client to manage, develop, 
and deliver joint innovation and had the know-how and capability to do it.
For four years, it was an absolute pleasure and privilege to work with 
so many fantastic people in our clients and in IBM and partner organiza-
tions. I learned a huge amount, often through success but sometimes, it 
has to be admitted, through challenges and even failures. Again, I have 
looked to embed this experience into the learning and recommendations 
in the following chapters.
During and after the role, I worked with IBM services and wider 
client facing teams across Europe and beyond to learn from them and 
cascade learning from the experience of the successful client innovation 
program in the United Kingdom and Ireland. One aspect of this was to 
work with a small team of great people to develop a new global IBM 
Leaders “Master Class,” focused on collaborative innovation with clients. 
This is now taught to senior client facing IBM professionals across the 
globe, and I’ve personally trained teams across Europe and in the United 
States and China, learning a great deal about the value and importance of 
geography-based cultures along the way.
It is important to see outside your own little world, even if it is big and 
blue. My favorite open innovation–related quote is the one from Bill Joy, 
cofounder of Sun Microsystems: “Because not all the smart people work 
for you.” With this in mind, I reached outside IBM to engage with and 
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learn from others. I led the Special Interest Group for Innovation in the UK 
National Outsourcing Association (now known as the Global Sourcing As-
sociation) for a number of years, leading research, discussion, and workshops 
with clients, suppliers, and third-party advisers. The insights gained have 
also helped give me a wider perspective and see the common patterns and 
challenges facing a much wider group of clients and service providers. Once 
more, I’ve striven to bring this learning into the contents of this publication.
In recent years, my focus has included working with university stu-
dents and universities on innovation-related topics. A number of times in 
this publication I make reference to IBM’s Extreme Blue innovation pro-
gram. This is a program that assigns student interns to work, supported 
by experienced IBMers, on client challenges to create new-to-the-world 
capabilities. I’ve been a lead mentor for a number of Extreme Blue proj-
ects, and the IBM teams, clients, and I have never ceased to be amazed by 
the brilliant solutions developed by the students.
Inspired by my interaction with these teams, I’ve become involved 
with a number of universities in the United Kingdom, in particular the 
University of Leeds, whose focus on the importance of innovation man-
agement has impressed me. This has included supporting the develop-
ment and teaching of a new student module, Innovation Management 
in Practice, where I was given the challenge—“If a student becomes an 
innovation manager, what should they do when they arrive for work on 
Monday morning?” This work has been very rewarding. I was delighted 
in 2016 when I was appointed by the Royal Academy of Engineering as 
Visiting Professor of Innovation in Industry at the University of Leeds, 
which I am fitting alongside my day job as I think the experience benefits 
myself, my employer, and our clients. There is a particular focus in this 
role on improving the employability of students, particularly engineering 
students, and my focus includes assisting the students to understand and 
develop the T- and TT-shaped skills profiles, which I believe are critical 
for the development and delivery of innovation success. More on this 
when we discuss the role of the Innovation Leader.
Let me stop blowing my trumpet for a moment, even if the reason 
for doing it is to demonstrate the real-world experiences upon which this 
publication is built. I would like to admit a truth. Despite the effort of 
many people across IBM, we have not yet successfully convinced every IT 
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services and sourcing client the value of jointly collaborating with IBM as 
a service provider on innovation. There are a minority of clients who, for a 
number of reasons, are still reticent to focus on collaborative innovation, 
or believe that all the effort to deliver innovation should come from the 
service provider alone (an approach I believe will simply not work).
In recent times, we’ve increasingly looked at things from the client 
viewpoint. The use of Design Thinking–related techniques and approaches 
is hugely beneficial here. Empathy is very important. If the client team 
does not recognize the value or wish to input into innovation activity, 
there must be a reason for this. Design Thinking and additional actions 
have assisted moving things forward with a good number of these clients, 
but not yet all. I’m sure this is true for many service providers. It would 
be interesting to get such clients to review and feedback on the contents 
of this publication. In the chapter centered on Client Challenges, I’ve at-
tempted to consider the world empathetically from a client’s point of view, 
an important consideration for all service providers. I hope this works.
Overall, the innovation program has been a significant success. Many 
clients have derived significant value and business benefits from our joint 
innovation activities, and the additional investment and focus on inno-
vation from the IBM team has been very good for IBM too. We were 
tasked with developing and delivering a program of joint innovation with 
our clients that would deliver business benefits to the clients, increase 
the value they gained from their service relationship with IBM, improve 
formal client satisfaction, and (yes, let’s be honest about this) drive ad-
ditional business for IBM. We achieved all these things.
Over the four years, our formal client satisfaction scores for inno-
vation rose steadily and significantly, as we learned and improved. We 
reached a good place and a key target, with more than 80 percent of the 
IT services and sourcing clients covered by the program rating IBM 8 out 
of 10 or above for innovation. The current team is driving to improve this 
further still, using new and emerging capabilities and approaches, as they 
should. But it was not like that at the beginning. There was much to do 
and there were many improvements to make. Many people did a lot of 
very good things, and the IBM team and our clients learned many lessons 
along the way, which I look to share with you in the following chapters.
CHAPTER 2
Client Challenges
Key Client Challenges
This chapter focuses on the challenges faced by client organizations in 
managing, developing, and delivering collaborative innovation with their 
service providers. Of course, not all client organizations will have all the 
challenges listed, but the majority of client organizations are likely to be 
facing at least a number of them, either at the current time or at some 
point in the future. Experience-based recommendations for overcoming 
such challenges are included in the following chapters.
Many people working in client organizations will instantly  recognize 
many of the items listed. Others may be less obviously recognizable. 
Many of the items may raise a few eyebrows with some people. These 
items may not even be perceived as challenges from the client perspective, 
but all of the items described have been included as the author believes 
they pose real barriers to successful collaborative innovation.
The client challenges have been categorized as follows:
•	 Time, resources, and funding
•	 Sponsorship and leadership
•	 Innovation understanding
•	 Service provider–related challenges
•	 Culture and motivation
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The challenges, as I see them, are outlined in more detail in the fol-
lowing subsections. For some excellent additional perspectives beyond 
this publication, recommended reading includes Reaching the Goal: How 
Managers Improve Service Businesses by John Ricketts and Can Two Rights 
Make a Wrong: Insights from IBM’s Tangible Culture Project by Sarah 
Moulton Reger.
Time, Resources, and Funding
Some of the biggest challenges for organizations considering use of a 
structured approach for managing, developing, and delivering innovation 
are the availability of time, resources, and funding to focus on apply-
ing innovation to their business challenges and opportunities. This is as 
true for an organization looking to drive innovation purely internally as 
for a client looking to drive innovation in collaboration with its service 
providers.
This is, of course, a classic innovation conundrum—we don’t have 
time to sharpen the saw because we’re too busy cutting down trees with 
a blunt saw, or, to put it another way from a client perspective, we don’t 
have time to focus on innovation this year because we already have a full 
book of change projects to run and some of them aren’t going as well as 
we’d hoped.
I’ve spent time working with a number of client organizations in this 
position. Representatives from such companies have sometimes told me 
they love the idea of taking a structured approach to innovation within 
their own business and are equally keen to work in collaboration with 
their service providers to develop and deliver innovation but this will have 
to wait until next year (or the year after and so on).
Specific challenges for client organizations in this area include the 
following:
•	 “We don’t have time to focus on innovation because we have a full 
change program”
•	 “We can’t focus on innovation at the moment because the people 
and other resources we’ve got are already fully committed to run 
the business and change the business activities”
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•	 “We can’t focus on innovation at the moment because our budget 
is already fully committed to meet the costs required to run the 
business and on delivering already approved change the business 
activities”
When these challenges are encountered, it will be important for the 
client to take a step back and discuss internally, and with their service 
providers, how innovation could be applied by design, at least at the out-
set, to address challenges in the current service and change program, for 
example, to improve quality or efficiency of service and/or change activi-
ties to reduce costs. Savings achieved, or a proportion of them, can then 
be reapplied to higher value change the business innovation activities. 
These can drive further value for the client and offer business opportuni-
ties for the service provider, perhaps offset against reduced revenues from 
core services, due to the impact of implemented efficiency-focused service 
improvement innovations.
An additional consideration for client organizations is to review the 
value of potential innovation activities against activities planned within 
current budget allocations. An example of this is included in the Proof 
Points chapter, where a client determined to reallocate an element of 
budget from previously planned change activity to deliver specific items 
identified and developed during joint innovation activity with a service 
provider, on the basis of the higher value generated from the innovation 
project, compared to existing budgeted change activities
Sponsorship and Leadership
It is possible to drive innovation successfully from the shop floor, in a 
skunk works type mode, without executive or management support and 
sponsorship, but the value derived from such an approach is likely to be 
limited and unsustainable.
At times, organizations talk about making innovation a priority, at an 
executive level, but do not place any substance behind such a statement. 
This can be particularly damaging to the people within the organization 
and the employees of partner, supplier, and service provider organiza-
tions, because the word innovation, itself, loses credibility and is seen 
simply as a buzzword rather than as anything meaningful.
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From experience, there is generally no shortage of ideas for doing 
new things or improving existing things in the vast majority of organiza-
tions, but a key challenge is how best to approach the sponsorship and 
leadership from the top required to foster innovation and the supporting 
 organization’s, processes, and capabilities required to successfully manage, 
develop, and deliver innovation across all levels of the organization.
Specific challenges for client organizations in this area include the 
following:
•	 “We have no executive or management support for developing and 
delivering innovation in the overall business and/or in our business 
unit.”
•	 “Nobody is responsible for developing and delivering innovation 
in our overall business and/or in our business unit.”
•	 “Nobody is responsible for developing and delivering innovation 
in collaboration with our service provider(s).”
It will not be enough for client executives to state that innovation is 
an important priority. They will also need to put in place the tangible or-
ganization, process, and funding enablers covered in later chapters needed 
to encourage an innovation culture in their own organization and in the 
service provider’s organization. Empowered leadership will be needed to 
work with each service provider to input into a joint innovation man-
agement and execution approach. This can include idea generation and 
identification, idea review and prioritization, capability and business case 
development, sponsorship and funding for later stage innovation activity, 
delivery and commercialization of the innovation, in order for tangible 
value to be derived and the benefits measured.
Innovation Understanding
Another challenge for many organizations when considering driving a 
structured approach to managing, developing, and delivering innovation 
is understanding what innovation really means in the context of their 
own business or business unit and in the context of their relationship with 
their service providers.
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Innovation is a word that means many different things to different 
people. The same organization may have quite different views on innova-
tion across their business units. In addition, as outlined in the Terminology 
section of the Introduction, there are many different types of innovation. 
Some people may view innovation as being purely related to new product 
and service development or about application of the latest technology. 
Others may wish to focus innovation efforts on a series of small, incre-
mental improvements to existing operations. Equally, a different group 
may dismiss such incremental change as not being innovation at all and 
see innovation as purely focusing on disruptive or transformative change.
If a client doesn’t work with its service providers to agree what innova-
tion is in the context of their service relationships, how will the service 
provider know how to deliver it, and how will the client know they are 
getting or not getting it?
Specific challenges for client organizations in this area include the 
following:
•	 “We don’t have an understanding of what innovation really means 
to the wider business.”
•	 “We don’t know what innovation means for our business unit.”
•	 “We don’t have a level of agreement with our service provider(s) of 
what we want from them or what they mean by innovation.” (Note 
the duplication with the next subsection.)
There are no right or wrong answers here in terms of what the defini-
tion of innovation should be. The key, as described in the following chap-
ters, is for the client and service provider to get together and jointly agree, 
define, focus on, and measure what innovation means in the context of 
their relationship.
Service Provider–Related Challenges
Having spent the majority of my career, working for a service provider 
organization, I write this subsection with a little trepidation, but the 
truth will out. One of the specific challenges client organizations can 
have in collaborative relationships with their service provider(s) is the 
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level of understanding and capability of their service providers in the 
context of innovation.
Just as the client organization can have internal challenges around the 
sponsorship, leadership, and understanding of innovation, their service 
provider(s) may well be in the same boat. Some service providers may talk 
up innovation as a priority and state they have innovative capabilities but 
then have not sufficient substance to back up their claims. There may not 
be sufficient sponsorship, leadership, process, and/or capability within the 
service provider’s organization to make true collaborative innovation with 
their client(s) work. In addition, the service provider may harbor very dif-
ferent views of what innovation is to their clients.
Equally, the service provider must put the basics in place for the client 
to earn the right to even have an innovation conversation. The basics in-
clude solid service and change delivery. Finally, the relationship between 
the client and service provider will be a critical enabler for innovation. 
If this is broken, it is unlikely either organization will focus on or derive 
value from collaborative innovation.
Some of the specific challenges for client organizations in this area are 
as follows:
•	 “There is no executive or management support for developing and 
delivering innovation in our service provider(s).”
•	 “Nobody is responsible for developing and delivering innovation 
in collaboration with us in our service provider(s).”
•	 “We don’t have a level of agreement with our service provider(s) of 
what we want from them or what they mean by innovation.” (Note 
the duplication with previous subsection.)
•	 “Our service provider(s) are not providing a quality service, so why 
would we wish to develop an innovation agenda with them?”
•	 “Our relationship with our service provider(s) is not strong enough 
for us to wish to develop collaborative innovation with them.”
As detailed in later chapters, it will be key for the client to consider 
the innovation capabilities, motivations, and proof points of potential 
service providers during the Pre-engagement phase planning and during 
the Engagement phase of the service life cycle. If innovation is a priority 
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for the client organization, then the innovation capabilities of potential 
service providers should be part of the selection criteria for choosing a 
service provider.
If the service provider is not providing a robust quality of service, it 
is unlikely the client organization will even consider a wider innovation 
agenda. In this case, it is down to the service provider, supported by the cli-
ent organization where appropriate, to apply innovation to improve service 
quality. Understandably, many clients will not consider this as innovation 
but simply the service provider doing what they should have done in the 
first place. However, once the service is robust, many clients will then be 
willing to engage their service providers on a wider scope innovation agenda.
Culture and Motivation
To some, this may appear a less tangible area for client challenges than the 
others, but it is of critical importance. If the culture of an organization 
does not support and enable its employees to focus on innovation and/
or if the employees are not motivated to drive innovation with their ser-
vice provider(s), then it is unlikely to happen. There is a strong link and 
dependency here to the Sponsorship and Leadership subsection above.
A further consequence may be those employees who really do wish 
to raise new ideas and develop and deliver innovation will be turned off 
by the lack of an innovation culture and/or the lack of motivation within 
their colleagues. Once this happens, the productivity of such staff is likely 
to fall, and in the long term they are likely to look elsewhere within the 
wider organization or beyond to find a role that better meets their needs.
Specific challenges for client organizations in this area include the 
following:
•	 “Our organization does not value innovation, so why should we 
bother?”
•	 “Innovation is something the service provider will do for us or to 
us, so we don’t need to do anything.”
One aspect of culture and motivation is the level of proactivity in 
the client to understand what is most important to their business and 
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to communicate this to the service provider, in order to be able to focus 
 innovation on targeted areas and themes that will drive most value, rather 
than adopt a scattergun approach, and to provide support and input dur-
ing innovation-related activities. Innovation in a service relationship is not 
done to the client; it is achieved in partnership with the service provider.
Equally, the service provider must be proactive when working with 
the client to find out what is most important to the client and determine 
where the service provider’s capabilities can be applied to deliver most 
value to the client’s business through innovation.
Successful innovation in a collaborative client–service provider rela-
tionship is more likely to be achieved when the culture in both organiza-
tions is similarly supportive of making innovation happen by design rather 
than by accident, but much more on this later.
CHAPTER 3
Service Provider Challenges
Key Service Provider Challenges
This chapter focuses on the challenges faced by service provider organiza-
tions in managing, developing, and delivering collaborative innovation 
with their clients. Of course, not all service provider organizations will 
have all the challenges listed, but the majority of organizations are likely 
to be facing at least a number of them, either at the current time or at 
some point in the future. Experience-based recommendations for over-
coming such challenges are included in the following chapters.
Many people working in service provider organizations will instantly 
recognize many of the items listed. Others may be less obviously recogniz-
able. Many of the items may raise a few eyebrows with some people. These 
items may not even be perceived as challenges from the service provider 
perspective, but all of the items described have been included as the au-
thor believes they pose real barriers to successful collaborative innovation.
The service provider challenges have been categorized as follows:
•	 Time, resources, and funding
•	 Sponsorship and leadership
•	 Innovation understanding
•	 Client-related challenges
•	 Culture and motivation
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The challenges, as I see them, are outlined in more detail in the fol-
lowing subsections. For some excellent additional perspectives beyond this 
publication, recommended reading includes Reaching the Goal: How Man-
agers Improve Service Businesses by John Ricketts and Can Two Rights Make a 
Wrong: Insights from IBM’s Tangible Culture Project by Sarah Moulton Reger.
Time, Resources, and Funding
Some of the biggest challenges for organizations considering to use a 
structured approach for managing, developing, and delivering innovation 
are the availability of time, resources, and funding to focus on applying 
innovation to their business challenges and opportunities. This is as true 
for an organization looking to drive innovation purely internally as for 
a service provider looking to drive innovation in collaboration with its 
clients.
This, of course, is a classic innovation conundrum—we don’t have 
time to sharpen the saw because we’re too busy cutting down trees with 
a blunt saw, or, to put it another way from a service provider perspective, 
we don’t have time to focus on innovation this year because we have to 
run the service, we have committed change projects and activities to de-
liver, and we may already have a number of issues.
I’ve discussed issues in this area with a number of service providers 
and service provider account teams. Representatives from such organiza-
tions have sometimes told me they love the idea of taking a structured 
approach to innovation in collaboration with their clients to develop and 
deliver innovation, but this will have to wait until next year (or the year 
after and so on).
Specific challenges for service provider organizations in this area in-
clude the following:
•	 “We don’t have time to focus on innovation because we have to 
run the service.”
•	 “We can’t focus on innovation at the moment because the people 
and other resources we’ve got are already fully committed to run-
ning the service and working on existing committed change proj-
ects and activities.”
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•	 “We can’t focus on innovation at the moment because our bud-
get is already fully committed to running the service and existing 
planned change projects and activities.”
When these challenges are encountered, it will be important for the 
service provider to take a step back and discuss internally, and with their 
client, how innovation could be applied by design, at least at the out-
set, to address challenges in the current service and change program. For 
example, innovation could be used to focus on improving the quality 
or efficiency of the service and/or change activities to reduce costs. Sav-
ings achieved, or a proportion of them, can then be reapplied to higher 
value change the business innovations. These can drive further value for 
the client and offer business opportunities for the service provider, per-
haps offset against reduced revenues from core services, if the service pro-
vider has agreed to share the cost benefits of the impact of implemented 
efficiency-focused service improvement innovations.
An additional consideration for service provider organizations is to re-
view the value of potential innovation activities against activities planned 
within current budget allocations. If greater potential value for the client 
and service provider can be identified from proposed innovation activities 
in comparison to already agreed change items, there will be a strong case 
for agreement, if appropriate, to reallocate funds to focus on development 
and delivery of the innovation activities.
Sponsorship and Leadership
It is possible to drive innovation successfully from the shop floor, in a 
skunk works type mode, without executive or management support and 
sponsorship, but the value derived from such an approach is likely to be 
limited and unsustainable.
At times, organizations talk about making innovation a priority, at an 
executive level, but do not place any substance behind such a statement. 
This can be particularly damaging to the people within the organization 
and the employees of partner, supplier, and client organizations, because 
the word innovation, itself, loses credibility and is seen simply as a buzz-
word, rather than as anything meaningful.
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From experience, there is generally no shortage of ideas for doing new 
things or improving existing things in the vast majority of organizations, 
but a key challenge is how best to approach the sponsorship and leader-
ship from the top required to foster innovation and the supporting or-
ganizations, processes, and capabilities required to successfully manage, 
develop, and deliver innovation across all levels of the organization.
Specific challenges for service provider organizations in this area in-
clude the following:
•	 “We have no executive or management support for developing and 
delivering innovation in the overall business and/or in our service 
business unit and/or account team.”
•	 “Nobody is responsible for developing and delivering innovation 
in our overall business and/or in our service business unit and/or 
account team.”
•	 “Nobody is responsible for developing and delivering innovation 
in collaboration with our clients.”
It will not be enough for service provider executives to state that in-
novation is an important priority. They will also need to put in place 
the tangible organization, process, and funding enablers covered in later 
chapters needed to encourage an innovation culture in their own orga-
nization and in the client’s organization. Empowered leadership will be 
needed to work with each client to input into a joint innovation man-
agement and execution approach. This can include idea generation and 
identification, idea review and prioritization, capability and business case 
development, sponsorship and funding for later stage innovation activity, 
delivery and commercialization of the innovation, in order for tangible 
value to be derived and the benefits measured.
Innovation Understanding
Another challenge for many organizations when considering driving a 
structured approach to managing, developing, and delivering innovation is 
understanding what innovation means in the context of their own business 
or business unit and in the context of their relationship with their clients.
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Innovation is a word that means many different things to different 
people. The same organization may have quite different views on inno-
vation across their business units. In addition, as outlined in the Ter-
minology section of the Introduction, there are many different types of 
innovation. Some people within the service provider may view innovation 
as being purely related to new service development or about application 
of the latest technology. Others may wish to focus innovation efforts on a 
series of small, incremental improvements to the existing service. Equally, 
a different group may dismiss such incremental change as not being inno-
vation at all and see innovation as purely focusing on the initial transition 
and transformation phase of the relationship or contract.
If a service provider doesn’t work with each client to agree what in-
novation is in the context of their service relationship, how will the service 
provider know how to deliver it, and how will the client know they are 
getting or not getting it?
Specific challenges for service provider organizations in this area in-
clude the following:
•	 “We don’t know what innovation means in the context of deliver-
ing innovation to our clients in general.”
•	 “We don’t have a level of agreement with our client(s) what they 
want from or they mean by innovation.” (Note the duplication 
with the next subsection.)
There are no right or wrong answers in terms of what the definition of in-
novation should be here. The key, as described in the following chapters, is for 
the client and service provider to get together and jointly agree, define, focus 
on, and measure what innovation means in the context of their relationship.
Client-Related Challenges
Just as the service provider organization can have internal challenges 
around the sponsorship, leadership, and understanding of innovation, their 
clients(s) may well be in the same boat. Some clients may talk up their need 
for innovation but then not sufficient substance to enable it to be delivered 
for and with them. There may not be sufficient sponsorship, leadership, 
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process, and/or capability within the client’s organization to make true col-
laborative innovation with their service provider(s) work. In addition, the 
client may harbor very different views of what innovation is to their clients.
Finally, the relationship between the client and service provider will 
be a critical enabler for innovation. If this is broken, it is unlikely either 
organization will focus on or drive value from collaborative innovation.
Some of the specific challenges for service provider organizations in 
this area are as follows:
•	 “There is no executive or management support for developing and 
delivering innovation in our client(s).”
•	 “Nobody is responsible for developing and delivering innovation 
in collaboration with us in our clients).”
•	 “We don’t have a level of agreement with our clients(s) what they 
want from or they mean by innovation.” (Duplicate with previous 
subsection.)
•	 “Our relationship with our client(s) is not strong enough for us to 
wish to develop collaborative innovation with them.”
For service providers who do possess real innovation capabilities, this 
can be one of the most frustrating challenge areas. On some occasions, 
the service provider can be chomping at the bit to manage, develop, and 
deliver innovation for the client, but be frustrated by the client’s lack of 
understanding of and/or motivation for joint innovation. In this case, 
if the service provider is delivering a quality service and has a solid rela-
tionship with the client, they can engage with the client to highlight the 
potential benefits in this area, particularly highlighting proof points with 
other clients and the business benefits such clients have received from a 
joint focus on innovation by design. From experience, many clients will 
get this and embryonic innovation activity can begin, with a focus on 
quick-win innovation activities to demonstrate the value.
If the relationship is not strong and/or the client is not receptive to 
a joint focus on innovation, there is realistically only so much a service 
provider can do. With selected clients, it will be better to focus on core 
service and change delivery and target resources and investments into 
joint innovation with other clients in the portfolio.
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Culture and Motivation
To some, this may appear a less tangible area for client challenges than the 
others, but it is of critical importance. If the culture of an organization 
does not support and enable its employees to focus on innovation and/
or if the employees are not motivated to drive innovation with their ser-
vice provider(s), then it is unlikely to happen. There is a strong link and 
dependency here to the Sponsorship and Leadership subsection above.
A further consequence may be those employees who really do wish 
to raise new ideas and develop and deliver innovation will be turned off 
by the lack of an innovation culture and/or the lack of motivation within 
their colleagues. Once this happens, the productivity of such staff is likely 
to fall, and in the long term they are likely to look elsewhere within the 
wider organization or beyond to find a role that better meets their needs.
Specific challenges for service provider organizations in this area in-
clude the following:
•	 “Our organisation does not value innovation, so why should we 
bother?”
•	 “The client does not value innovation, so why should we bother?”
•	 “Innovation is something the client expects to happen without 
their active participation.”
One aspect of culture and motivation is the level of proactivity in 
the service provider to understand what is most important to the client 
and determine where the service provider’s capabilities can be applied to 
deliver most value to the client’s business through innovation.
Equally, the client must be proactive when working with the service 
provider to understand what is most important to their business and com-
municate this to the service provider, and to provide support and input dur-
ing innovation-related activities. Innovation in a service relationship is not 
done to the client, it is achieved in partnership with the service provider.
Successful innovation in a collaborative client–service provider rela-
tionship is more likely to be achieved when the culture in both organi-
zations is similarly supportive of making innovation happen by design, 
rather than by accident, but much more on this later.

CHAPTER 4
Service Relationship 
Considerations
Why Is a Service Relationship Different?
This publication opened by stating that in many ways achieving success-
ful innovation between a client and service provider as part of a service 
relationship should be little different to any two organizations who make 
a conscious decision to pool capabilities and do something new or differ-
ent to drive value for both parties. While this is true, there are a number 
of key considerations that need to be taken into account in terms of the 
particular context and nuances of a service relationship, which come with 
a balance of advantages and disadvantages.
This chapter describes a number of these key considerations, which 
should be carefully considered when developing innovation by design as 
part of a client and service provider relationship.
The items covered are as follows:
•	 Service improvement versus innovation
•	 Life-cycle considerations
•	 Contractual considerations
•	 Commercial considerations
•	 Intellectual property considerations
•	 Mutual knowledge and understanding
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Service Improvement versus Innovation
One question I’ve often been asked in a service relationship context is 
when is it something innovation and when is it plain old-fashioned ser-
vice improvement? Often the two coincide. A strong ongoing service 
improvement program can be a great source of a series of incremental im-
provements, using new or existing ideas that result in change that delivers 
value, in terms of increased efficiency, lower cost, higher levels of service 
quality or availability, and so on.
In the wider context of the innovation word, to me, this definitely is in-
novation and when combined together a set of marginal improvements can 
make a significant overall improvement. Consider the Sky and Great Britain 
cycling teams, who achieved huge success through a concerted focus on driv-
ing a relatively large number of incremental improvement marginal gain–
based innovations. This is very much an example of innovation by design.
In terms of the context of a client–service provider relationship, my 
view on whether service improvement is innovation is “it depends on 
the view of the client”. As we shall see in the next chapter, the client and 
service provider should agree a definition, scope, and focus areas for their 
joint innovation activity.
Some clients will consider service improvement as the area where all 
innovation efforts should be focused. Others will wish to focus on a com-
bination of service improvements and wider scope innovations for their 
business unit or wider organization. Another set of clients will state that 
service improvement is not innovation at all in their eyes - it is business 
as usual. To these clients, innovation activity should be focused elsewhere 
and service improvement should simply be delivered as part of the Run 
Phase service. This is a valid argument but even then if we call it service 
improvement, rather than innovation, it will still need to be carried out 
by design rather than by accident to be successful on a sustainable basis.
Service Life-Cycle Considerations
Service agreements follow a life-cycle approach, which needs to the 
understood and taken into account when developing an approach to 
innovation between clients and service providers. A number of indus-
try frameworks describe this (e.g., the Global Sourcing Association’s 
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Outsourcing Life-cycle Model) but few, or any, focus specifically on the 
context of the delivery of innovation.
For the purposes of this publication, I have used a created a relatively 
simple life-cycle model, including the following phases:
•	 Engagement—including requirements development, tendering 
process, supplier selection, contract negotiation, and contract sig-
nature activities
•	 Transition—including activities to transfer responsibility of ser-
vice provision (and potentially people and additional assets if in an 
outsourcing context) to the service provider
•	 Transformation—including activities to deliver one or more 
change programs to implement the new supplier’s services and/or 
improve existing improvements to services to achieve the client’s 
business objectives
•	 Run—delivery of ongoing services including continual service im-
provement and change management activities
•	 Renewal/Extension—activities to implement significant changes 
to the agreement in terms of scope, timeframe, and/or commercials
•	 Exit—including activities to transfer responsibility of service pro-
vision (and potentially people and additional assets if in an out-
sourcing context) to a different service provider
The phases are also shown in the diagram below.
As with the whole of the publication, the focus is on how clients and 
service providers can work together to use innovation to deliver value for 
both organizations. The client will be looking to derive as much value as 
it can from the service provider, and the service provider will be looking 
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to achieve higher value for itself by delivering innovative services and in-
novation that differentiates both itself and the client. The type of value 
derived from innovation and the actions required to achieve it are likely 
to be different during the different phases of the life cycle, and so it is 
important to consider the life-cycle view.
There are opportunities to apply innovation in each of these phases. 
For example, clients and service providers can use innovative approaches 
within Transition, Contract Renegotiation, and Exit phases.
For the purposes of this publication, we have focused considerations 
for innovation and related activities primarily during the Engagement, 
Transformation, and Run phases of the service relationship life cycle. The 
later chapter on specific Recommendations has been structured to focus 
on each of these three phases.
Contractual Considerations
A service agreement is generally based on a legal contract, with set obliga-
tions for service provider and client organizations agreed in the Engage-
ment phase of the life cycle.
This often includes a commitment from the service provider to deliver 
a change program for and/or with the client in the Transformation phase 
of the life cycle. Depending on the requirements and context, this may 
include a level of committed innovation.
Once the relationship moves into the Run phase, if not designed ap-
propriately, contractual terms and conditions can create a constraint on 
ongoing collaborative innovation between clients and service providers.
Equally, the contract can be used to create an enabling framework and 
incentives for both client and supplier to stimulate the development and 
delivery of innovation-related activities on an ongoing basis through the 
Run phase of the life cycle.
Commercial Considerations
Although achieving wider business value through innovation is often an 
important factor for a client organization when selecting a service pro-
vider, the primary client goals for the majority of service agreements focus 
on achieving a desired quality and level of service, at a specific price point. 
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Typically, the overall goal is to enable cost savings to be achieved by the 
client organization, compared to services formerly delivered in-house or 
by previous service providers.
Similarly, primary service provider goals are likely to be focused on 
achieving a target level of revenue and profit from the service contract. 
To achieve target levels of profit, service providers have an incentive to 
drive cost efficiencies. An additional service provider goal is often to drive 
profitable revenue growth beyond the base service contract.
Innovation may be required to deliver the change program committed 
by both parties in the Transformation phase of the service life cycle. The 
business case for this will typically be built into the commercial agree-
ments underpinning the service contract.
Once in the Run phase of the service life cycle, there is likely to be 
a commitment from the service provider to deliver a level of ongoing 
service improvement innovation (noting that not all clients consider ser-
vice improvement as innovation). For any level of meaningful innovation 
beyond this, funding and resources will be needed from both parties. 
This can be particularly challenging for the early stages of joint innova-
tion, such as exploration of challenges and opportunities, idea genera-
tion and development, capability prototyping, and viability assessment. 
These activities will typically be required to demonstrate a sufficiently 
solid business case to persuade a business sponsor to invest into further 
development and delivery of the innovation, on the basis of the level of 
projected benefits.
The commercial pressures on clients and service providers to achieve their 
primary cost efficiency–related goals from the service relationship can create 
significant constraints on the willingness and ability of both parties to invest 
into these early stage joint innovation activities. But without these early stage 
activities, the business case to invest in follow-on innovation activities to 
fully develop and deliver innovation will not be clear. If this is the case, it will 
be challenging to find sponsorship to move forward, and innovation, beyond 
service improvements and minor incremental change, is likely to be stifled.
In order to overcome these challenges, and achieve innovation beyond 
the initial Transformation change program, client and service provider or-
ganizations will need to collaboratively agree one or more funding mecha-
nisms to support this early stage activity.
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My personal view is that both the client and the service provider 
should provide funding for activities at this stage. This can be achieved 
through a joint innovation bucket fund or by making decisions on 
a piecemeal basis. Client organizations may argue the service provider 
should invest fully in early stage joint innovation, as effectively this is 
business development–related activity. Service providers may argue the 
client should invest fully as the focus is on development capability and 
business case for the client. My argument is that when both parties invest, 
there will be a higher win rate, as both parties will have skin in the game 
and care more to ensure they get a solid return on their investments into 
early stage innovation activities.
One additional commercial pressure in a service relationship can be 
the consideration of potential competition, once a specific innovation has 
been jointly developed. Depending on the scope and context, to get best 
value, clients may wish to open up delivery of change projects and ser-
vice running of a developed innovation to tender with additional service 
providers. Service providers considering investing into joint early stage 
innovation activities will be significantly deterred by such an approach.
Both parties need to carefully consider how they will approach such 
situations to ensure there is something to be gained from early stage in-
novation activities for both the client and the service provider organiza-
tions. From experience, some items will naturally fit within the domain 
and strengths of the specific service provider and they will naturally get 
any follow-on business from the development, delivery, and run. In other 
cases, it may make more sense for the client to tender for the follow-on 
activity. The key will be for both organizations to consider how a specific 
innovation will be managed from the very beginning, by design.
Intellectual Property Considerations
Although there are some significant exceptions, the majority of service 
relationships are non-unique in terms of the scope and type of services 
provided by a service provider to a client. This provides significant poten-
tial for service providers to reuse innovative capabilities developed with 
one client with their other clients. In this way, innovation, in terms of 
something new to another client organization (as opposed to new to their 
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industry or new to the world), can often be delivered much more quickly 
and cost effectively than if totally new capabilities were to be developed.
If the client and service provider do create something new to the world 
as part of their collaborative innovation activities, it is likely unique intellec-
tual property will be created. It will be important that the partner organiza-
tions agree on the approach to be taken for this early in the innovation cycle.
Often, but not always, this will be linked to the source of invest-
ment for developing the innovation. For example, if the service provider 
develops the innovation for the client through its own investment, then 
frequently the parties will formally agree for the service provider to retain 
ownership of the intellectual property. Equally, if the innovation has been 
funded entirely through client investment, typically the parties would 
agree the client will retain the ownership. Where there is shared invest-
ment made, the parties need to carefully agree up front the strategy in 
regard to the intellectual property developed to avoid falling out and po-
tentially entering into legal disagreements later during the process.
Mutual Knowledge and Insights
One of the key advantages for developing and delivering innovation between 
client and service provider organizations can be their in-depth knowledge 
and insight of each other’s capabilities, organization, challenges, and oppor-
tunities. If both parties are able to harness this knowledge and insight, it can 
be a hugely powerful enabler for developing innovation with high business 
value for the client and mutual benefits for the service provider.
At times, this can also be tricky. Both clients and service providers 
may be able to see the issues and challenges within the other organization, 
more clearly than the organization can itself. Communicating and receiv-
ing such messages can be challenging. The way in which the organizations 
work together and the relationships between key people across the organi-
zations will be key to success.
In addition, proactivity will be important. Service provider(s) must be 
proactive and discover what is most important to their clients, and clients 
need to develop and articulate their business priorities to their service pro-
viders and also understand what will motivate their service providers to 
work with them to deliver innovation over above the core services provided.

CHAPTER 5
Innovation by Design
Collaborative Innovation—by Design
So far, we’ve looked at some of the major challenges clients and service 
providers face when attempting to focus on joint innovation in a service 
relationship and the specific context and nuances of service relationships. 
The primary argument of this publication is that when clients and service 
providers truly collaborate to drive innovation and do this by design rather 
than by accident, they can and do create higher value outcomes for both 
parties on a repeatable and ongoing basis, throughout the life cycle of 
their service agreement and relationship.
This chapter describes in detail what we mean by innovation by design, 
as a means for both clients and service providers to work together to de-
liver successful and sustainable outcomes through managing, developing, 
and delivering collaborative innovation-related activities.
The approach has been categorized into two parts:
1. Joint innovation governance—focuses on the setup and governance 
of overall joint innovation–related activities.
2. Joint innovation management and execution—relates to the activi-
ties needed to manage, develop, and deliver innovation at a chal-
lenge, opportunity, initiative, and/or project level.
The following sections describe and break down each set of activities 
in detail.
Joint Innovation Governance
This section describes the activities needed to set up and govern the overall ap-
proach to joint innovation between the client and service provider by design.
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Joint innovation governance activities include the following:
•	 Agree Approach—setup of approach and governance—including 
client and service provider activities to agree innovation definition, 
scope and initial focus areas in the context of their relationship and 
how it will be sponsored, funded, developed, delivered, measured, 
and governed.
•	 Manage Governance—ongoing governance—tracking and support-
ing progress of current innovation activities, setting of priorities and 
focus areas for future innovation activities, and measuring the value 
of and positive communications of delivered innovation activities.
The diagram below highlights the linkage between Joint Innovation 
Governance and Joint Innovation Management and Execution.
The following subsections describe the recommended Joint innova-
tion governance activities in more detail.
Agree Approach
This section describes the activities a client and a service provider need to 
undertake to determine and agree how they will jointly manage, develop, 
and deliver innovation as part of their ongoing relationship. One of the 
keywords for innovation by design is agreement. By consciously agreeing 
the approach up front, clients and service providers can generate a signifi-
cant enabler for ensuring sustainable delivery of successful innovation and 
positive business outcomes throughout the life cycle of their relationship.
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Typically, Agree Approach activities will be actioned at the outset of 
the relationship, during the Engagement phase of the life cycle. However, 
there is no reason why a client and supplier cannot establish an agreed 
approach to innovation during the Engagement or Run phases, where an 
approach had not been previously agreed or where the agreed approach 
was simply not working, and/or not being adhered to, and needs to be 
re-established. Similarly, it can be useful to review the approach agreed 
on a regular basis, for example annually, as part of Manage Governance 
activities.
Key Agree Approach activities are as follows:
1. Agree Innovation Sponsorship
2. Agree Innovation Definition
3. Agree Initial Scope
4. Agree Initial Innovation Focus Areas
5. Agree Innovation Leadership
6. Agree Innovation Funding Mechanism(s)
7. Agree Manage Governance Approach—including target setting and 
measurement
8. Agree Joint Innovation Execution Approach
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Each set of activities is described in more detail below:
Agree Innovation Sponsorship
“Who will sponsor overall joint innovation activities in the context of 
the client–service provider relationship?”
Without sponsorship, joint innovation by design will not occur. The In-
novation Sponsors are typically executive-level personnel in both client 
and service provider organizations. They should have skin in the game by 
being in a position to benefit if joint innovation is successfully delivered. 
Alternatively, they will likely be adversely impacted if it is not.
The sponsors will lead the following steps. The client Innovation 
Sponsor(s) should develop a definition for joint innovation and verify 
scope and initial focus areas for joint innovation with the service pro-
vider Innovation Sponsor(s), as outlined below, along with agreeing the 
high-level approach to the leadership, funding, governance, and execu-
tion of joint innovation activities.
On an ongoing basis, key inputs from the Innovation Sponsors will 
include attending regularly scheduled (typically quarterly or half-yearly) 
executive innovation governance meetings and responding to ad hoc re-
quests from the appointed Innovation Leaders for support and input. 
The Innovation Sponsors will review progress made, assist with removing 
any major blockages to progress, measure value and benefits delivered 
from joint innovation, and set future focus areas for innovation activities, 
aligned to evolving business priorities.
Agree Innovation Definition
“What does innovation mean in the context of the specific client–
service provider relationship?”
As detailed in the Client and Service Provider Challenge chapters, innovation 
in a client–supplier relationship can be an area fraught with misunderstand-
ing. If a client and a service provider have not actually agreed what innova-
tion means in the context of their relationship, how can the service provider 
know it is providing it and the client team be confident it is getting it?
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By the client and service provider Innovation Sponsors sitting down 
together and agreeing a simple one-line definition of innovation, in the 
context of their relationship, with particular emphasis on what innova-
tion means to the client’s wider organization, or specific business unit, 
these misunderstandings can easily be avoided.
There are, of course, many possible definitions, from broad and 
wide-ranging definitions to ones tied to the very specific goals within the 
service agreement. A few examples below:
•	 Innovation is the use of new ideas, or existing ideas in a new 
context, applied collaboratively by the client and service pro-
vider to result in change which delivers business value to the 
client.
•	 Innovation is the application of new and emerging technologies 
developed by the service provider to enable the client’s business to 
increase revenue, reduce cost, and/or improve internal or external 
customer service ratings.
•	 Innovation by the service provider for the client will focus on on-
going incremental improvements to the service provider’s agreed 
contracted services for the client, with the objective of either re-
ducing the costs of the service and/or improving agreed levels of 
service, availability, and/or performance.
A number of client organizations will adopt an existing definition 
of innovation used by their wider organization. Others will develop a 
new definition collaboratively with their service provider, Either way, it 
is important to think this through, write it down, and communicate to 
teams in both the client and service provider, during the Engagement 
Phase and very importantly during Transformation and Run Phases of 
the relationship.
Agree Innovation Scope
“What is the scope for innovation within the context of the client–
service provider relationship?”
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Once a definition of innovation has been agreed, the next activity is to 
agree the scope of innovation, in terms of the client’s organization. Op-
tions can include the following:
•	 Innovation purely within the scope of the contracted services dur-
ing the Transformation Phase
•	 Innovation purely within the scope of the contracted services dur-
ing the Run Phase delivered as service improvement (noting that 
some clients will not consider service improvement as innovation)
•	 Wider innovation within specific business units of the client
•	 Wider innovation across the entire business organization of the client
Virtually all clients, apart from those in purely simple transactional 
relationships, will wish to include the first two options listed above. 
Clients may initially question the third and fourth options and believe 
the service providers should remain “in their box,” that is, focus all 
innovation-related activity on delivering changes required to deliver the 
service effectively in the Transformation Phase and on improving the cost 
efficiency and quality of the service during the Run Phase. This is a valid 
option and will work for many client relationships.
However, depending on the strengths and capabilities of the service 
provider, other clients will want more and wish to leverage the relation-
ship they have with the service provider to enable additional value to be 
delivered to their business unit and/or wider organization, far beyond 
the scope of contracted services. Obviously, this will also be attractive to 
the service provider as a potential mechanism for achieving nonorganic 
growth of its business with the client and may make investment in general 
and specifically into innovation-related activities with the client, a much 
more attractive option.
In either case, agreeing the scope for collaborative innovation is an 
important aspect of innovation by design.
Agree Initial Innovation Focus Areas
“In which areas should the client and service provider concentrate 
innovation-related activity?”
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Many studies show that organizations deliver innovation more successfully 
when they concentrate their efforts in a set number of priority areas, rather 
than attempt to apply innovation to everything. In line with this, the cli-
ent should agree with the service provider its preferred initial focus areas 
for innovation, aligned with its business unit and/or wider organization’s 
business priorities. This is likely to include innovation required to deliver 
changes needed in the Transformation Phase, and the client and service 
provider may also set specific initial target focus areas for the Run Phase.
It is likely that the service provider’s capabilities will be more aligned 
with assisting with some of the client’s business priorities but not others. 
When this is the case, it makes sense to limit the agreed focus areas for 
innovation to ones where the service provider can potentially make a dif-
ference and add value. Client organizations with multiple service provid-
ers can work across their portfolio of service providers to allocate different 
focus areas for innovation with each, aligned with their relative strengths 
and areas of capability.
With the focus areas defined, Joint Innovation Execution activities 
can more easily be concentrated on identifying specific challenges and 
opportunities for innovation in the areas that will drive most value for the 
client and develop ideas, capabilities, and business cases to address them.
One tip from the author here is to include some focus areas where 
quick wins will be possible. The ability to clearly articulate the value of 
delivered innovations early in the client–service provider relationship is a 
great mechanism for gaining wider support and momentum for a joint 
innovation program.
Agree Innovation Leadership
“Who will be responsible in the client and service provider for making 
innovation happen in the context of the client–service provider 
relationship?”
If nobody is made specifically responsible for managing, developing, and 
ensuring the delivery of joint innovation activities, they are unlikely to 
happen on a systematic and ongoing basis. As this is the case, it is impor-
tant to name Innovation Leaders in both the client and service provider. 
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In large-scale service relationships, the Innovation Leadership roles may 
be full time. For example, one of my own previous roles in IBM was IBM 
Innovation Leader for a large financial services organization. In larger 
relationships, different people may also be made responsible for service 
improvement and wider scope innovation.
For the majority of service relationships, it is likely the Innovation 
Leaders in both organizations will also have another wider role to ful-
fill. This is fine but it is important to ensure the Innovation Leaders, 
even if part time, in both client and service provider are named and have 
“managing, developing, and delivering joint innovation” formally set and 
agreed as part of their overall job role, with priorities set and impact mea-
sured as part of their performance appraisals, reviews, and so on. To be 
effective, the Innovation Leaders need to have a wide skill set (at times 
they will be facilitators, interpreters, project managers, and so on) and 
also have excellent networking skills and good network contacts, reputa-
tion and knowledge of their own organizations, or the ability to acquire 
these very quickly.
An excellent way to describe the ideal Innovation Leader is as a 
T-shaped or TT-shaped professional. The vertical bars in the T and TT 
represent areas where the professional has a depth of experience in one or 
more specific technology or business domains or specialisms. The horizon-
tal bar in the T covers the wider skill areas—communication, collabora-
tion, empathy, negotiation skills, and so on. A good Innovation Leader 
needs both.
One question I have been asked in this area is “Why should the client 
organization even need to appoint an Innovation Leader?” In response, 
I’ll repeat a point made several times in this publication, as I firmly be-
lieve it. Innovation in a collaborative service relationship should not and 
will not be successfully done to the client. It must be delivered together, 
with proactive client input and leadership, in addition to proactive input, 
management, and delivery from the service provider.
Agree Innovation Funding Mechanism(s)
“How will joint innovation activities be funded in the context of the 
client–service provider relationship?”
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Funding for innovation to be delivered during the Transformation 
Phase will typically be agreed in the core commercial agreement. As this 
is the case, the primary focus here is for agreeing one or more funding 
mechanism(s) for activities in the early stages of Joint Innovation Ex-
ecution during the Run Phase. For example, funding may be needed to 
review challenges and opportunities, identify and develop ideas, and de-
velop prototype capabilities and business case. This is a stage when some-
times a funding gap develops and it can be a critical one. If there is no 
or insufficient funding (and resources) to identify and develop potential 
innovations to demonstrate there is a positive business case for further 
investment, then joint innovation will flounder.
Once an innovation-related item has been progressed and the busi-
ness case is proven to be positive, the expectation is that further funding 
required to develop and deliver the “innovation” would be included in the 
business case and come from the identified sponsor(s) of the specific ini-
tiative (as opposed to the Client and Service Provider Sponsors of overall 
joint innovation activity described above), as it is the identified sponsor(s) 
who will reap the benefits of the proposed business case, just as with any 
other planned program project or change activity.
Potential funding mechanisms for early stage joint innovation activi-
ties include an agreed innovation investment “bucket” from the client, 
service provider, or both, and/or access to wider funds in the client or 
service provider to develop innovation. For example, IBM has several 
funded innovation programs that client service account teams can tap 
into. I’ve also worked with several clients who have also successfully made 
use of wider public or industry-based innovation funds to fund working 
with a service provider to develop new capabilities. There is no harm in 
having multiple innovation funding mechanisms, as long as the applica-
bility of each is clearly understood. In fact, I’d argue access to multiple 
funding sources for early stage innovation activity is a positive, as long as 
the most appropriate source can be agreed and accessed without delaying 
progress. With innovation, speed of development is often at the heart of 
the potential business value to be generated.
If the Innovation Leaders are fortunate enough to have an innovation 
investment “bucket,” as my opposite number and I did when I was the 
IBM Innovation Leader with a financial services client, it is obviously 
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important the money is well spent and results in a number of items reach-
ing the right hand side of the innovation management process funnel that 
delivers real value. Nobody in the client or service provider will support 
innovation for innovation’s sake, and hopefully the focus on value will 
be underlined in the agreed joint definition of innovation. It will also be 
important for the Innovation Leaders to work with the Innovation Spon-
sors to agree where the available funds are prioritized, that is, in the agreed 
focus areas or in other areas by exception.
Agree Manage Governance Approach
“How will innovation be reviewed, measured, evolved, and commu-
nicated in the context of the client–service provider relationship?”
Ongoing governance will be critical to the success of joint innovation ac-
tivities. It is important the client and service provider agree the approach 
to this by design, as early as possible in their relationship, if possible during 
the Engagement Phase. A framework for this may or may not be summa-
rized in specific innovation contract schedules.
Typically, the client and service provider Innovation Leaders, once 
appointed, will work with the Innovation Sponsors to establish and ex-
ecute a practical joint innovation governance process during Transforma-
tion and Run Phases. To prevent duplication, the majority of content and 
recommendations for this item is included in the Manage Governance 
subsection below.
Agree Joint Innovation Execution Approach
“How will innovation be managed, developed, and delivered in the 
context of the client–service provider relationship?”
The focus here is in agreeing a “process” to systematically progress items 
from an initial idea, challenge or opportunity through to full imple-
mentation, delivery of value, and benefits realization. Direction for 
this can and should be set in the Engagement Phase. A framework for 
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this may or may not be summarized in specific innovation contract 
schedules.
Typically, the client and service provider Innovation Leaders, once 
appointed, will work together to establish and execute a practical joint in-
novation management and execution process during Transformation and 
Run Phases. To prevent duplication, the majority of content and recom-
mendations for this item is included in the Joint Innovation Management 
and Execution subsection.
Manage Governance
This section describes the actions a client and a service provider need to 
undertake to jointly govern innovation activities, as part of their ongoing 
relationship.
Key Manage Governance activities are as follows:
1. Executive Innovation Governance
2. Operational Innovation Governance
3. Innovation Target Setting and Measurement
4. Positive Innovation Communications
Each set of activities is described in more detail below:
Executive Innovation Governance
“How will the client and service provider oversee innovation activities 
in the context of the client–service provider relationship?”
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Executive governance should be led by the named client and service 
provider Innovation Leaders, with oversight from the client and service 
provider Innovation Sponsors. Focus is on reviewing progress, measuring 
value and benefits realized of existing innovation activities, and setting 
future focus areas and priorities for innovation.
Executive Innovation Governance meetings typically take place on 
a quarterly or half-yearly basis, but both the frequency and invitee list 
for these meetings will vary widely, depending on the context of the 
 client–service provider relationship and agreed scope of joint innovation 
activities.
Typical Executive Innovation Governance activities include the 
following:
•	 Reviewing innovation activity progress
•	 Addressing major blockers to progress
•	 Measuring value and benefits realized of delivered innovation 
activities
•	 Setting focus areas and priorities for coming period
•	 Assisting positive communications and celebration of successfully 
delivered innovation activities
Typically, the Innovation Leaders will lead preparations for the Execu-
tive Innovation Governance meetings, including any premeeting stake-
holder management activities, if these are required to ensure progress is 
made during the meetings and successful outcomes from the meetings.
The meeting is intended to be an important part of, and integrated 
with, overall governance between client and service provider organiza-
tions. To be effective, the client and service provider Innovation Sponsors 
must attend the scheduled Executive Innovation Governance meetings 
and be empowered with decision-making capability.
If the sponsors are not interested in, or simply cannot prioritize, the 
meetings to be able to attend, this is probably a clear sign that joint in-
novation activities are not working and it’s time to review whether joint 
innovation is considered to be a worthwhile priority for both parties. If 
it is not, then it might be more effective for both parties to focus their 
limited resources elsewhere. If, as is hopefully the case, joint innovation 
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is considered a priority, particularly by the client organization, then it 
recommended to revisit the Agree Approach activities described in the 
previous section.
Outside the window of the Executive Innovation Governance meet-
ings, the Innovation Leaders will typically maintain close communica-
tions with the Innovation Sponsors and also make contact with them as 
needed to help remove blockages to progress, review recommendations 
to progress innovation outside of agreed focus areas, and assist with other 
activities as required.
Operational Innovation Governance
“How will the client and service provider proactively drive innovation 
activities in the context of the client–service provider relationship?”
Operational governance should be managed and owned by the named 
client and service provider Innovation Leaders. Focus here is on manag-
ing Joint Innovation Execution activities from idea, challenge, and op-
portunity identification and development right through to delivery and 
benefits realization.
Operational meetings typically take place on a weekly or fortnightly 
basis but both the frequency and invitee list for these meetings will vary 
widely, depending on the context of the client–service provider relation-
ship and agreed scope of joint innovation activities.
Typically, standard program and project management tools are used to 
track items through the innovation management process funnel. A simple 
spreadsheet can be used for this purpose, with a worksheet for each of 
the five main Joint Innovation Execution steps, a worksheet for rejected 
items (detailing the step the item was rejected in and rationale for rejec-
tion), and a worksheet for completed items. Items are moved through the 
worksheets as they progress.
Many visual reporting mechanisms can be used to show current state 
progress. Examples include many flavors of quadrant chart and mapping 
of in-progress items to their current step on a visual representation of the 
Innovation Management Process Funnel. Color-coded keys can be used 
to highlight alignment to agreed innovation focus areas of in-progress 
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items, alignments with business units, and so on. Simple mobile apps 
can be created, enabling client and service provider personnel to have 
real-time access to the latest reports and visuals. The reports will also typi-
cally be integrated with wider reporting, portals and mobile apps used by 
the client and service provider teams.
Innovation Target Setting and Measurement
“How will the client and service provider set targets and measure 
the impact of innovation in the context of the client–service provider 
relationship?”
One of the key questions around innovation is “how do we measure 
it?” As with all measurement systems, there are good ways and there are 
bad ways. Set the wrong measurements and people can easily focus on 
the wrong things. In general, the author is not a fan of input-focused 
measures of innovation. Examples include number of ideas, number of 
workshops, number of projects, or even percentage of successful projects. 
These are relatively easy to measure but there is no real measure of the 
value derived.
The recommendations made here are intended to be pragmatic. It is 
recommended to measure the value derived from innovation in two ways. 
One is a hard measure and one a softer one.
The hard measure is to focus measurement on the individual innova-
tion items which progress beyond the Qualify Potential and Business Case 
step in the joint innovation management process funnel. Each of these 
must have a business case to move any further forward in the process. The 
business case will stand on hard measures such as cost savings, increase in 
revenue, customer retention, specific service key performance indicator 
measurements, and so on. All of these are clearly measurable and the “in-
novation” once delivered should be measured for the value delivered and 
benefits realized, both in absolute terms and against the business case. As 
these items have been generated and/or significantly accelerated by the 
focus on joint innovation, a significant element of the benefits realized can 
quite be rightly attributed to joint innovation activities. Positive results can 
show the value of joint innovation and any negative results the opposite.
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It is noted that this hard measurement sets and measures the objec-
tives and success of individual innovation activities and projects, rather 
than overall joint innovation activities. However, a small number of very 
positive returns through delivered innovation activities can soon be-
come a very positive measure of the success of the overall joint focus on 
innovation.
A softer measure is generally recommended for wider measurement 
of overall joint innovation between the client and service provider. This 
can be achieved by use of specific Set-Met objectives and/or formal scores 
for Client Satisfaction for the client from the service provider, focused on 
an estimation of the benefits derived from joint innovation activities. It 
should be noted that such measures do rely on an effective and honest re-
lationship being in place between the client and service provider to work, 
but such a relationship is also one of the basic prerequisites to ongoing 
joint innovation by design.
There is one point to add on objective setting and measurement of 
the value of joint innovation. A subset of client and service providers may 
focus their innovation definition, scope, and focus areas into one specific 
priority or area. If this is the case, then an overall hard outcome-based 
objective and measure of success may be easier to define. For example, if 
innovation is defined as “Use of new ideas to reduce the client’s costs” and 
scope and focus areas of innovation are also specifically targeted onto cost, 
a cost saving target could be agreed, which would be very measurable. 
Equally, this would work for revenue generation, customer retention, cus-
tomer service ratings, and so on. As always, it will depend on the context 
of the client–service provider relationship.
Positive Innovation Communications
“How will successful innovation in the context of the client–service 
provider relationship be communicated and celebrated?”
When I worked as a service provider Innovation Leader with a financial ser-
vices client, the joint innovation work we did was generally very well received 
by both parties. As a service provider, we consistently achieved an “Exceeded” 
score for innovation in Set-Met and Client Satisfaction measurements, and 
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the financial services client derived significant business value and benefits 
realized from a series of joint innovation activities, where both client and 
service provider teams worked very well together to ensure success.
However, during one Executive Innovation Governance meeting, the 
client’s Innovation Leader and I were politely, but firmly, chastised on 
one point. The client C-level executive Innovation Sponsor told us both, 
“You have done a great job in developing innovation and ensuring it is 
delivered and the value measured but not enough people know about it.”
The client, as is often (if not always, please forgive me!) the case, was 
right. We quickly learned our lesson. After that, each innovation delivered 
was accompanied by a mini-communications plan to spread the good 
news and celebrate our joint success. This had a snowball effect. More 
and more requests came to our joint innovation team to focus on specific 
client business challenges and opportunities. These had to be filtered, but 
the positive buzz caused was a good outcome from all concerned.
The message here is simple—positively communicate successful joint 
innovation. Include in your overall innovation governance approach, and 
in plans for each innovation which progresses to the right hand side of 
the funnel, a plan to positively communicate the innovation if it delivers 
benefits and if appropriate jointly celebrate success.
The author’s final tip in this section is to watch out for awards in the 
client organization, in the service provider organization, and externally, 
which your joint innovation activities can align to and don’t be afraid to 
enter them. It won’t take long for a joint buzz from specific individuals, 
your teams, and wider businesses winning innovation awards and other 
awards to be created, and it will be well worth making the effort. And 
after all, if the joint team has done a great job, why shouldn’t they be 
celebrated and rewarded? More on this later when we discuss the benefits 
of creating a joint innovation culture.
Joint Innovation Management and Execution
This section describes the actions a client and a service provider need to 
undertake to determine and agree how they will jointly manage, develop, 
and deliver individual innovation activities and projects, as part of their 
ongoing relationship. The key here is for the client and service provider 
to jointly develop and proactively manage a “process” to systematically 
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progress items from an initial idea, challenge or opportunity through to 
full implementation, and delivery of value and benefits realization.
Joint Innovation Execution activities include the following:
•	 Develop Innovation—including client and service provider activi-
ties to:
1. Identify ideas, challenges and opportunities for applying 
innovation
2. Qualify potential and sponsorship for selected innovation activities
3. Develop capability and business case for selected innovation 
activities
•	 Deliver Innovation—including client and service provider activities to:
1. Implement and deliver selected innovations to enable value to 
be derived
2. Realize benefits of innovations delivered
Of course, this is nothing new. It is a practical implementation of the 
classic Innovation Management Process Funnel, but it is surprising how 
few clients and service providers adopt such an approach when working 
together. When implemented effectively and supported by strong spon-
sorship and governance, as described in the previous section, it is a hugely 
effective means of developing and delivering joint innovation.
The diagram below maps the key innovation activities outlined earlier 
to a deliberately simple five-step innovation management process.
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At a summary level, ideas, business challenges, and opportunities for 
innovation enter the funnel from the left. Typically, these are aligned to 
the agreed focus areas for joint innovation activity.
Selected items progress through the gated steps of the funnel. Al-
though a relatively large number of items may enter the funnel, the initial 
steps will be used to identify those with the best sponsorship, business 
case, expected outcomes, and probability of success. The majority of re-
source intensive innovation development and delivery activities will then 
focus on a relatively small number of items, aligned with the client’s busi-
ness priorities. These will be progressed and exit the funnel on the right 
as delivered innovations, which will then be tracked for their benefits 
realized.
Equally, the process can be used to fast track selected items through 
the early stages of development, with the right hand side of the process 
being an entry point into the client’s main program, project, and change 
management processes.
When reviewing such a joint innovation management process with 
clients, I’ve often been asked “Isn’t this a process which should run across 
our organisation and portfolio of service providers and not just with your 
own service provider organisation?” My answer is always a categorical 
“yes” to this.
It should be evident that not all innovations within an organization 
or specific business unit will require collaboration with a specific service 
provider. The client Innovation Sponsor(s) and Leader(s) are likely to 
work on a number of innovation initiatives with their different service 
providers. Sometimes, this will involve working with a single service pro-
vider. At other times, the client will be working with multiple service 
providers on the same innovation initiative. In these circumstances, the 
client will need to manage innovation effectively across and between its 
service providers and each service provider be prepared to work with the 
others for the client’s benefit, even if they are sometimes direct competi-
tors with each other.
In these cases, it will be even more important for the clients to 
drive joint innovation by design with their service providers and a struc-
tured approach to Joint Innovation Governance and Joint Innovation 
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Management and Execution will make a huge difference. Personally, I am 
always very happy when a client organization has a practical innovation 
management process in place, which crosses service provider boundaries 
and works. It is much easier to map our specific joint innovation activities 
onto this, rather than create something new.
When an effective client innovation management process does exist, 
there will still be benefits of agreeing a practical approach between the cli-
ent and service provider to integrate with this and verify what will work 
best in the context of their relationship and the types of innovation it has 
been jointly agreed should be focused on.
If such an innovation management process does not exist in the client, 
setting it up with an individual or multiple service provider(s) can also 
sometimes be a springboard to the wider organization seeing the value of 
focusing on innovation by design, rather than by accident. Of course, for 
this to happen, the innovations and the business outcomes and benefits 
delivered need to be well communicated and recognized within the client 
organization.
In some organizations, I have assisted the wider client organization 
and/or one or more business unit to subsequently establish their own 
internal innovation management process, in parallel to setting up a joint 
innovation management process with my own organization as a service 
provider.
The following subsections describe the five steps included in the rec-
ommended Joint Innovation Management and Execution process funnel 
required for the development and delivery of innovation between a client 
and service provider (or multiple service providers).
•	 Develop Innovation—including client and service provider activi-
ties to:
1. Identify ideas, challenges, and opportunities for applying 
innovation
2. Qualify potential and sponsorship for selected innovation 
activities
3. Develop capability and business case for selected innovation 
activities
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•	 Deliver Innovation—including client and service provider activities to:
1. Implement and deliver selected innovations to enable value to 
be derived
2. Realize benefits of innovations delivered
A key point to stress here is that the Innovation Leaders typically drive, 
lead, and manage the Develop Innovation activities. In some cases, they 
may also drive, lead, and manage the Deliver Innovation activities. How-
ever, it is more likely these will be carried out by the client and/or service 
provider’s standard program, project, and change management and delivery 
teams, processes, and capabilities. If this is the case, the role of the Innova-
tion Leaders will include handing over agreed joint innovation activities to 
the standard program, project, or change teams and then tracking progress 
during implementation and subsequently ensuring value and benefits re-
alization are tracked, measured, and fed into joint innovation governance.
This is an important distinction to make. As this will be the case for 
the majority of client–service provider relationships that include a focus 
on innovation by design and is also good practice, this is the assumption 
made when describing and making recommendations for the Deliver In-
novation steps in the following subsections of the document.
Note on the Importance of Design Thinking
“How can we develop and deliver ideas into innovations which will 
be most valuable for the end users?”
As covered later in this publication, Design Thinking offers a great set of 
tools, approaches, and resources for developing ideas and delivering innova-
tive capabilities, ensuring they are designed with the end user in mind. More 
on that later but I thought it useful to flag here as something which should 
definitely be considered during the Develop and Deliver innovation steps.
Identify Idea, Challenge, or Opportunity
This section describes the Develop Innovation actions a client and a ser-
vice provider need to undertake to identify ideas, challenges, and oppor-
tunities to develop them into innovation-related activities.
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Funding for this step will generally come from a joint investment 
in time and people from the client and service provider. The general in-
tention is to progress through the step quickly, with the minimum of 
investment.
The truth of the matter is there should be no shortage of ideas. This 
activity is all about identifying the best sources of ideas, identifying exist-
ing ideas, and generating new ones. It will be important, in most cases, to 
align idea generation with the priority challenges and opportunities of the 
client’s business, as identified in the activities described in the previous 
section to agree focus areas for innovation.
Do not be afraid of the odd exception, which comes in from left field 
and does not align with the agreed focus areas but everyone feels has great 
potential business value. Ideas such as this should always be considered 
and, if necessary, taken to the Innovation Sponsors to agree as an excep-
tion to follow up. I’m a great believer in relying on the faith and judgment 
of the Innovation Leaders on the ground to know which bets to follow 
and which to leave well alone.
Key activities in this area include the following:
•	 Identifying Idea Sources
•	 Idea Generation
•	 Idea Assessment
Identifying Idea Sources
“Where do the best ideas come from in the context of the client–service 
provider relationship?”
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The answer to this question is probably that good ideas can come from 
many different places. The best sources will vary depending on the con-
text of the client and service provider, scope of the service, and so on. The 
following list highlights many potential sources of ideas. Apart from the 
first item, the applicability and the ordering will depend on the context 
of the specific service and relationship.
•	 The client’s business challenges and opportunities—OK, these 
aren’t ideas themselves yet, but they are the best source for generat-
ing them
•	 The client’s employees in the business unit(s) to whom the service 
is delivered to
•	 The client’s employees in the wider organization
•	 The service provider’s employees in the account team for the client
•	 The service provider’s employees supporting other clients
•	 The service provider’s employees in the wider organization
•	 The client’s customers
•	 Organizations in the same industry as the client—what is the cli-
ent’s competition doing differently?
•	 Organizations providing similar services as the service provider—
what is the service provider’s competition doing differently?
•	 Organizations in different industries to the client—what can be 
learned and reused from other industries?
•	 Third-party organizations—consultants, specialist organizations, 
and so on
•	 Research organizations and academia
•	 The general public
•	 And so on . . .
There is also the possibility (and I don’t usually use the phrase but 
it works here) of thinking outside the box, when considering sources of 
ideas. Forgive me now for this little aside but I think it is a useful one. 
I would describe one additional great source of ideas I’ve had personal 
experience of using as “unconstrained bright young people.” Specifically, 
I’ve had the pleasure and privilege of being the lead mentor for a series of 
IBM Extreme Blue innovation projects.
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IBM Extreme Blue assigns mixed business and technology teams of 
top talent student interns to work on an internal IBM or client challenge 
or opportunity. I’ve used the program to benefit a number of client organi-
zations. The teams are mixed with both business- and technology-focused 
interns. They are tasked with developing ideas around a specific client 
challenge and subsequently to select one specific targeted idea to focus 
on. The team then works with the client, supported by IBM mentors and 
experts, to create a working prototype in a matter of weeks, along with a 
supporting business case white paper.
The interns lack the detailed business and technology understand-
ing of the combined client and IBM team but are blissfully inhibited by 
the constraints and baggage we all begin to carry, without even noticing 
it over the years. To them, anything is possible. Time after time, I have 
seen this approach develop ideas and working capabilities which would 
simply not have been created without the application of such bright un-
constrained minds. If you can tap into an existing program such as IBM 
Extreme Blue, I would recommend it. It’s a great experience. If not, you 
could consider how to replicate such an approach, for example, using 
your own apprentices, interns or graduate trainees, and so on. Aside 
complete.
As outlined above, the best sources of ideas will vary between service 
relationships. It will be important for the client and service provider In-
novation Leaders to regularly review the overall list of sources of ideas, 
add unlisted relevant sources, and create a short list of the best sources for 
ideas in the context of their own specific client–service provider relation-
ship. Once this is done, the next step will be to determine how best to 
practically tap into each source to generate ideas, aligned to jointly agreed 
focus areas for innovation.
Idea Generation
“How can we generate ideas in the context of the client–service 
provider relationship?”
Once a solid set of sources for good ideas has been identified, the obvious 
next step is to begin using them to generate ideas for innovation. One 
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of the most effective approaches will be to focus use of the idea sources 
to generate ideas against a set of challenges and opportunity areas. The 
good news is that by already agreeing a set of focus areas for joint innova-
tion, aligned with the client’s business priorities and the service provider’s 
strengths, the joint team already have a great place to start.
If the focus areas can be broken down, with input from the Innova-
tion Sponsors and others into relatively specific challenges and/or oppor-
tunities, this will be even better, as it will give a very clear direction for 
idea generation activities.
There are many ways to generate ideas. For example:
•	 Talking to people in the key idea source groups—such an obvious 
suggestion but not always done; this could include one to one 
interviews, speaking to people as they do fulfill their role, employee 
shadowing, and so on
•	 Requesting ideas and inputs—for example, using paper, online, 
and app-based idea boxes, questionnaires, and surveys
•	 Face-to-face idea generation workshops—potentially using a 
variety of ideation, creativity, and/or Design Thinking techniques
•	 Online idea generation systems and events—these can vary greatly 
from fully secure closed events with selected invitees to full-on 
open innovation crowd-sourcing events, and all points between
•	 And so on . . .
This publication would be too long if it attempted to detail and 
 describe many of the possible approaches. Instead, a real-life example is 
included below. This builds across all five steps of the recommended Joint 
Innovation Management and Execution process.
Whichever idea generation approaches are used, three simple steps 
should be followed:
1. Prepare well—typical activities include understanding the focus area, 
having the right core of people included, plus additional subject mat-
ter experts, sponsors, and other groups as and when required, and 
communicating clearly with attendees beforehand to set expectations.
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2. Execute professionally—facilitate idea generation activities effec-
tively, keep people engaged whatever medium used, provide subject 
matter expert inputs and feedback as and when required, tease out 
further details, and encourage collaboration to develop ideas further.
3. Follow up quickly—the best idea generation efforts, whatever the 
medium, will be spoiled and credibility lost for the future if follow 
up is not fast and effective or prioritized actions are not well com-
municated to those who participated.
Idea Assessment
“How can we assess ideas to ensure we follow up on the right ones?”
Over the years, I’ve seen some quite complex idea-scoring mechanisms. 
Generally, I’m not a huge fan of using them. As always, it’s the value, or 
early on in the process the potential value which counts. More often than 
not, experienced people, such as the Innovation Leaders in the client and 
service provider organization, can make better judgments on the potential 
value than scoring mechanisms, however well-constructed.
My experience of being a service provider Innovation Leader with 
a financial services client taught me the value of using a pragmatic ap-
proach. Intuition matters. If my opposite number and I both considered 
an idea had solid potential value, aligned with our jointly agreed focus 
areas for innovation and would likely be achievable, we backed it. We 
would do this, even if in our own scoring mechanism, the item may have 
scored lesser than another idea, which we didn’t have such a good feel for. 
Of course, this could have been an argument for improving our scoring 
system but hopefully you get the point.
Having said that, scoring mechanisms can be useful. For example, a 
scoring mechanism can be used as a fast filter when the team is  inundated 
with ideas and does not have the time or resources to review them all. 
In this case such an approach can help by enabling the joint team to 
focus their effort on reviewing a smaller number of ideas, spending more 
time assessing the viability of each one than would have otherwise been 
possible.
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Practical Real-World Example
This example is based on innovation activity within a real-life client– 
service relationship. As with the other real-life examples in the Proof 
Points chapter, details of the client and service provider have been ano-
nymized. The example begins here and then continues through the five 
sections covering Joint Innovation Management and Execution.
A large retail organization had a service agreement with an IT service 
provider to deliver and support a range of IT services for its retail store 
and head office–based business units. Several years into this relationship, 
the client and service provider agreed they should increase focus on joint 
innovation activities. As the client had a relatively large number of physi-
cal stores, the two organizations agreed to make the store a focus area for 
innovation activity.
Both organizations appointed a lead for this activity, referred to below 
as the client and service provider Innovation Leaders. The Innovation 
Leaders recognized the store a wide focus area for potential innovation. 
They worked with the client’s retail and IT business units to identify spe-
cific challenges or opportunities that would be good targets for innova-
tion activity. As improving customer service was a key priority for the 
client’s business, the joint team agreed to use this to form the basis of 
a joint innovation challenge, creating the following working question: 
“How can technology be used to improve and deliver great customer ser-
vice in the store?” This gave the joint team a very clear steer where joint 
innovation should focus, with the added advantage of not constraining 
the ideas that could be developed to address the challenge.
The Innovation Leaders reviewed a number of potential idea sources 
and developed a prioritized list. This included the client’s customers, the 
client’s employees in the stores, client and service provider support staff, 
and a number of secondary sources, such as the activities of competing 
organizations.
For each idea source, the Innovation Leaders developed an approach 
for idea generation. For the purposes of this publication, we’ll focus on the 
client’s employees in the stores as an example source of ideas. These were 
frequently surveyed for feedback, and so the survey results were reviewed 
to determine potential ideas that could be generated from existing data. 
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To gain greater insight, the Innovation Leaders also spent time in a num-
ber of stores, shadowing and talking in detail to employees about their 
challenges and discussing with the employees their experiences of using 
existing technologies deployed in the store and their ideas for changes 
and new capabilities to enhance customer service. One of the outputs of 
this activity was also a long list of identified challenges, which answered a 
slightly different question from the one which the team started with. This 
could be summarized as, “How is technology preventing great customer 
service in the store?”
Subsequently, the Innovation Leaders planned and ran a series of 
face-to-face innovation workshops with client employees from across 
many stores. Further workshops were also run with support staff and re-
tail subject matter experts. A number of techniques were applied during 
the facilitated workshops, such as the Lotus Blossom method of begin-
ning with a central challenge and working out from the middle (of the 
flower) to identify more specific challenges and collaboratively generating 
ideas to address.
The output of the above activity was a set of prioritized challenges and 
identification of a large number of ideas of how they could be overcome, 
along with additional totally new ideas not linked with current business 
processes and activities. The ideas were focused on addressing—“How 
can technology be used to improve and deliver great customer service in 
the store?”
Follow-on activity included assessing the ideas, selecting a list of pri-
oritized ideas, and communicating the results to the teams who had taken 
part and input into the process.
Progression to Next Step
“We’ve identified an idea which we think has real potential, what do 
we do now?”
The output of the step described above should be one or more prioritized 
ideas, ready for the value to be further qualified, and one or more poten-
tial sponsors identified.
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Proceed to the next step of the innovation management funnel pro-
cess. Read on . . .
Qualify Potential and Sponsorship
This section describes the Develop Innovation actions a client and a ser-
vice provider need to undertake to qualify the potential and sponsorship 
for an idea.
The input into this step should be one or more prioritized ideas, ready 
for the value to be further qualified, and one or more potential sponsors 
identified.
Funding for this step will generally come from a joint investment in 
time and people from the client and service provider. The general inten-
tion is to progress through this step quickly, with the minimum amount 
of effort and cost the team can get away with.
So, now we have an idea. What do we practically do with it? This is 
really where the hard work starts.
Key activities in this area include the following:
•	 Qualify Potential
•	 Verify Sponsorship and Support
These activities will be carried out in parallel on an iterative basis, 
rather than as separate linear steps.
Qualify Potential
“How can we verify ideas to ensure we follow up on the right ones?”
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In the previous section, we highlighted the potential use of scoring mech-
anisms; but in this Qualify Potential and Sponsorship step, the activities 
are more about knuckling down, developing, and reviewing the idea in 
more detail. Typically, this involves engaging domain and wider subject 
matter experts to consider the idea and generally pull it apart to see if it 
really stands up to scrutiny.
The activity here includes a number of detailed activities:
•	 First, doing whatever is needed, without expending “too much” 
money and effort, to understand what will be needed to develop 
and deliver the idea.
•	 Second, verifying how achievable is this and in what sort of time 
frame it could be delivered.
•	 Third, the team needs to verify how real the potential value and 
benefits may be.
•	 It’s important not to be too positive or negative about the idea dur-
ing these activities. Objectivity can be hard to achieve but will pay 
dividends later. If needed, take a step back and/or get a second or 
even a third opinion. The likelihood is when a batch of ideas are put 
through this level of scrutiny, only a percentage of them will survive.
Verify Sponsorship and Support
“How can we assess ideas to ensure we follow up on the right ones?”
For ideas that look like they may be viable, there are still hurdles to over-
come before putting significant investment into them. Probably, the most 
important action is the verification of potential sponsorship. At this stage, 
the team may have a high level of idea of the costs and benefits involved 
but not the level of detail a potential sponsor would need to be to con-
sider any significant investment. But there is little point in funding fur-
ther capability and business case development until one or more sponsors 
confirm that if the capability, once developed, works and the business case 
flies, they will be willing to invest part of their hard-won budget to turn 
the idea into a reality and later reap the benefits.
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The activity here is all about developing and showcasing the idea, 
along with the associated high-level potential business case to one or 
more potential sponsor(s) in the client. What is the minimum the spon-
sor would need to see to get really interested?
Technology advances in recent years have really helped here. Depend-
ing on the specific innovation, cloud computing, app platforms, and fast 
app prototyping can be used in combination to show something which 
looks real, without any major or ongoing investment.
It will pay to demonstrate to the potential sponsor(s) the team has 
done its homework and has the support of people the sponsor(s) trust. 
These are the people who know what works and what doesn’t in their 
business. It is likely you may have already worked with some of them 
when qualifying potential. If so, work with them to confirm their sup-
port. If not, engage them now and get their input.
If the potential sponsors do put their thumbs up, great, move onto the 
next step. Better still, look to persuade them to, if possible, part-invest in 
the next stage of development of the capability and business case. One 
important lesson I’ve learned is when people have a stake in the game and 
have spent some of their own budget, they tend to be much more inter-
ested in and supportive of what happens afterward.
If the potential sponsor(s) don’t support or are only lukewarm, my 
advice is to park the idea and move onto some of the others ones on the 
list. Significant investment should not have been made by this stage, as 
the next step is where the real spending usually starts. Cut your losses and 
don’t feel bad. It’s better to fail fast, than fail very publicly and slowly later 
on in the process.
One other point to make here. The onus above is focused on finding 
sponsorship in the client. It’s also important to ensure support within 
the service provider organization. It would not be a great experience for 
anyone if a client sponsor became very excited but then the wider service 
provider organization, for whatever reason, doesn’t want to take the idea 
further. So, ensure the service provider Innovation Sponsor is equally 
supportive. If there is a significant potential sale or increase in revenue 
for the service provider from the idea once delivered, you may also be 
able to persuade them to coinvest further into the innovation develop-
ment too.
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Practical Real-World Example
This is a continuation of the example described in the previous step.
The Innovation Leaders reviewed the viability of the shortlist of pri-
oritized challenges and ideas to “improve and deliver great customer ser-
vice in the store” with a series of client and service provider retail business 
and technology experts. A little initial work was carried out to verify what 
would be needed to be done to develop, prove, and implement the ideas 
and verify likely timescales.
On the basis of this analysis, some ideas were discounted. The remain-
ing selected ideas were categorized between quick wins and items that 
would need more significant investment and time to develop and deliver.
In parallel, the impact of the challenges and the benefits of imple-
menting the ideas were reviewed. In some cases, it was possible to begin 
development of a hard business case. In other cases, benefits were harder 
to quantify in numerical terms but could be articulated in other ways.
Support was confirmed in the service provider organization for fur-
ther developing a set of the selected ideas. A small number of these ideas 
were categorized as service improvement activities, which the service pro-
vider took the responsibility for development and delivery of, working 
with the client team. A number of the other ideas, if taken forward by the 
client, would potentially result in business growth opportunities for the 
service provider.
The selected ideas were packaged into a communications pack. The 
remaining ideas were categorized between quick-win innovations and 
longer term innovation opportunities, with a high-level outline business 
case shown for each. The Innovation Leaders presented these to potential 
sponsor(s) in the client organization.
Feedback was very positive. It was agreed that the longer term in-
novation opportunities would be fed directly into strategic planning (ef-
fectively moving them into the Develop Capability and Business Case 
step with an aim for longer term delivery). The sponsor(s) recognized 
the benefit of the quick-win innovations, but there was a problem. Bud-
get allocation had already been made for the year and this client–service 
provider relationship did not have a “bucket” for innovation activity. The 
client sponsor(s) took a decision to reallocate an element of its budget to 
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develop the capability and business case for the quick-win innovations to 
verify their potential (effectively moving them into the Develop Capabil-
ity and Business Case step with an aim for fast delivery).
Progression to Next Step
“We’ve qualified the potential value and sponsorship for an idea, what 
do we do now?”
The output of this step should be one or more qualified ideas, with one or 
more potential sponsor(s) in the client organization confirmed and sup-
port in the service provider organization confirmed.
Proceed to the next step of the innovation management funnel pro-
cess. Read on . . .
Develop Capability and Business Case
This section describes the Develop Innovation actions a client and a ser-
vice provider need to undertake to develop a capability and business case 
for a qualified idea, up to a level where the identified potential sponsor(s) 
will be willing to fund any further development activity needed plus im-
plementation and delivery actions, based on the positive business case 
created.
The input into this step should be one or more qualified ideas, with 
one or more potential sponsor(s) in the client organization identified and 
agreed and support in the service provider organization confirmed.
Funding for this step can come from multiple sources. If a “bucket” 
fund exists for innovation activities, this step is where the majority of this 
budget will be allocated. Some clients and service providers, such as IBM, 
also have wider innovation programs, which can be tapped into to gain 
funding for innovation development activities.
One excellent source of funding is investment from potential sponsor(s), 
convinced by activities in the previous steps that the idea is worth investing 
in because of the likely potential benefits. Such an investment will give the 
sponsor(s) a real motivation to move forward if the capability and business 
case development activities from this step deliver positive results.
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While, typically, the previous two steps can be progressed quickly 
without investing significant resources or money, this step will likely take 
a level of time, effort, and hard cash.
Key activities in this area include the following:
•	 Develop and Prove Capability
•	 Hone Business Case
These activities will be carried out in parallel on an iterative basis, 
rather than as separate linear steps.
There may be questions here about potential overlap with the activi-
ties in the previous step. This is a good point. The guidance provided in 
this book is to create a gated joint innovation management process funnel 
but this will need to be tailored for each client–service provider relation-
ship. The points where one step begins or ends in different organizations 
may be at different points, depending on the context and views of the 
client and service provider. One size doesn’t fit all. The team will need to 
work out what works best in its own relationship and context.
In addition, often innovation management is an iterative process and 
items may move back a step at times as well as forward. The recommenda-
tion is to be pragmatic. Use this publication as guidance, alongside inside 
knowledge of what will work and what won’t in the context of the specific 
client–service provider relationship.
Develop and Prove Capability
“How do we develop the idea to prove capability?”
The answer to this question is really “how long is a piece of string?” or the 
classic “it depends.” The activity here may include development work to 
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get the capability working in a test environment, activity to create a pro-
totype capability, activity to create a proof of concept capability, or even 
get to the stage of running a live pilot. What is needed will depend on the 
size, shape, and scope of the specific innovation being developed and on 
the program, project, and change management processes in the client and 
service provider organizations.
The objective of the activity is to prove, and often fast track, the ca-
pability to a sufficient level that the business case can be further qualified 
and the innovation developed can be handed over to “standard” program, 
project, and change management activities to further develop and test 
before implementing into the “live” or “production” environment.
As outlined in the previous step, technology advances in recent years can 
help greatly here. Depending on the specific innovation, cloud computing, 
app platforms, and fast app prototyping can be used in combination to 
show something which looks real, without major or ongoing investment.
Hone Business Case
“How do we develop the business case?”
Creation of business cases is such a common activity; there is little benefit 
in detailing “how to” recommendations here. Developing a business case 
for a new innovation should be little different from developing business 
cases for other change activity, although risk and contingency elements 
may need to be adjusted, particularly if it is a new to the world capability, 
rather than a new to the client capability which the service provider has 
already successfully implemented in partnership with other clients.
In terms of a specific client–service provider relationship, there can some-
times be a question of trust. How much information should the client share 
with the service provider? Commercial sensitives will always exist and need to 
be sensibly thought through and managed; but if the trust can be developed, 
there can be significant benefits to both parties from a level of transparency.
These things are always best practically highlighted through use of 
real-world examples. Here is an example focused on concerns over sharing 
information during business case development.
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A service provider developed a new to the world innovation capability 
which it believed would be ideal for a “first of a kind” style deployment 
in a client’s environment. The Innovation Leader of the service provider 
approached a potential client sponsor and suggested they jointly develop 
a business case. The client sponsor politely responded by saying he or she 
was simply not willing to share cost profiles, which were key to the busi-
ness case, with the service provider. The service provider was also a little 
reticent to share certain information from its side, due to the newness of 
the capability and concerns over intellectual capital.
As the two worked together and trust grew, the service provider Inno-
vation Leader developed an assumed business case, estimating likely cost 
items and numbers on the client side and including early pricing details 
from the service provider side and shared this with the client sponsor. The 
client sponsor reviewed the business case and highlighted line items that 
the sponsor considered were too low or too high and added in a couple of 
missed items. Seeing the numbers actually looked very positive, the cli-
ent sponsor quickly agreed to fund further implementation and delivery 
work on the back of the business case.
Practical Real-World Example
This is a continuation of the example described in the previous steps.
The client sponsor(s) took the decision to reallocate a small element 
of budget to develop the capability and business case for the identified 
quick-win innovations to verify potential.
The client and service provider teams worked together to develop and 
test a number of capabilities that came from the initial challenges and 
ideas. Some of these could be considered as incremental changes, others 
as new to the client innovations, and some as new to the world innova-
tions. The capabilities were tested and introduced into the client’s store 
testing environments. In parallel, the client and service provider teams 
worked to harden the business case in line with the results from testing.
The capabilities for the majority of the selected quick-win ideas were 
proven and the associated business case agreed. The client sponsors made a 
decision to reallocate a further amount of budget to implement and deliver 
the quick-win innovations into the live environment across the store estate.
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Progression to Next Step
“We’ve developed the capability and proven the business case, what do 
we do now?”
The output of this step should be one or more “innovations” ready for im-
plementation, that is, developed and proven capability (new to the client 
and/or new to the world) with a hardened business case for one or more 
qualified ideas, with agreement from sponsor(s) in the client organization 
to fund implementation and delivery.
Proceed to the next step of the innovation management funnel pro-
cess. Read on . . .
Implement and Deliver
This section describes the Deliver Innovation actions a client and a service 
provider need to undertake to implement and deliver an “innovation” 
developed from an idea progressed through the previous Develop Innova-
tion steps of the innovation management process funnel.
The input into this step should be one or more “innovations” ready 
for implementation, that is, developed and proven capability (new to the 
client and/or new to the world) with a hardened business case for one or 
more qualified ideas, with agreement from sponsor(s) in the client orga-
nization to fund implementation and delivery.
Typically, this is where the client and service provider Innovation 
Leaders hand over their work to “standard” program, project, and change 
management teams, capabilities, and processes in the client and/or service 
provider organizations, as the “innovation” will need to be implemented 
in the same way as any other change.
The implementation activity may include any further development 
and testing required and change and delivery activities to introduce the 
“innovation” into the live environment, plus any changes required to ser-
vice, support, and operational teams, capabilities, and processes to enable 
the “innovation” to be supported, once live.
Funding for this step typically comes from the agreed client 
sponsor(s) of the “innovation,” as detailed in the business case. This may 
or may not result in sales and/or revenue growth for the service provider 
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organization, depending on the specific “innovations” and fit with the 
existing commercial agreement between the client and service provider.
The client and service provider Innovation Leaders keep a watching 
brief on this activity, working in partnership with program, project, and 
change teams.
Practical Real-World Example
This is a continuation of the example described in the previous steps.
The Innovation Leaders handed over the quick-win “innovations” de-
veloped and tested in the previous step to the store change management 
and improvement program. The “innovations” were further tested, and 
operational support procedures agreed and developed. The “innovations” 
were then integrated into the standard storewide release program of capa-
bility changes and upgrades and over a series of weeks implemented across 
the large portfolio of stores.
The outcome of this activity was that the quick-win “innovations” 
were successfully implemented and a range of benefits delivered in the 
stores, which “improved and delivered great customer service in the store.”
The longer term “innovations” continued to be progressed as part of 
longer term strategic change plans for the store environment, with a num-
ber of them implemented in the following periods.
Progression to Next Step
“We’ve implemented the capability, what do we do now?”
The output of this step should be one or more “innovations” implemented 
and delivered in the live environment, delivering value and benefits to the cli-
ent organization (and potentially sales and revenue to the service provider).
Proceed to the next step of the innovation management funnel pro-
cess. Read on . . .
Realize Benefits
This section describes the Deliver Innovation actions a client and a service pro-
vider need to undertake to measure the benefits realized from an “innovation” 
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developed from an idea progressed through the previous Develop and Deliver 
Innovation steps of the innovation management process funnel.
The input into this step should be one or more “innovations” imple-
mented and delivered in the live environment, delivering value and ben-
efits to the client organization.
Typically, the client and service provider Innovation Leaders will work 
with standard program, project, and change management teams, capabili-
ties, and processes in the client and/or service provider organizations, to 
measure, quantify, and assess the benefits derived from the “innovation” 
in the same way as any other change.
The client and service provider Innovation Leaders feed the output of 
this activity into reporting and Executive Innovation Governance activi-
ties. It will be important to investigate further any innovations not de-
livering to their business cases and take remedial action if or as required. 
The benefits and value of innovations delivered will be a key element of 
measurement in governance.
The benefits of successfully delivered innovations should also be posi-
tively communicated, and success should be celebrated as part of innova-
tion governance.
Practical Real-World Example Copy
This is a continuation of the example described in the previous steps.
The Innovation Leaders worked with client business and client and 
service provider service teams to verify the impact of the “innovations” 
delivered to ensure benefits were being realized and the business case met.
The outcome of this activity was fed into reporting and governance, 
and the outcomes were positively communicated within client and service 
provider organizations. The outcomes were used as input into increased 
scores for innovation in Client Satisfaction and Set-Met governance 
mechanisms. The positive outcome of the innovation activity was com-
municated within the client and service provider organizations, and the 
project was nominated for an award within the client organization.
Life-Cycle Mapping
As described in the previous chapter, the service life cycle is a key char-
acteristic of client–service provider relationships. Innovation activities 
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can be aligned with the life-cycle phases previously described as outlined 
below. The primary focus for innovation-related activity is within the En-
gagement, Transformation, and Run phases.
Innovation Activities During Engagement Phase
Focus in the Engagement phase includes the following:
•	 Agree Approach—including client and service provider 
activities to define what innovation means in the context of 
their relationship, the scope and priorities for joint innovation 
activities, and how it will be sponsored, funded, developed, 
delivered, measured, and governed during Transformation and 
Run phases. This may include agreement on specific innovation 
contract schedules.
•	 Develop Innovation—including activities required to enable 
innovation to be developed and delivered, particularly during 
the Transformation phase. Activities here are likely to be limited 
because at this stage the service provider has no commitment, 
sponsorship, or funding from the client.
The diagram below shows recommended innovation-related activities 
during the Engagement phase.
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Innovation Activities During Transformation Phase
Focus in the Transformation phase includes the following:
•	 Develop Innovation—including client and service provider activi-
ties to develop and prove solutions and capabilities (or reuse exist-
ing supplier capabilities in client context) to be delivered during 
initial Transformation program. The focus areas for innovation 
to be delivered during the Transformation phase and many of the 
specific solutions and capabilities to be deployed will most likely 
have been preagreed during the Engagement phase. In certain cir-
cumstances, significant activity to develop new capability may be 
required, particularly when the Transformation phase includes de-
velopment and delivery of first kind of capabilities.
•	 Deliver Innovation—including change activities required to de-
liver the innovation to enable the benefits to be realized during the 
Transformation phase.
•	 Manage Governance—including governance of innovation-related 
activities during the Transformation phase. This should be closely inte-
grated with overall governance and includes tracking and measurement 
of the value of innovation-related activity and positive communica-
tions of the innovations delivered during the Transformation phase.
The diagram below shows recommended innovation-related activities 
during the Transformation phase.
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Innovation Activities During Run Phase
Focus in the Run phase includes the following:
•	 Develop Innovation—including client and supplier activities to 
identify ideas, challenges, and opportunities to apply innovation, 
develop and prove solutions and capabilities (or reuse existing sup-
plier capabilities in client context), and develop business case for 
delivery.
•	 Deliver Innovation—including change activities required to de-
liver the innovation to enable the benefits to be realized during the 
Transformation phase.
•	 Manage Governance—including ongoing governance of inno-
vation-related activities during the Run phase. This should be 
closely integrated with overall governance and includes tracking 
and measurement of the value of innovation-related activity and 
positive communications of the innovations delivered during the 
Run phase.
The diagram below shows recommended innovation-related activities 
during the Run phase.
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Innovation Activities During Transition, Renewal/Extension, 
and Exit Phases
Primary innovation activities in these phases of the client–service pro-
vider relationship life cycle have not been mapped out specifically.
•	 Transition Phase—there may be significant innovation-related 
activity during the Transition Phase; this will follow the same 
pattern as described above for the Transition Phase.
•	 Renewal/Extension—to some extent the Renewal/Extension 
Phase is a repeat of the Engagement Phase, although client and 
service provider will have much greater knowledge of each other 
than in a totally new engagement. Renewal/Extension negotiations 
may include the development of a new Transformation program 
and the development of changes to the current Run approach to 
innovation. The innovation-related activity during the Renewal/
Extension will, therefore, follow the same pattern as described 
above for the Engagement Phase.
•	 Exit Phase—can there really be innovation within the Exit Phase? 
The client will certainly be motivated but the service provider less so. 
However, I have witnessed a number of excellent innovation-related 
projects and activities successfully delivered as part of exit activity, 
particularly where transfer of services to another service provider 
has a level of complexity. A key consideration for the client is likely 
to be ensuring there is sufficient motivation for the service provider 
they are exiting from to make the exit succeed.
CHAPTER 6
Proof Points
Introduction
The previous chapter described a structured approach for achieving in-
novation by design as part of a collaborative relationship between a client 
and service provider, including use of a real-life example that spanned 
across the suggested steps for Joint Innovation Management and Execu-
tion. This chapter provides further examples and proof points of joint in-
novation activities between clients and service providers. All are based on 
real examples, although the identities of the clients and service providers 
have been anonymized.
Negative examples can sometimes be as powerful, if not more so, than 
positive ones. Chapters Two and Three highlighted the fact that there are 
a number of challenges that face clients and service providers attempting 
to focus on collaborative innovation. To reflect these points, we begin this 
chapter with an example of failed joint innovation activities, in the belief 
the lessons learned from this will be very useful when considering how to, 
and how not to, approach innovation by design.
The subsequent examples are positive ones, with one highlighting a 
successful wide-ranging joint innovation program and one showcasing a 
specific successful joint innovation project.
Failed Joint Innovation Activity
I considered it important to include at least one strong “how not to” 
example in this publication. There are many potential pitfalls we could 
highlight but which should we focus on? There is also a need to respect 
client and service provider sensitivities and protect their identities. Tak-
ing these factors into account, I’ve opted for the approach of creating a 
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blended example, which takes input from several real-life relationships, 
involving a range of different clients and service providers.
Engagement Phase
Following a highly competitive Engagement Phase, a client in a financial 
services industry and a service provider agreed a long-term services agree-
ment. There was much discussion on “innovation” during the Engage-
ment Phase, and a contract schedule was created.
•	 This described how both parties would appoint named Sponsors 
and Leaders for innovation and agree a detailed approach to joint 
governance during the Transformation Phase to prepare for an on-
going focus on joint innovation during the Run Phase.
•	 Agreed Transformation Phase change program and Run Phase 
service improvement activities were specifically excluded from 
 innovation-related activities.
•	 The agreement did not detail how funding for innovation would 
be obtained.
Transition and Transformation Phase
The two parties worked together through Transition and Transformation 
Phases. Both the client and service provider nominated Innovation Spon-
sors. An initial Innovation Executive Governance meeting was scheduled 
three months after the commencement of the Transformation change 
program. This meeting was well attended by the named Innovation Spon-
sors and by many client and service provider managers and team repre-
sentatives. At this stage, neither client nor service provider had named an 
Innovation Leader.
The meeting was scheduled to run for one hour. The first 45  minutes 
were dominated by a long discussion on current challenges in the Trans-
formation program, although this was outside the scope of the Innovation 
Executive Governance meeting agenda. The attendees agreed the final 
15 minutes should focus on what the meeting was billed to be about—
how both parties would work together to initiate joint innovation 
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activities. A member of the service provider team asked the client team 
what was most important to their business, suggesting this should be 
where both parties focus joint innovation activity. Members of the client 
team responded by suggesting the service provider team should be tell-
ing them where innovation should be focused, taking input from their 
knowledge of the client’s business developed in the Transition Phase and 
early stages of the Transformation Phase change program and from the 
experience of working with similar clients. The meeting ran out of time. 
No firm actions were agreed.
Three months passed. There were less attendees at the second Innova-
tion Executive Governance meeting, as those not needing to be there were 
sensibly dropped from the invitee list. The key Innovation Sponsors from 
the client and service provider did attend. There was a short conversation 
at the beginning of the meeting when the client team raised frustrations 
with elements of the service provider’s performance in the Transformation 
program. The attendees then focused on the set agenda of the meeting. 
The major item on the agenda was how both parties would work together 
to initiate joint innovation activities. Since the last meeting, the service 
provider had nominated a part-time Innovation Leader, with the innova-
tion responsibilities being fitted in alongside his or her role in the Trans-
formation change program, but the client had not named an Innovation 
Leader.
In response to the client’s challenge in the previous meeting, the ser-
vice provider had developed and, during the meeting, presented a set 
of recommendations for four initial potential focus areas for joint in-
novation following the Transformation change program. The client dis-
counted two of these areas and added one other. All agreed this was a 
positive discussion. The joint team now had three agreed focus areas for 
innovation activities.
The service provider Innovation Leader asked the client Sponsors who 
they should work with in the client organization to identify specific chal-
lenges and opportunities in the agreed focus areas, as this would enable 
the joint team to identify and develop an initial set of ideas, including 
quick wins. The client team responded by saying the client organization 
was too busy to work on this, as it already had a very full change pro-
gram planned. One of the client Innovation Sponsors insisted the service 
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provider team didn’t need client input but instead should be using their 
own knowledge, judgment, and extensive experience to identify and de-
velop potential ideas and bring these to the next meeting. The meeting 
closed.
In the first few weeks after the meeting, the service provider Innova-
tion Leader began to develop a set of ideas, using various inputs, but 
struggled to make real progress to understand viability and potential busi-
ness case without meaningful client input. In addition, there were issues 
in the Transformation change program and the service provider manage-
ment team prioritized these above innovation development. For some 
time no additional progress was made on the innovation agenda.
Three months later, both parties agreed to skip the next scheduled In-
novation Executive Governance meeting to enable all parties to focus on 
addressing challenges with and completing the delivery of the Transfor-
mation change program. During the next three months, the Transforma-
tion change program was completed and the service was handed over to 
Run Phase service teams to support.
Run Phase
Shortly before the next Innovation Executive Governance session was due 
to run, the service provider Innovation Sponsor reminded the Innovation 
Leader of the need to take a number of ideas to the next meeting. The In-
novation Leader revisited the earlier work and, although concerned with 
the quality and depth of the items, a set of ideas were prepared ahead of 
the meeting.
The next scheduled Innovation Executive Governance meeting began 
with a lengthy discussion on issues in the Run service. Outside the meet-
ing, the service provider had already recognized a number of issues and 
initiated a service improvement program. After 20 minutes, the client 
and service provider Innovation Sponsors agreed they should focus the 
remaining time on the innovation agenda, which was intended to focus 
on areas beyond the scope of service improvement. The service provider 
Innovation Leader walked through the initial set of ideas. The client team 
was not happy with these for a variety of reasons. They questioned the 
viability of some in the ideas due to specific nuances and previous history 
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in its business and criticized other ideas for lack of detail. The meeting 
closed with the most senior client Innovation Sponsor and service pro-
vider Innovation Sponsor agreeing to have a one-to one-discussion to 
agree a better approach to innovation.
Following the Innovation Sponsors’ discussion, the client appointed 
an Innovation Leader with a very good understanding of the business 
and a very good set of contacts. The service provider gave its own Innova-
tion Leader more time to focus on innovation activities and both agreed 
to commit a small budget to select and move a small number of ideas 
forward.
Subsequently, the two Innovation Leaders worked together on a small 
number of jointly agreed items, running innovation workshops and fol-
low on activities with business and technology experts from client and 
service provider organizations and, in some cases, additional third parties. 
A small number of ideas were assessed for viability and potential sponsor-
ship and development work began on three of these. One in particular 
proved to have a very compelling business case for a project sponsor in 
the client’s business. It also offered a potential opportunity for the service 
provider to grow its business with the client and both Innovation Lead-
ers considered this a very strong potential win-win, which could only be 
delivered by a combination of the client’s business knowledge and the 
service provider’s domain-specific expertise.
The Innovation Leaders were empowered by the Innovation Sponsors 
not to wait for the next governance meeting to make progress, and the 
service provider invested to move three items forward to a point where 
they were ready to be jointly presented to the next Innovation Execu-
tive Governance meeting, and after which two would potentially be very 
quickly ready to make a commercial agreements on and hand over to 
program and change teams to implement.
Unfortunately, the beginning of the next scheduled Innovation Ex-
ecutive Governance meeting was dominated by client concerns about 
the quality of the Run Phase service. The most senior client sponsor for 
innovation stated wider joint innovation activity would now be halted, 
until the service provider could “get the basics right.” The client moved 
its Innovation Leader to work on other nonrelated activities elsewhere 
in its business. The service provider gave its Innovation Leader a role in 
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accelerating the service improvement program, which the client most 
definitely did not consider as “innovation” (for understandable reasons).
Subsequently, several months later, the Run service was greatly im-
proved and the client sponsor agreed joint innovation activities should re-
commence. The client team was unable to reassign its original Innovation 
Leader to the role, due to the importance of the person’s current assign-
ment, and so a less-experienced member of the client team was assigned 
as client Innovation Leader.
The existing service provider Innovation Leader and the new client 
Innovation Leaders attempted to restart work on the three previous in-
novation items that had been placed on hold, including the item with 
the compelling business case. Although positive progress was made on 
one of the items, the client business sponsors for the other two potential 
innovations had not lost faith in the ability of the team to move these 
forward because of the delays in progress. The more junior client Innova-
tion Leader also struggled to get client business input and buy-in into 
new potential idea and innovation development activity and the service 
provider Innovation Leader became frustrated with the lack of progress.
In the following Innovation Executive Governance meeting, the client 
and service provider Sponsors were clearly frustrated with the lack of prog-
ress. Both organizations began to blame each other. The client scored the ser-
vice provider very lowly for innovation in both overall governance  Set-Met 
ratings and in the service provider’s annual Client Satisfaction surveys.
Summary
This was a deliberately lengthy example, blended from challenges within 
a number of client and service provider relationships. It highlights a 
 number of key points:
•	 Joint innovation is built upon trust—the service provider must 
“earn the right” to develop an innovation agenda with a client—
a solid Transformation Phase change program and effective Run 
Phase service are key for this.
•	 A partnership-based relationship will be required to enable 
 successful joint innovation—the client cannot expect innovation 
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to be “done to them”—innovation in a client–service provider re-
lationship is something which must be “done together” and have 
joint inputs to be successful.
•	 Innovation activity needs to start at the right time—but if it is de-
layed, there is a risk it will never start; if there are challenges in the 
relationship, the Transformation Phase change program or the Run 
Phase service, innovation activity at times can be focused on getting 
these issues right, before the scope is widened to other focus areas 
(whether this improvement activity is termed as innovation or not).
•	 Unless innovation is being focused on fixing issues and driving 
service improvement, innovation governance should be separated 
from the wider issues and challenges in the relationship—to enable 
the right level of focus (accepting that innovation is also dependent 
on getting the service and relationship basics right).
•	 For innovation to happen, someone must be responsible for 
 driving it—in both client and service provider teams—and to be 
most effective the appointed Innovation Leaders must be leaders 
and influencers, with strong knowledge, interpersonal skills, and 
networks within and beyond their organizations.
•	 If innovation activity excites but then flounders, it will be very dif-
ficult to restart.
Successful Innovation Program in Financial 
Services Client
This is quite a different example to the previous one but it starts off in 
much the same way.
Engagement Phase
Following a highly competitive Engagement Phase, a client in a financial 
services industry and a service provider agreed a long-term services agree-
ment. There was much discussion on “innovation” during the Engage-
ment Phase, and a contract schedule was created.
•	 This described how both parties would appoint named 
 Sponsors and Leaders for innovation and agree a detailed 
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approach to joint governance during the Transformation Phase 
to prepare for an ongoing focus on joint innovation during the 
Run Phase.
•	 The agreed Transformation Phase change program and Run Phase 
service improvement activities were specifically excluded from 
 innovation-related activities.
•	 The agreement agreed both parties would provide a budget for 
early stage innovation development activity.
•	 One specific initial focus area for innovation was included in the 
contract schedule—this set a significant (multimillion dollar) 
cost-saving target for the service provider to enable the client to 
achieve through innovation in a specific business function, outside 
the scope of the Transformation change program.
Joint Innovation Program
The two parties worked together through Transition and Transformation 
Phases. Both parties appointed an Innovation Leader: a part-time role in 
the client and a full-time role in the service provider. Both were well re-
spected in their own organizations, had excellent networks and very good 
technical, business, commercial, and soft skills.
In parallel with the Transformation Phase change program, the two 
Innovation Leaders did two things. First, they worked together to estab-
lish how the two organizations would collaborate to manage, develop, 
and deliver innovation on an ongoing basis. Secondly they began work on 
the initial focus area set in the contract. They presented a recommended 
approach for both items at the first Innovation Executive Governance 
meeting, early in the Transformation Phase of the relationship. This was 
attended by senior Innovation Sponsor(s) from both parties. The recom-
mendations were well received and the Innovation Leaders were tasked 
with moving forward in both areas.
The client was a global organization, which had rapidly grown 
through merger and acquisition activity. It was effectively a federated or-
ganization, made up of a number of large country and regional finan-
cial services companies. In many cases, each business unit still operated 
independently of the others. Group operations strategy was to move to 
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globally based business processes and functions, where appropriate, to 
achieve  efficiencies through economies of scale and use of best practice.
Reviewing the initial focus area for innovation, the Innovation Lead-
ers quickly identified the potential for significant cost savings by use of 
emerging technologies and standardization around best practices. There 
were, however, significant challenges as key stakeholders wished to retain 
local control of their functions. Using part of their innovation develop-
ment budget, the two Innovation Leaders undertook a series of activi-
ties to better understand the current state, working with client business 
experts and domain subject matter experts from within the service pro-
vider’s global organization. This was followed by a series of global and 
regional innovation workshops to identify and develop opportunities, 
challenges, and ideas for innovation. This was very well received by the 
local business units, and the local stakeholders began to buy into the in-
novation approach.
A good deal of detailed work and analysis followed. The two Innova-
tion Leaders funded the time of client and service provider subject matter 
experts to develop and assess a set of viable innovations that could be ap-
plied to achieve significant cost savings. These consisted of a series of new 
technology implementations and, in some cases, global deployment of ex-
isting local best practices. The innovations developed were a combination 
of new to the world innovations and a mixture of new to the organization 
and new to business unit innovations. The Innovation Leaders worked 
together to qualify the potential savings from applying these innovations, 
balanced against costs of development and deployment.
The business case developed exceeded the targets set in the contract, 
and sponsorship for a major change project was agreed in the client. The 
recommendations were reviewed with the client and service provider In-
novation Sponsors, and it was agreed a global change project should be 
initiated, staffed by the client’s standard project teams, and supplemented 
by domain subject matter expertise in the service provider, to enable new 
technologies to be further developed, tested, and configured for use in the 
client’s business environment.
The Innovation Leaders kept a watching brief on the change proj-
ect, with regular reviews. The change project was highly successful and 
the benefits realization review quantified cost savings significantly above 
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those initially targeted. The project won a major award in the client or-
ganization for “Best Global Project.” The Innovation Leaders were com-
mended for their role in the development of the ideas and innovation 
deployed by the change project.
In parallel to the above activity, the Innovation Leaders created a gated 
joint innovation management process, focused on addressing a series of 
innovation themes (areas important to the client’s business). Each theme 
was broken down to identify key challenges and opportunities and ideas 
generated from the client and service provider teams to address them. 
Each idea taken forward was developed and qualified, and a sponsor con-
firmed should the capability and business case be considered viable. Focus 
areas included video analytics, queue busting, cashless payments, and en-
ergy usage reduction. Many items were progressed from idea through to 
delivery and a series of significant business benefits achieved by the cli-
ent. The service provider also benefitted through increased business from 
some (not all) of the delivered innovations. The client consistently mea-
sured the value of innovation from the service provider as Exceeded in 
governance Set-Met targets and formal Client Satisfaction surveys.
Summary
This example highlights the high value which can be achieved through 
joint innovation activities developed using a by design approach, with 
strong sponsorship, leadership, funding, and input from both client and 
service provider teams.
Successful Retail Client Innovation Project
In the next example, a client and service provider had an existing service 
relationship but had not previously discussed or focused on achieving 
value through joint innovation.
Introduction
A retail client had an existing relationship with a larger service provider. 
Initial focus had been placed on the initial Transformation Phase change 
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program, which was now complete. Although from time to time there 
were challenges with the Run Phase service, overall the client was happy 
with the performance of the service provider.
The overall business of the client organization was becoming increas-
ingly focused on driving innovation for and with its retail customers, as a 
means of differentiating itself from the competition, retaining and grow-
ing business with existing customers, and gaining new ones. The client 
organization externally hired a new business unit leader for the business 
unit that owned the relationship with the service provider. In line with 
the overall business, the new business unit leader considered successful 
innovation within the business unit and for the wider business as a key 
priority. Effectively, this person became the client Innovation Sponsor.
The service provider organization also considered driving  innovation 
for and with its clients as a priority for the same reasons as the client. 
The service provider account team was keen to develop opportunities 
with the client for joint innovation. Effectively, the service provider’s 
leader for the client account became the service provider Innovation 
Sponsor.
The leadership teams of the client business unit and service provider 
met and discussed in detail the need to drive joint innovation activity, 
which should focus on using the differentiating capabilities of the wider 
service provider’s organization to address priority challenges and oppor-
tunities in the client’s business. It was agreed, rather than to spread this 
activity too widely to begin with, innovation would be focused on one 
key priority focus area, aligned with the client’s business priorities. The 
selected focus area for innovation was based on enabling the client to 
gain a better understanding of its online retail customers, to drive a more 
personalized relationship with them.
In parallel to the client engaging with a team of retail subject mat-
ter experts from the service provider’s wider organization, the client and 
service provider agreed to run a joint innovation project to very quickly 
create a new capability, to showcase how the organizations could work 
together to develop and deliver innovation.
The two parties agreed to use one of the service provider’s cross-client 
innovation programs for this. The program assigns a team of top talent 
student interns, supported by experienced mentors, to work with a  client 
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on a specific challenge or opportunity and tasks them with creating a dif-
ferentiating new prototype capability in a matter of weeks along with a 
supporting white paper demonstrating how the prototype can be taken 
forward and made into a live capability. Apart from client subject matter 
expert inputs, the project was funded by the service provider.
Although there was also many other joint innovation activities be-
tween the client and service provider, focused on both incremental 
changes to the services and wider more transformative innovation, this 
example focuses on this project as a very tangible example of what can 
be achieved when two organizations determine to develop and deliver 
innovation by design.
Innovation Project
The service provider appointed an experienced Innovation Leader to be 
lead mentor for the project. The Innovation Leader worked with the 
client Sponsors and wider client stakeholders to develop an innovation 
challenge centered on the client’s business priority of creating a more per-
sonalized customer relationship. The challenge was worded in such a way 
to enable the assigned team to innovate on the requirements in addi-
tion to the solution to be developed. The client appointed an Innovation 
Leader to lead client input into the project.
The student interns had a mixture of technical and business skills but 
were totally new to the client and the retail industry, apart from the experi-
ence we all have as retail customers. They were given an induction and spent 
some time thinking around the challenge, before visiting the client’s head 
office, where they were given a sheep dip into the client’s business, priorities, 
and details of the challenge. An initial innovation workshop was facilitated 
by the service provider Innovation Leader between the client and service 
provider teams, from which the interns developed a long list of ideas.
In the next week, the interns reduced the long list to three specific 
ideas, each of which they developed further. A second innovation work-
shop was run at one of the service provider’s technology labs. During 
this the interns presented the three worked ideas to the client team, who 
selected a favorite. They were very impressed with the selected idea, as it 
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was a totally new concept, which their business had not considered and 
was not in use by any of their competition.
Over the next eight weeks, the interns, supported by the client and 
service provider Innovation Leaders, had access to a range of client and 
service provider subject matter experts and resources. They collaborated 
closely with the client business team to develop and iteratively improve 
a rich working prototype of their solution so that it could actively be 
demonstrated and used by trial users. This was then showcased to many 
people in the client organization at a major innovation event at the cli-
ent’s head office.
The client Innovation Sponsor and wider team were delighted with 
the idea and prototype created. The client used it internally and externally 
as a showcase of what focused innovation could achieve. The client and 
service provider were jointly nominated and won an external award for 
the innovation. The client gained significant business value and used the 
project’s output as a valuable input into the strategic work to develop an 
enhanced personalized customer experience. The service provider ben-
efited through improvements in client satisfaction and being viewed as 
an innovation partner by the client, key inputs into eventual extension 
of the service contract and wider business growth between the client and 
service provider, as part of a wider joint focus on the innovation agenda. 
The project also helped to firmly establish and cement an ongoing inno-
vation relationship between the two organizations, which has continued 
and includes a series of high value partnership-related activities, focused 
on service improvement and evolution and on wider business differentiat-
ing innovations.
Summary
This example highlights the significant value that clients and service pro-
viders can achieve through joint innovation activities, by taking a focused 
and structured approach to innovation management, development, and 
delivery, utilizing the respective strengths and capabilities of the client 
and service provider organizations.

CHAPTER 7
Innovation Evolution
Introduction
By definition, innovation isn’t something which stands still. There are 
always new things to learn and new ways in which clients and service 
providers can work together to achieve ever more successful outcomes 
from driving collaborative innovation throughout the life cycle of their 
relationships.
When developing this publication, I wanted to share some of the 
newer things out there, which have made a significant impact in recent 
times and will continue to do so in the future. As I was thinking about 
this, I was aware there were so many items I could include but I’ve made 
a decision to focus on three.
I’ve seen clients and service providers use each of these items, often in 
combination, to very good advantage. Of course, none of these are totally 
new to the world any longer but they will be relatively new or even totally 
new to some people and some organizations working in both clients and 
service providers, and so I believe each is very worthy of highlighting.
Yes, there are other many items but we can’t cover everything, and 
if there is a follow-on edition of this book, the great news is there will 
be new ones too! For now though, these are the three items I wish to 
highlight:
•	 Design Thinking
•	 Digital Innovation Platforms
•	 Joint Innovation Culture
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The following sections outline each of these three areas.
Design Thinking
The concept of Design Thinking isn’t new. At its heart, Design Thinking 
is a mechanism for improving problem solving and solution development 
by focusing on the needs of the end user and end user outcomes, rather 
than features and functions. Empathy and understanding of end user and 
sponsor’s objectives and needs are vitally important. Often in the past, 
Design Thinking approaches have primarily been applied to enhancing 
new product development and, of course, in recent years to mobile app 
development. However, as I have directly witnessed, Design Thinking can 
also be a fantastic mechanism for developing and delivering ideas and in-
novation in a wide range of ways in a service context.
The details around Design Thinking are well documented elsewhere. 
For example, IBM’s own approach, IBM Design Thinking, is high-
lighted on the IBM website (http://www.ibm.com/design/thinking/) and 
through a great series of YouTube videos, but I’ve included a few thoughts 
of my own here for those less familiar with the concept. My recommenda-
tion is to have a quick read of this and then follow it up with your own 
much more in-depth research of how you can apply Design Thinking 
approaches within your own context.
IBM views Design Thinking in terms of three key principles:
1. A focus on user outcomes
2. Restless reinvention
3. Use of diverse empowered teams
It’s easy to see the value of these principles in a services context.
1. A focus on user outcomes—concentrate design and improvement 
of the service not on the technology and business widgets but on 
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the outcomes from the perspective of those who use the service—it 
sounds so obvious but ask yourself, is this always the case?
2. Restless reinvention—maintain a continuous dialogue and feed-
back loop with the users, both when developing and changing the 
services they use and beyond to identify and develop ideas of how 
the service can be further improved—so it is a great mechanism 
for generating new ideas and innovations plus service improvement 
innovations.
3. Use of diverse empowered teams—diverse teams result in better re-
sults; when a client and service provider team really work together 
to focus on a service improvement idea or a wider innovation, the 
whole of their combined knowledge and skills is much greater than 
the parts—I’d add to this the use of a wide range of idea sources as 
outlined in Chapter Five.
Design Thinking and IBM’s own variant, IBM Design Thinking, 
come with a whole series of approaches and techniques for identifying 
and evaluating ideas, iteratively developing and assessing the viability of 
prototype innovations, and so on. These can be invaluable if effectively 
applied in a client–service provider relationship context. Examples include 
the following:
•	 Engagement Phase—service provider application of Design Think-
ing to better understand the wants and needs of the client sponsors 
and users
•	 Transformation Phase—client and service provider joint applica-
tion of Design Thinking to create or change one or more services 
focused on end users and user outcomes
•	 Run Phase—client and service provider joint application of Design 
Thinking for ongoing service improvement innovation focused on 
end users and user outcomes (or simply service improvement if the 
client does not consider service improvement to be innovation!) 
and/or for wider scope innovation activity focused on end users 
and user outcomes
If you are a client or a service provider and not already familiar with 
Design Thinking, or if it is not currently actively applied in your service 
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relationship, I’d strongly recommend further research. Read a few of the 
many summary write-ups available online on the topic, view some of the 
video demonstrations of how it’s been applied, and perhaps follow up in 
more detail via books and subject matter experts.
If, as I believe will be the case, you quickly recognize the value, discuss 
it in your own organization and with your clients or service providers and 
drive initial pilot usage of some of the approaches and techniques. The 
great thing is you don’t need to apply them all. You can pick and choose 
what will be most useful in the context of what you are doing. If you try 
it out, I believe you’ll recognize the value and keep on doing it and, most 
importantly, the end users of the services will recognize the value too. The 
initial services you design, the service improvements you apply, and wider 
innovations you jointly develop with be of a higher quality and drive bet-
ter outcomes for the end users of the service.
Digital Innovation Platforms
A few years ago, one of the challenges with many early stage innovation 
opportunities was the need to invest in and wait for IT infrastructure to 
be set up as a platform to develop, test, and deploy the innovation onto. 
The advent of public, private, and hybrid cloud computing capabilities, 
of course, has addressed this for many organizations today.
Even then, there are often challenges in building new IT applications 
from scratch and so on. Building upon the cloud delivery approach, digital 
innovation platforms provide a great base for fast development and delivery 
of innovation, particularly when used in conjunction with a Design Think-
ing approach to iteratively develop and improve applications and services.
A digital innovation platform is at its heart simply an IT platform for 
developing, running, and managing apps and services. The one I know 
best is based upon IBM Bluemix, and so I’ve centered my explanation and 
recommendations in this section around this but the text holds true for 
any similar solutions and capabilities.
IBM Bluemix includes an open standards, cloud platform for devel-
oping, running, and managing applications and services. The platform 
can be used to host and manage apps but I’ve focused here on the in-
novation angle. This is effectively the ability to take a new idea and use 
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it to very quickly develop new capabilities, without the need to commis-
sion IT servers and storage and reusing many existing application and 
application system support services, rather than recreating or installing 
them each time. These applications and services are made available from 
a catalog of IBM, third party, and open source services. Application pro-
gramming interfaces can be easily used to tap into a client organization’s 
existing applications data and services and service provider and additional 
third-party applications and services. You get the idea.
In effect, when developing a new application, only the new elements re-
quire to be developed. Virtually everything else can be tapped into using the 
innovation platform. In the extreme, such platforms can be used for non-
developers to build new applications using a plug-and-play style approach.
During the early stages of the innovation management process, digital 
innovation platforms are ideal for quickly and cost effectively creating proto-
type applications, showcasing them to sponsors and end users, understanding 
refinements needed, and quickly and iteratively making changes and updates.
In a client–service provider relationship, digital innovation platforms 
can also be used as a mechanism for integrating new capabilities with 
existing client, service provider, and third-party applications and data 
sources, during the joint innovation management and execution process.
I’m aware of IBM’s work, for example, with one banking client, who 
was perhaps skeptical of the claims around digital innovation platforms 
and tasked IBM to create a new prototype capability from a range of five 
options in a week. The IBM team used Bluemix to create prototype capa-
bilities for all five options, delighting the client.
This example highlights the power of digital innovation platforms to 
make a huge difference, particularly on the early stages of joint innova-
tion development between a client and service provider and when used in 
conjunction with Design Thinking for fast iterative solution development 
focused on end service user outcomes.
Joint Innovation Culture
This is perhaps an intangible idea to many people but I believe it can be 
hugely important, particularly if a joined up focus on and culture of in-
novation is built between a client and its service providers.
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So, what is an innovation culture? As with the word “innovation” 
itself, there are lots of potential definitions out there but I’d got with this 
simple one: “An innovation culture supports and encourages new ideas, 
creative thinking and change which generates new or improved products, 
services or processes.”
In the context of a client–service provider relationship, this can be 
very much focused on identifying and delivering on opportunities for 
ongoing service improvement for the client and/or wider joint innovation 
activity between the client and service provider. To be successful, the “in-
novation culture” needs to encompass end users of the service, supporting 
client and service provider teams and potentially a wider ecosystem.
It should be no surprise that the three key enablers for achieving a 
joint innovation culture described below are very much repeated in the 
chapter focused on Recommendations.
Leadership and Enabling Support from the Top
Leaders in the client and service provider organizations need to clearly ar-
ticulate innovation is important, but more than that they need to sponsor 
innovation activities and enable the organization to practically make the 
changes needed for innovation to really be part of everybody’s job role, in 
a tangible way by empowering their employees, as detailed below.
Innovation from Everyone
Employees in client and service providers should understand innovation 
is a priority for their organization and partner organizations, but this 
needs to be made tangible and real to them. One of the best ways of doing 
this is by directly getting their input into the front end of the innovation 
management (and/or service improvement) process.
Employees should be given time on a regular basis to take a step back 
and think about how the service could be improved and identify ideas 
for wider innovation. I fully understand this can be a tough task in cost 
conscious service agreements but enabling such an approach will pay divi-
dends for the client and the service provider. During my time working 
with the UK National Outsourcing Association, I saw a fantastic example 
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of this in one organization, whose core team and number of employees 
were quite small as they effectively procured most of what their business 
needed from a range of service providers. This organization ensured every 
service agreement included a mechanism to make the above happen and 
proactively worked with their service providers to deliver current selected 
ideas and innovations and identify the next set. My recommendation for 
client organizations is to think about the value of such an approach and 
work with your service providers to build something into your agree-
ments for this during the Engagement Phase.
Ongoing idea box systems can be useful but only if the ideas posted 
are assessed, worked on, some taken through the innovation process, the 
benefits of delivered innovations communicated, and, hopefully, those 
responsible for delivered ideas rewarded.
I’m a bigger fan of running regularly scheduled focused innovation 
sessions or events, set against a framework of business priorities and spe-
cific challenges and opportunities. For example, an innovation challenge 
of “How can we improve and deliver great customer service in the store?” 
focuses minds on this particular business priority. These events can be face 
to face, virtual or online.
Skills will also be important. Once again, we can think of the ideal 
skills profile for innovation and collaboration activities in terms of T- and 
TT-shaped professionals, bringing together deep domain and specialist 
knowledge with a wider skill set covering communications, empathy, col-
laboration, and so on.
I’m also very keen on getting people to generate and discuss ideas, with 
the support of an experienced facilitator. Design Thinking techniques will 
really help here. Getting diverse teams together really does generally gen-
erate better results, so why not hold quarterly sessions, where end users 
and client and service provider support teams and whatever third-party 
subject matter experts you need get together in a room or use online ca-
pabilities to generate and develop ideas? After all, not all the smart people 
work for either the client or service provider. And this is a relatively low-
cost approach. The sessions could be face-to-face, online, or both. They 
just need to be prepared, executed, and followed up effectively by engaged 
and engaging Innovation Leaders, empowered by Innovation Sponsors in 
the client and service provider organizations.
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This type of approach will make the “innovation” word tangible to 
teams in both client and service provider alike. It generates a fantastic 
front end for the joint innovation management and execution process. 
Once this is done, it’s what you do next which will matter, that is, putting 
in place and running joint innovation governance and joint innovation 
management and execution to take the best ideas forward, develop them 
into viable capabilities with solid business cases, and deliver upon them.
The Power of Positive Communications
So, the executives are now making innovation a priority, the employees in 
both client and service provider are being given a little time and actively 
encouraged and supported to identify and develop ideas, and innovation 
leadership is in place to drive a joint innovation management and execu-
tion process to take the best ideas forward and ensure they are delivered. 
What else?
•	 Communicate innovation as a priority—in executive briefings, 
team meetings, and so on
•	 Communicate innovation progress—which ideas have been taken 
forward, from where and why
•	 Communicate and celebrate innovation success—tell client and 
service provider employees which innovations have been deliv-
ered, articulate the value and benefits derived (the message may be 
slightly different in the client and service provider), reward client 
and service provider employees who came up with the ideas that 
have driven value, reward the teams which delivered them, put the 
best ones up for external awards, and celebrate success
By doing all these things, the employees in client and service provider 
will understand what innovation is, see the benefits and be keen to get 
involved. There may even be a buzz about the place. You’ve developed 
an innovation culture that supports and encourages new ideas, creative 
thinking, and change that is generating new or improved products, ser-
vices, or processes.
CHAPTER 8
Recommendations
Introduction
This chapter builds upon the contents of the earlier chapters to address 
client and service provider challenges and make a set of detailed recom-
mendations for both clients and service providers at key stages during the 
life cycle of their service relationship. The objective is to enable clients 
and service providers to achieve successful and sustainable joint innova-
tion by design.
The recommendations have been split into four parts.
1. Engagement—the first part includes a series of recommendations for 
both clients and service providers before and during the Engagement 
Phase, that is, when the client is looking to find the right service 
partner and the service provider is looking to win a service contract.
2. Transformation—the second part focuses on recommended actions 
for clients and service providers when establishing a new service 
relationship. Typically, these actions will be carried out during the 
Transformation Phase.
3. Run in new service relationships—the third part summarizes recom-
mended actions for clients and service providers to set up, run, and 
govern an ongoing joint innovation execution process during the 
Run Phase of a new service relationship.
4. Run in existing service relationships—the fourth part considers 
what clients and service providers should do when already in the 
Run Phase of an established service relationship, which to date either 
hasn’t had a focus on innovation or, if there has been such a focus, it 
has not been successful.
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Client Recommendations are as follows:
Phase Recommendation
Engagement Pre-Engagement Planning—Understand what innovation 
is, whether it is needed and, if so, where it should be focused
Pre-Engagement Planning—Consider optimum innovation 
approach
Service Provider Engagement and Selection—Ensure 
innovation is planned for by design
Transformation Agree and establish innovation governance with the service 
provider
Work with the service provider to develop and deliver 
agreed Transformation Phase innovation deliverables
Establish a joint innovation culture with the service 
provider
Run (New) Work with the service provider to develop and run a Joint 
Innovation Management and Execution process
Deliver quick-win innovations
Manage innovation governance with the service provider
Run (Existing—No 
Previous Innovation 
Focus)
Review motivations
Develop joint innovation as if in a new relationship
Run (Existing—
Innovation not Working)
Take a step back
Begin again—develop joint innovation as if in a new 
relationship
Service Provider Recommendations are as follows:
Phase Recommendation
Engagement Develop a strategic approach for delivering innovation 
with your clients
Client Engagement—Understand what the client really 
wants in terms of innovation
Client Engagement—Ensure innovation is planned for by 
design
Transformation Agree and establish innovation governance with the client
Work with the client to develop and deliver agreed 
Transformation Phase innovation deliverables
Establish a joint innovation culture with the client
(Continued)
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Phase Recommendation
Run (New) Work with the client to develop and run a Joint Innovation 
Management and Execution process
Deliver quick-win innovations
Manage innovation governance with the client
Run (Existing—No 
Previous Innovation 
Focus)
Review motivations
Develop joint innovation as if in a new relationship
Run (Existing—
Innovation Not Working)
Take a step back
Begin again—develop joint innovation as if in a new 
relationship
The recommendations are intended to be used in conjunction with 
the contents and learning from the earlier Chapters, including Chapter 
Five—Innovation by Design. It should be noted that the publication is 
not intended to be an overarching framework for successfully setting up 
and delivering a service-based relationship in a wider context, as the focus 
is primarily on enabling successful joint innovation. Although for this to 
be achieved, the relationship will need to be in a positive place. On the 
converse side, in many cases the recommendations made will help foster a 
more positive overall relationship and, in particular, enable clients to get 
greater value from the relationship with their service providers.
The primary intention of this chapter and the wider book is to con-
centrate on what needs to be done by clients and service providers alike to 
ensure innovation is successfully developed and delivered during the life-
time of their service relationship in a collaborative and ongoing basis by 
design to achieve value and benefits for the client and the service provider.
Part One—Engagement Phase
This section documents recommendations for client and service provider 
organizations when entering into and progressing an engagement to agree 
and contract for a new service relationship, with a focus on ensuring the 
right enablers are in place for achieving successful and sustainable joint 
innovation between the organizations during the lifetime of the contract, 
once agreed.
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The section has been split into two subsections, one focused on the 
client and one focused on the service provider.
Client recommendations include the following:
1. Pre-Engagement Planning—Understand what innovation is, whether 
it is needed and, if so, where it should be focused
2. Pre-Engagement Planning—Consider optimum innovation approach
3. Service Provider Engagement and Selection—Ensure innovation is 
planned for by design
Service provider recommendations include the following:
1. Develop a strategic approach for delivering innovation with your 
clients
2. Client Engagement—Understand what the client really wants in terms 
of innovation
3. Client Engagement—Ensure innovation is planned for by design
Client Recommendations
Recommendation One—Pre-Engagement Planning—Understand 
what innovation is, whether it is needed and, if so, where it should 
be focused
During Pre-Engagement Phase planning for a new service agreement, in 
terms of innovation, I recommend the client organization ask themselves 
four key questions:
1. What will innovation mean in the context of the service relationship?
2. Do we really want or need any innovation from the selected service 
provider at all?
3. What is the scope of innovation we want the selected service pro-
vider to deliver during the service relationship?
4. Where do we want to focus innovation activity with the selected 
service provider?
These questions appear simple and straight forward but from experi-
ence many client organizations do not consider some or all of them. By 
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reviewing and answering these questions, a client organization can make a 
very solid start. Let’s look at each of these questions in more detail.
What Will Innovation Mean in the Context 
of the Service Relationship?
Some client organizations may already have an organization wide or busi-
ness unit definition of what innovation means. If so, link to this and work 
with it to see how it can be tailored to work in the context of the planned 
service agreement. If such a definition does not exist, create one which 
will work in the context of the proposed service. In Chapter Five, in the 
Agree Approach section, a number of example potential definitions for 
innovation in a service context are outlined but you must develop the one 
that works best for your own organization and context.
In case this sounds like a purely theoretical exercise, here is a simple 
example. A client organization is planning to begin a tender for a new IT 
service agreement and develops a definition for innovation in the context 
of the service agreement as follows: “Innovation is the application of new 
and emerging technologies developed by the service provider to enable 
the client’s business to increase revenue, reduce cost and/or improve cus-
tomer service ratings.”
In this example, the client may subsequently agree with the service 
provider that a number of new and emerging technologies should be de-
livered during the Transformation Phase and/or new ones introduced over 
time during the Run Phase. By assigning a clear business outcome to the 
innovation (increased revenue, reduced cost, and/or improved customer 
service ratings), the impact of the innovation activity becomes measurable.
By using the definition above, the client organization will understand 
what innovation is and be able to tell when they’re getting it or not get-
ting it from their service provider. Equally, the service provider will also 
have a clear indication and understand the business outcomes that must be 
achieved. For instance, in the example above, in the future the client and 
service provider will have a clear view that innovation should be about im-
plementing the service provider’s new and emerging technologies, when the 
business case to do so is aligned with the stated outcomes. If this is achieved, 
it will be counted as innovation in the context of the service relationship.
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Do We Really Want or Need Any Innovation from the Selected 
Service Provider at All?
If is, of course, possible when attempting to answer this question, that 
innovation does not appear to be relevant in the context of the intended 
service relationship. Perhaps the selected service provider will deliver Q 
widgets at a price of P and this won’t really change over time, and the only 
“innovation” required from the service provider will be to cut its price. In 
this case, it’s perfectly reasonable to be realistic and consider innovation 
is simply not relevant to this specific service relationship. At least, you’ve 
made a conscious decision not to include any focus on innovation.
Even if this is the case, I still have one recommendation to make. 
Depending on the service provider selected, consider if it will still be pos-
sible for your organization to gain additional value from the relationship 
by tapping into the wider capabilities of the service provider, by linking 
this explicitly or implicitly to the service relationship. For example, if the 
service provider has wider capabilities very relevant for your organization 
and/or industry, it would make sense to use the service relationship as a 
means of getting preferential access to these.
On a very positive note, for many service relationships the client will see a 
clear advantage from focusing on innovation with their service provider. This 
may be in the initial Transformation Phase, as an effective mechanism for 
ongoing service improvement in the Run Phase and/or as a means of tapping 
into the service provider’s wider capabilities to gain additional business value.
What Is the Scope of Innovation We Want the Selected Service 
Provider to Deliver During the Service Relationship?
Assuming a level of innovation from the service provider is desirable, the 
next action is to consider the scope of innovation required.
As outlined in Chapter Five, areas of scope can include the following:
•	 Innovation purely within the scope of the contracted services 
during the Transformation Phase
•	 Innovation purely within the scope of the contracted services during 
the Run Phase delivered as service improvement (noting that some 
clients do not consider service improvement as innovation)
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•	 Wider innovation within specific business units of the client
•	 Wider innovation across the entire business organization of the 
client
The client should consider if innovation is desired purely within the 
scope of contracted service or whether wider above-service contract in-
novation with the service provider may also be desirable. If so, then this 
may also have implications for the wider procurement and contracting 
process, as the client may wish to identify and verify the key wider capa-
bilities and attributes of an ideal service provider and include these as a 
weighting factor in the overall service provider selection process.
Where do We Want to Focus Innovation Activity with the Selected 
Service Provider?
If the client has determined the scope for innovation is purely within 
the scope of the contracted services, the answer to this question may be 
relatively simple. If the scope of the service is large, then the client may 
identify specific areas that need to be addressed during the Transforma-
tion Phase. Equally, there may be one or more obvious focus areas for on-
going service improvement in the Run Phase. By thinking these through 
during Pre-Engagement Phase planning, the client will be well positioned 
to work with potential service providers during Engagement phase.
If the client has determined the scope for innovation includes wider 
above-service contract innovation, then it will be very useful for the cli-
ent, even at this early stage, to identify initial focus areas for wider innova-
tion, aligned with the client’s business priorities.
The Proof Points described in Chapter Six include an example where 
a financial services client identified a business priority for wider scope in-
novation to work on with its service provider and included this as a con-
tracted innovation action for the selected service provider. Many client 
organizations may not wish to include such activity, as they may consider 
it could deflect focus from the primary objectives of implementing and 
supporting core services but for larger scope and scale service agreements 
this can be a good mechanism for creating a tangible mechanism for 
achieving additional value from the service provider through innovation 
at a relatively early stage of the relationship.
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Using business prioritized focus areas for wider innovation can also be 
a good method for helping to select the most appropriate service provider. 
For example, if there is little differentiation between the service providers 
in terms of the main requirements of the service contract, understanding 
which service provider is most likely to deliver most value from wider in-
novation activity can be used as an additional assessment consideration.
Recommendation Two—Pre-Engagement Planning—Consider 
optimum innovation approach
Once the client organization understands what innovation should mean 
in the context of the service relationship, along with the scope and prior-
ity focus areas for innovation, before engaging potential service providers, 
it is recommended that the client consider what its ideal approach would 
be for driving joint innovation with its service provider.
Items to consider here include the following:
1. Who in the client organization will sponsor innovation activities 
with the service provider?
2. Who in the client organization will lead innovation activities with 
the service provider on the ground, both during the Transformation 
Phase and the Run Phase?
3. How will innovation activities with the service provider be funded?
4. How will innovation activities with the service provider be governed?
5. How will innovation activities with the service provider be practi-
cally developed, delivered, and managed?
6. What are the targets for innovation activities with the service pro-
vider and can they be quantified at this early stage?
7. How will innovation activities with the service provider be measured?
8. Should/how should innovation with the service provider be included 
in the service contract?
9. What will the service provider need to do to convince the client of 
its capability to deliver innovation in the context of the service agree-
ment? This should include capabilities within the scope of the service 
agreement and if wider scope innovation is sought, specific relevant 
additional capabilities.
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10. What culture does a service provider require to deliver innovation 
collaboratively with the client organization and potentially third 
parties?
The recommendation at this stage is not to spend a huge amount of 
time developing detailed answers to each question but instead to consider 
the questions and begin developing a view on potential answers. The in-
tention is for the client to have developed a view of what is really needed 
to drive successful innovation in the context of the service relationship, 
ready to use this during the Engagement Phase.
If a third-party adviser organization has been contracted to manage, 
assist, and/or input into the Engagement Phase, it is also recommended 
to review the above questions with the adviser and agree how innovation 
will be best considered and assessed during the Engagement Phase.
Recommendation Three—Service Provider Engagement 
and Selection—Ensure innovation is planned for by design
In general, once the Engagement Phase begins for proper, strict rules 
will be enforced to manage interactions between the client and bidding 
service providers. It is strongly recommend RFI, RFP, and similar docu-
ments include sections explaining the client’s position and requirements 
for innovation (developed from the considerations outlined above). 
Specific questions can also be included requesting service providers to 
indicate how they will meet the client’s requirements, demonstrating 
proof points to verify their capabilities and articulating how they’ve de-
livered innovation with similar client organizations in the same or a 
similar industry, with tangible examples of approach, outcomes, and 
benefits.
Once a short list of service providers has been agreed and detailed 
face-to-face discussions and meetings begin, the same considerations 
should be reviewed in more detail.
As part of final service provider selection processes, often very de-
tailed discussions are held. When considering innovation, these should 
include the following Agree Approach activities, as detailed earlier in 
Chapter Five.
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1. Agree Innovation Definition
2. Agree Innovation Scope
3. Agree Initial Innovation Focus Areas
4. Agree Innovation Leadership
5. Agree Innovation Sponsorship
6. Agree Funding Mechanism(s)
7. Agree Manage Governance Approach—including target setting and 
measurement
8. Agree Joint Innovation Execution Approach
If the client team followed the recommendations above, they will 
have a good idea of what will be needed to meet their innovation-related 
requirements. The recommendation here is to sit down with potential 
service provider teams, review and agree in detail how this will work in 
practice, and make an assessment of whether the service provider really 
has the capability, motivation, and culture to successfully deliver innova-
tion to meet your requirements.
A key question I have often been asked is whether to contract or not 
to contract for innovation. Obviously, if there is a specific innovation 
commitment that needs to be delivered during the Transformation Phase 
change program, this should be carefully contracted for. In terms of a 
mechanism for driving wider ongoing innovation, in all honesty I am 
sometimes a little ambivalent.
In favor, I have witnessed great examples of innovation contract 
schedules setting out a practical framework for the joint management, 
development, and delivery of innovation, which have subsequently been 
followed through and used to drive real success. Equally, I have seen great 
success when no contract schedule for innovation is in place, but both 
client and service provider organizations have developed a culture of nur-
turing and delivering innovation and put in place the sponsorship, leader-
ship, funding, resources, and process to make it happen.
On the flip side, I’ve experienced great innovation contract schedules 
which have then been largely ignored by client, service provider, or both, 
as the Engagement Phase teams have walked away and the Run Phase 
teams on one or both sides have lacked the capability and/or motivation 
to make innovation really happen. Carefully considering what the client 
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organization’s real needs are for innovation and engaging with potential 
service providers to agree how this will work in practice is very important 
but it is not a replacement for ensuring both client and service provid-
ers are motivated to work together to manage, develop, and deliver in-
novation during Transformation and Run Phases. Successful innovation 
needs sponsorship, leadership, funding, resources, and process to make it 
happen consistently and successful joint innovation needs this from both 
parties.
On balance though, I do recommend the client agrees a framework 
contract schedule with the service provider during the Engagement Phase 
to detail and agree how innovation will be governed, managed, devel-
oped, delivered, and funded but this needs to be designed in such a way 
to include a level of flexibility. It must enable both parties to work to-
gether to meet the evolving needs of the client and also consider what is 
in it for the service provider too. The framework should include outcome-
based targets for the initial time period of the service agreement and, 
particularly for longer term agreements, a mechanism for setting new 
joint outcome-based targets over time, which reflect and match the evo-
lution of the client’s business priorities and the service provider’s evolving 
capabilities.
Service Provider Recommendations
Recommendation One—Develop a strategic approach for delivering 
innovation with your clients
This recommendation is not linked to engagement with a specific cli-
ent but instead focused on how service providers should be developing a 
thought through and supported approach for delivering innovation for 
and with their portfolio of service clients.
This needs to encompass each of the potential scope areas for innova-
tion. The service provider must have at least a considered approach for 
developing and delivering innovation in the scope of the core services 
contract during the Transformation Phase and in terms of incremental 
service improvement innovation during the Run Phase. Many service 
providers will also wish to develop an approach for being able to de-
liver wider scope innovation for their clients, beyond the core services 
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contract. This can be an important mechanism for delivering additional 
value to the client from the service relationship and as a means of de-
veloping significant additional business opportunities with the client for 
the service provider. Such an approach can be a key differentiator for the 
service provider.
In terms of what should be included in the service provider’s strategic 
approach for innovation, the focus and content will vary greatly across 
service providers, but the key aspects that need to be developed will in-
clude sponsorship, leadership, funding, resourcing, business models, staff 
motivation, targets, measurement, and content focus areas for delivering 
innovation with service clients. If the service provider has a clear strategic 
approach for these areas, it will be in a strong position to differentiate 
itself during the Engagement Phase, satisfy its clients, and grow business 
during Transformation and Run Phases.
Recommendation Two—Client Engagement—Understand what 
the client really wants in terms of innovation
I hesitated a little when wording this recommendation as it appears so ob-
vious but this is all about empathy. There is an opportunity here to con-
sider and use a number of Design Thinking approaches and techniques 
to better understand what the client really wants in terms of innovation 
(and beyond).
The core of this recommendation is to understand what the clients 
view as and want, in terms of innovation, in the context of the service 
relationship. Are they looking for innovation within the core scope of the 
service contract only? What innovation do they need in the Transforma-
tion Phase change program? What is their view on service improvement? 
Are they looking for a service provider who can also offer wider value by 
supporting innovation activity beyond the core scope of the service?
This can be difficult in the early stages of an engagement, when the 
primary contact between the client and service provider is through formal 
responses to RFI, RFP, and similar documents, but generally there are op-
portunities to raise questions and gain greater insights.
Once the above is understood, it will be significantly easier for the ser-
vice providers to understand what capabilities they will need and which 
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areas they need to focus on with the clients in terms of innovation to dif-
ferentiate themselves and help to win the deal in the Engagement Phase 
and to satisfy and delight the clients during Transformation and Run 
Phases.
Recommendation Three—Client Engagement—Ensure innovation 
is planned for by design
Once a short list of service providers has been agreed and detailed 
face-to-face discussions and meetings begin, the client’s wants and needs 
should be reviewed in more detail. Again the service provider should lis-
ten to the client and use what it learns to hone its approach on innovation 
for the specific client, highlighting its capabilities, motivation, and proof 
points.
Many client organizations may not be well versed in the importance 
of managing, developing, and delivering innovation by design with their 
service providers, and the service provider may need to assist the client to 
develop its thinking in this area (in addition to recommending the client 
purchases one or more copies of this publication!).
As part of final service provider selection processes, often very de-
tailed discussions are held. When considering innovation, these should 
include the following Agree Approach activities, as detailed earlier in 
Chapter Five.
1. Agree Innovation Definition
2. Agree Innovation Scope
3. Agree Initial Innovation Focus Areas
4. Agree Innovation Leadership
5. Agree Innovation Sponsorship
6. Agree Funding Mechanism(s)
7. Agree Manage Governance Approach—including target setting and 
measurement
8. Agree Joint Innovation Execution Approach
The recommendation here is to sit down with the client team, review 
and agree in detail how this will work in practice, and highlight how, as a 
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service provider, your organization really does have the capability, motiva-
tion, and culture to successfully deliver innovation in line with the client’s 
requirements.
A key question I have often been asked is whether to contract or not 
to contract for innovation. Obviously, if there is a specific innovation 
commitment that needs to be delivered during the Transformation Phase 
change program, this should be carefully contracted for. In terms of a 
mechanism for driving wider ongoing innovation, in all honesty I am 
sometimes a little ambivalent.
In favor, I have witnessed great examples of innovation contract 
schedules setting out a practical framework for the joint management, 
development, and delivery of innovation, which have subsequently been 
followed through and used to drive real success. Equally, I have seen great 
success when no contract schedule for innovation is in place, but both 
client and service provider organizations have developed a culture of nur-
turing and delivering innovation and put in place the sponsorship, leader-
ship, funding, resources, and process to make it happen.
On the flip side, I’ve experienced great innovation contract sched-
ules that have then been largely ignored by client, service provider, or 
both, as the Engagement Phase teams have walked away and the Run 
Phase teams on one or both sides have lacked the capability and/or mo-
tivation to make innovation really happen. Carefully considering what 
the client organization’s real needs are for innovation and engaging with 
the client to agree how this will work in practice is very important but 
it is not a replacement for ensuring both client and service providers 
are motivated to work together to manage, develop, and deliver inno-
vation during Transformation and Run Phases. Successful innovation 
needs sponsorship, leadership, funding, resources, and process to make 
it happen consistently and successful joint innovation needs this from 
both parties.
On balance though, I do recommend the client agrees a framework 
contract schedule with the service provider during the Engagement Phase 
to detail and agree how innovation will be governed, managed, developed, 
delivered, and funded but this needs to be designed in such a way to include 
a level of flexibility. It must enable both parties to work together to meet 
the evolving needs of the client—also consider what is in it for the service 
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provider too. The framework should include outcome-based targets for 
the initial time period of the service agreement and, particularly for lon-
ger term agreements, a mechanism for setting new joint outcome-based 
targets over time, which reflect and match the evolution of the client’s 
business priorities and the service provider’s evolving capabilities.
Part Two—Transformation Phase
This section documents recommendations for client and service provider 
organizations during the Transformation Phase of a contract for a new 
service relationship, with a focus on setting up governance for manage-
ment, development, and delivery of innovation and joint innovation ex-
ecution of agreed Transformation Phase innovation-related deliverables.
The section has been split into two subsections, one focused on the 
client and one focused on the service provider.
Client recommendations include the following:
1. Agree and establish innovation governance with the service provider
2. Work with the service provider to develop and deliver agreed Trans-
formation Phase innovation deliverables
3. Establish a joint innovation culture with the service provider
Service provider recommendations include the following:
1. Agree and establish innovation governance with the client
2. Work with the client to develop and deliver agreed Transformation 
Phase innovation deliverables
3. Establish a joint innovation culture with the client
Client Recommendations
Recommendation One—Agree and establish innovation 
governance with your service provider
So, the service contract has been signed, what now? In terms of innova-
tion, the first step is to establish an effective and practical approach for 
jointly governing innovation with your new service provider.
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If a framework for this has been included in a contract schedule, this 
can be used as a guideline. In any case, key recommend activities include 
the following:
1. Confirm Innovation Sponsor(s) in the client organization
2. Appoint Innovation Leader in the client organization
3. Establish Operational Innovation Governance with the service 
provider
4. Establish Executive Innovation Governance with the service provider
5. Agree innovation target setting and measurement with the service 
provider
6. Agree approach for positively communicating successful innovation 
with the service provider
Confirm Innovation Sponsor(s) in the Client Organization
It is likely that the client sponsor(s) for innovation activity will have been 
agreed during the Engagement Phase. If this is the case, this should be 
formally confirmed with the service provider. If not, the client should 
identify and appoint one or more sponsors for innovation activity with 
the service provider.
The Innovation Sponsor(s) are typically executive-level personnel, 
with skin in the game by being in a position to benefit if joint innova-
tion is successfully delivered and alternately be impacted if it is not. Their 
key inputs include attending regularly scheduled (typically quarterly or 
half-yearly) executive governance meetings and ad hoc requests for sup-
port and input. They review progress made, assist with removing block-
ages to progress, measure the value and benefits delivered, and set future 
focus areas for innovation activities. It is often useful to have one sponsor 
who is part of the client’s retained team who works directly with the ser-
vice provider and one wider business sponsor, with the ability to bring in 
support of the wider organization when needed.
It is recommended the client Innovation Sponsor(s) meet with its op-
posite number(s) in the client as soon as possible in the Transformation 
Phase to establish a working relationship and review objectives and ap-
proach for innovation.
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A key enabler for success will be a strong working relationship with 
the Innovation Sponsor(s) in the service provider organization. The In-
novation Sponsor(s) should look to establish a win-win approach.
Appoint Innovation Leader in the Client Organization
The client should identify and appoint a leader for innovation activity 
with the service provider. For the majority of service relationships, the 
Leaders will have another role. This is fine but it is important to ensure 
the client Innovation Leader, even if part time, is named and has “manag-
ing, developing, and delivering innovation” formally set as part of his or 
her role, responsibilities, and priorities and measured as part of his or her 
performance appraisals, reviews, and so on.
To be effective, the client Innovation Leaders needs to have a wide 
skill set (at times they will be facilitators, interpreters and project manag-
ers and many other things) and also have excellent networking skills and 
generally good contacts, reputation, and knowledge of their organization, 
or the ability to quickly get them.
A key enabler for success will be a strong working relationship with 
the Innovation Leader in the service provider organization. The Innova-
tion Leaders should look to establish a win-win approach.
Establish Operational Innovation Governance
Operational governance should be managed and owned by the named 
client and service provider Innovation Leaders. The client Innovation 
Leaders should meet with their opposite number in the service provider 
as soon as practicable.
The Innovation Leaders should agree a structured process for joint 
innovation management and execution (as outlined in Part Three below) 
and the tools they will use to track items from idea, challenge, and op-
portunity identification, through to development and eventual delivery 
and benefits realization.
The Innovation Leaders should also agree with the Innovation Spon-
sors how they will report progress and how the joint innovation man-
agement process will interlock with wider program, project, change 
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management, and governance processes in the client and service provider 
organizations.
The Innovation Leaders should establish regular operational meet-
ings, for example, on a weekly or fortnightly basis to track progress. Ad-
ditional people in both organizations may be invited to these meetings, 
depending on the context of the service relationship and agreed approach 
and scope of innovation activity.
It is assumed that innovation committed by the service provider to be 
delivered within the Transformation Phase change program will be man-
aged as part of wider service relationship governance, rather than through 
innovation governance, although this may not always be the case.
During the Transformation Phase change program, there may be an 
understandable desire within both organizations to hold off from wider 
scope innovation activity to enable all focus on a successful Transforma-
tion. If this is the case, it is recommended that the Innovation Leaders 
spend some time agreeing focus areas for innovation during the Run 
Phase, including priority areas for service improvement and wider op-
portunities for innovation aligned to the client’s business priorities. This 
will enable a fast start to ongoing innovation activities during the Run 
Phase.
Establish Executive Innovation Governance 
with the Service Provider
The client Innovation Leader and client Innovation Sponsor(s) should 
agree an optimum approach for establishing Executive Innovation Gov-
ernance and then review this with their opposite numbers in the service 
provider. The focus for Executive Innovation Governance should be re-
viewing progress, value, and benefits realized of existing innovation activi-
ties and setting future focus areas and priorities for innovation.
The Innovation Leaders and Sponsors should establish a schedule of 
regular Executive Innovation Governance meetings. Typically these take 
place on a quarterly or half-yearly basis but both the frequency and invi-
tee list for these meetings will vary widely, depending on the context of 
the client–service provider relationship and agreed scope of joint innova-
tion activities.
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Typical Executive Innovation Governance activities include the 
following:
•	 Reviewing innovation activity progress
•	 Addressing major blockers to progress
•	 Measuring value and benefits realized of delivered innovation 
activities
•	 Setting focus areas and priorities for coming period
•	 Assisting positive communications and celebration of successfully 
delivered innovation activities
Typically, the Innovation Leaders will lead preparations for the Execu-
tive Innovation Governance meetings, including any premeeting stake-
holder management activities, if these are required to ensure progress is 
made during the meeting and a successful outcome.
The meeting is intended to be an important part of, and integrated 
with, overall governance between client and service provider organiza-
tions. To be effective, the client and service provider Innovation Sponsors 
must attend the scheduled Executive Innovation Governance meetings 
and be empowered with decision-making capability.
Outside the window of the Executive Innovation Governance meet-
ings, the Innovation Leaders will typically maintain close communica-
tions with the Sponsors and also contact them to help remove blockages 
to progress, review recommendations to progress innovation outside of 
agreed focus areas, and assist with other activities as required.
Agree Innovation Target Setting and Measurement 
with the Service Provider
It is possible that the approach for setting targets for innovation and 
measuring impact will have been set in the Engagement Phase and in-
cluded in a contract schedule. If this is the case, the client Innovation 
Leader and Sponsor(s) should review the details with their opposite 
number(s) in the service provider organization to ensure expectations are 
correctly set and a common level of understanding is in place across the 
organizations.
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If not, then the targets and measurement approach for innovation 
should be agreed between the Innovation Sponsors, supported by the In-
novation Leaders. The specific approach adopted will likely vary depend-
ing on the context of the service relationship and scope of innovation 
activities. To provide a level of guidance, a pragmatic approach has been 
documented below. This measures innovation in two ways.
The first measure is to focus measurement on the individual innova-
tion items that progress beyond the Qualify Potential and Business Case 
step in the joint innovation management process funnel. Each of these 
must have a business case to move any further forward in the process. The 
business case will stand on hard measures such as cost savings, increase in 
revenue, customer retention, specific service key performance indicator 
measurements, and so on. All of these are clearly measurable and the “in-
novation” once delivered should be measured for the value delivered and 
benefits realized, both in absolute terms and against the business case. As 
these items have been generated and/or significantly accelerated by the 
focus on joint innovation, the benefits realized can be rightly attributed 
to joint innovation. Positive results can show the value of joint innovation 
and any negative results the opposite.
It is noted that this approach sets and measures the objectives and 
success of individual innovation activities and projects, rather than over-
all joint innovation activities. However, a small number of very positive 
returns through delivered innovation activities can soon become a very 
positive measure of the success of the overall joint focus on innovation.
The second measure is recommended for wider measurement of over-
all joint innovation between the client and service provider. This can be 
done in terms of typical Set-Met objectives and/or formal scores for Cli-
ent Satisfaction for the client from the service provider, in terms of the 
benefits derived from joint innovation activities. Such measures do rely 
on an effective and honest relationship being in place between the client 
and service provider to work.
A subset of client and service providers may focus their innovation defi-
nition, scope, and focus areas into one specific thing. If this is the case, then 
an overall hard outcome-based objective and measure of success may be 
much easier to define. For example, if innovation is defined as “Use of new 
ideas to reduce the client’s costs” and scope and focus areas of innovation 
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are also specifically targeted onto cost, a cost-saving target could be agreed, 
which would be measurable. Equally, this would work for revenue genera-
tion, customer retention, customer service ratings, and so on. As always, it 
will depend on the context of the client–service provider relationship.
Typically the assessment of innovation achievement will be reviewed 
during Executive Innovation Governance meetings.
Agree approach for Positively Communicating Successful Innovation 
with the Service Provider
It is recommended the client Innovation Leader and Sponsor agree with 
their opposite numbers in the service provider how successfully delivered 
innovations will be positively communicated across both organizations 
and beyond. The overall innovation governance approach and plans for 
each innovation which progresses to the right hand side of the funnel 
should include a plan to positively communicate and jointly celebrate 
success. A further positive approach will be to target submission of suc-
cessfully delivered innovations for internal and external awards.
Recommendation Two—Work with the service provider to develop 
and deliver agreed Transformation Phase innovation deliverables
If specific innovation activity has been agreed to be delivered as part of the 
Transformation Phase change program, the client will need to work with 
the service provider to ensure it is delivered. As the type, shape, and scope 
of potential innovation activity will vary wildly, it is not intended to make 
recommendations here, other than to remind the client that they need 
to take an active role in working with the service provider to ensure the 
innovation is delivered. Remember, in a service relationship innovation 
does not get done to the client, it is delivered for and with them.
Recommendation Three—Establish a joint innovation culture 
with your service provider
Chapter Seven includes a section on the importance of developing a 
joint innovation culture, with key elements including leadership and en-
abling support from the top, innovation from everyone, and the power of 
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positive communications. One of the key recommendations for achieving 
successful joint innovation is to develop a positive culture for innovation 
where new ideas are encouraged, the best ones taken forward, and people 
behind ones which deliver real value rewarded, as success is celebrated. 
This should begin during the Transformation Phase of the relationship 
and be carried forward during the Run Phase.
There is so much which could be written here, perhaps a book in it-
self, but the initial recommendation for the client organization is for the 
Innovation Sponsor and Innovation Leader to include a set of activities, 
within their wider plans focused on engaging their own employees in 
innovation-related activities, where possible teaming, for example, in idea 
generation sessions, with teams in the service provider. Joint team awards 
and rewards for the best generated ideas and delivered innovations will 
foster partnership and a stronger overall relationship between the client 
and service provider teams. There is a little more detail behind wider scale 
potential joint innovation culture activities in Chapter Seven. One last 
point for now—this should not be a one-off activity but something which 
becomes an ongoing mantra through the life cycle of the relationship and 
runs as a theme across the full portfolio of your service providers.
Service Provider Recommendations
Recommendation One—Agree and establish innovation 
governance with your client
So, the service contract has been signed, what now? In terms of innova-
tion, the first step is to establish an effective and practical approach for 
jointly governing innovation with your new client.
If a framework for this has been included in a contract schedule, this 
can be used as a guideline. In any case, key recommend activities include 
the following:
1. Confirm Innovation Sponsor(s) in the service provider organization
2. Appoint Innovation Leader in the service provider organization
3. Establish Operational Innovation Governance with the client
4. Establish Executive Innovation Governance with the client
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5. Agree innovation target setting and measurement with the client
6. Agree approach for positively communicating successful innovation 
with the client
Confirm Innovation Sponsor(s) in the Service Provider Organization
The service provider sponsors for innovation activity may have been 
agreed during the Engagement Phase. If this is the case, this should be 
formally confirmed with the client. If not, the service provider should 
identify and appoint a sponsor for innovation activity with the client.
The Innovation Sponsors are typically executive-level personnel, with 
skin in the game by being in a position to benefit if joint innovation is suc-
cessfully delivered and alternately be impacted if it is not. Their key inputs 
include attending regularly scheduled (typically quarterly or half-yearly) 
executive governance meetings and ad hoc requests for support and input. 
They review progress made, assist with removing blockages to progress, 
measure the value and benefits delivered, and set future focus areas for in-
novation activities. It is often useful to have one sponsor who is part of the 
service provider’s client account team and one off-account sponsor, with 
the ability to bring in support of the wider organization when needed.
It is recommended the service provider Innovation Sponsors meet 
with their opposite numbers in the service provider as soon as possible in 
the Transformation Phase to establish a working relationship and review 
objectives and approach for innovation.
A key enabler for success will be a strong working relationship with 
the Innovation Sponsors in the client organization. The Innovation Spon-
sors should look to establish a win-win approach.
Appoint Innovation Leader in the Service Provider Organization
The service provider should identify and appoint a leader for innovation 
activity with the client. For the majority of service relationships, the Lead-
ers will have another role. This is fine but it is important to ensure the 
service provider Innovation Leader, even if part time, is named and has 
“managing, developing, and delivering innovation” formally set as part 
of their role, responsibilities, and priorities and measured as part of their 
performance appraisals, reviews, and so on.
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To be effective, the service provider Innovation Leader needs to have a 
wide skill set (at times they will be facilitators, interpreters, project man-
agers, and so on) and also have excellent networking skills and generally 
good contacts, reputation, and knowledge of their organization, or the 
ability to quickly get them.
A key enabler for success will be a strong working relationship with 
the Innovation Leader in the client organization. The Innovation Leaders 
should look to establish a win-win approach.
Establish Operational Innovation Governance
Operational governance should be managed and owned by the named 
client and service provider Innovation Leaders. The service provider In-
novation Leaders should meet with their opposite number in the client as 
soon as practicable.
The Innovation Leaders should agree a structured process for joint 
innovation management and execution (as outlined in Part Three below) 
and the tools they will use to track items from idea, challenge, and op-
portunity identification, through to development and eventual delivery 
and benefits realization.
The Innovation Leaders should also agree with the Innovation Spon-
sors how they will report progress and how the joint innovation man-
agement process will interlock with wider program, project, change 
management, and governance processes in the client and service provider 
organizations.
The Innovation Leaders should establish regular operational meet-
ings, for example, on a weekly or fortnightly basis to track progress. Ad-
ditional people in both organizations may be invited to these meetings, 
depending on the context of the service relationship and agreed approach 
and scope of innovation activity.
It is assumed that innovation committed by the service provider to be 
delivered within the Transformation Phase change program will be man-
aged as part of wider service relationship governance, rather than through 
innovation governance, although this may not always be the case.
During the Transformation Phase change program, there may be an 
understandable desire within both organizations to hold off from wider 
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scope innovation activity to enable all focus on a successful Transforma-
tion. If this is the case, it is recommended that the Innovation Lead-
ers spend some time agreeing focus areas for innovation during the Run 
Phase, including priority areas for service improvement and wider oppor-
tunities for innovation aligned to the client’s business priorities. This will 
enable a fast start to ongoing innovation activities during the Run Phase.
Establish Executive Innovation Governance with the Client
The service provider Innovation Leader and service provider Innovation 
Sponsors should agree an optimum approach for establishing Executive 
Innovation Governance and then review this with their opposite numbers 
in the client. The focus for Executive Innovation Governance should be 
reviewing progress, value, and benefits realized of existing innovation ac-
tivities and setting future focus areas and priorities for innovation.
The Innovation Leaders and Sponsors should establish a schedule of 
regular Executive Innovation Governance meetings. Typically, these take 
place on a quarterly or half-yearly basis but both the frequency and invi-
tee list for these meetings will vary widely, depending on the context of 
the client–service provider relationship and agreed scope of joint innova-
tion activities.
Typical Executive Innovation Governance activities include the 
following:
•	 Reviewing innovation activity progress
•	 Addressing major blockers to progress
•	 Measuring value and benefits realized of delivered innovation 
activities
•	 Setting focus areas and priorities for coming period
•	 Assisting positive communications and celebration of successfully 
delivered innovation activities
Typically, the Innovation Leaders will lead preparations for the Execu-
tive Innovation Governance meetings, including any premeeting stake-
holder management activities, if these are required to ensure progress is 
made during the meeting and a successful outcome.
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The meeting is intended to be an important part of, and integrated 
with, overall governance between client and service provider organiza-
tions. To be effective, the client and service provider Innovation Sponsors 
must attend the scheduled Executive Innovation Governance meetings 
and be empowered with decision-making capability.
Outside the window of the Executive Innovation Governance meet-
ings, the Innovation Leaders will typically maintain close communica-
tions with the Sponsors and also contact them to help remove blockages 
to progress, review recommendations to progress innovation outside of 
agreed focus areas, and assist with other activities as required.
Agree Innovation Target Setting and Measurement with the Client
It is possible that the approach for setting targets for innovation and mea-
suring impact will have been set in the Engagement Phase and included 
in a contract schedule. If this is the case, the service provider Innovation 
Leader and Sponsors should review the details with their opposite num-
bers in the client organization to ensure expectations are correctly set and 
a common level of understanding.
If not, then the targets and measurement approach for innovation 
should be agreed between the Innovation Sponsors, supported by the In-
novation Leaders. The specific approach adopted will likely vary depend-
ing on the context of the service relationship and scope of innovation 
activities. To provide a level of guidance, a pragmatic approach has been 
documented below. This measures innovation in two ways.
The first measure is to focus measurement on the individual inno-
vation items which progress beyond the Qualify Potential and Business 
Case step in the joint innovation management process funnel. Each of 
these must have a business case to move any further forward in the pro-
cess. The business case will stand on hard measures such as cost savings, 
increase in revenue, customer retention, specific service key performance 
indicator measurements, and so on. All of these are clearly measurable 
and the “innovation” once delivered should be measured for the value 
delivered and benefits realized, both in absolute terms and against the 
business case. As these items have been generated and/or significantly ac-
celerated by the focus on joint innovation, the benefits realized can be 
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rightly attributed to joint innovation. Positive results can show the value 
of joint innovation and any negative results the opposite.
It is noted that this approach sets and measures the objectives and 
success of individual innovation activities and projects, rather than over-
all joint innovation activities. However, a small number of very positive 
returns through delivered innovation activities can soon become a very 
positive measure of the success of the overall joint focus on innovation.
The second measure is recommended for wider measurement of over-
all joint innovation between the client and service provider. This can be 
done in terms of typical Set-Met objectives and/or formal scores for Cli-
ent Satisfaction for the client from the service provider, in terms of the 
benefits derived from joint innovation activities. Such measures do rely 
on an effective and honest relationship being in place between the client 
and service provider to work.
A subset of client and service providers may focus their innovation 
definition, scope, and focus areas into one specific thing. If this is the 
case, then an overall hard outcome-based objective and measure of suc-
cess may be much easier to define. For example, if innovation is defined 
as “Use of new ideas to reduce the client’s costs” and scope and focus areas 
of innovation are also specifically targeted onto cost, a cost-saving target 
could be agreed, which would be measurable. Equally, this would work 
for revenue generation, customer retention, customer service ratings, and 
so on. As always, it will depend on the context of the client–service pro-
vider relationship.
Typically the assessment of innovation achievement will be reviewed 
during Executive Innovation Governance meetings.
Agree Approach for Positively Communicating Successful 
Innovation with the Client
It is recommended the service provider Innovation Leader and Sponsor 
agree with their opposite numbers in the client how successfully delivered 
innovations will be positively communicated across both organizations 
and beyond. The overall innovation governance approach and plans for 
each innovation which progresses to the right hand side of the funnel 
should include a plan to positively communicate and jointly celebrate 
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success. A further positive approach will be to target submission of suc-
cessfully delivered innovations for internal and external awards.
Recommendation Two—Work with the client to develop 
and deliver agreed Transformation Phase innovation deliverables
If specific innovation activity has been agreed to be delivered as part of the 
Transformation Phase change program, the client will need to work with 
the service provider to ensure it is delivered. As the type, shape, and scope 
of potential innovation activity will vary wildly, it is not intended to make 
recommendations here, other than to remind the service providers that 
they need to take an active role in working with the client to ensure the 
innovation is delivered. Remember, in a service relationship innovation 
does not get done to the client, it is delivered for and with them.
Recommendation Three—Establish a joint innovation culture 
with your service provider
Chapter Seven includes a section on the importance of developing a joint 
innovation culture, with key elements including leadership and enabling 
support from the top, innovation from everyone, and the power of posi-
tive communications. One of the key recommendations for achieving 
successful joint innovation is to develop a positive culture for innovation 
where new ideas are encouraged, the best ones taken forward, and people 
behind ones which deliver real value rewarded, as success is celebrated. 
This should begin during the Transformation Phase of the relationship 
and be carried forward during the Run Phase.
There is so much which could be written here, perhaps a book in 
itself, but the initial recommendation for the service provider organiza-
tion is for the Innovation Sponsor and Innovation Leader to include 
a set of activities, within their wider plans focused on engaging their 
own employees in innovation-related activities, where possible team-
ing, for example, in idea generation sessions, with teams in the client. 
Joint team awards and rewards for the best generated ideas and delivered 
innovations will foster partnership and a stronger overall relationship 
between the client and service provider teams. There is a little more 
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detail behind wider scale potential joint innovation culture activities in 
Chapter Seven. One last point for now—this should not be a one-off 
activity but something which becomes an ongoing mantra through the 
life cycle of the relationship and runs as a theme across the full portfolio 
of your clients.
Part Three—Run Phase for New Service Relationship
This section documents recommendations for client and service provider 
organizations during the Run Phase of a contract for a service relation-
ship, with a focus on establishing and running a Joint Innovation Man-
agement and Execution process. It is also possible that the actions below 
will be carried out earlier, during the Transformation Phase of a service 
relationship. The section has been split into two subsections, one focused 
on the client and one focused on the service provider.
Client recommendations include the following:
1. Work with the service provider to develop and run a Joint Innova-
tion Management and Execution process
2. Deliver quick-win innovations
3. Manage innovation governance with the service provider
Service provider recommendations include the following:
1. Work with the client to develop and run a Joint Innovation Manage-
ment and Execution process
2. Deliver quick-win innovations
3. Manage innovation governance with the client
Chapter Five includes a detailed description of a framework for a Joint 
Innovation Management and Execution Process, with the focus on joint de-
velopment and proactive management of a “process” to systematically move 
items forward from an initial idea, challenge or opportunity stage through 
to full implementation, and delivery of value and benefits realization.
The diagram below shows the key innovation activities in a deliber-
ately simple five-step innovation management process.
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At a summary level, ideas, business challenges, and opportunities for 
innovation enter the funnel from the left. Typically, these are aligned to 
the agreed focus areas for joint innovation activity.
Selected items progress through the gated steps of the funnel. Al-
though a relatively large number of items may enter the funnel, the 
intention is to use the initial steps to quickly identify those with the 
best sponsorship, business case, expected outcomes, and probability of 
success. The majority of resource intensive innovation development and 
delivery activities will then focus on a relatively small number of items, 
aligned with the client’s business priorities and the service provider’s 
ability to deliver value. These are progressed and exit the funnel on the 
right as delivered innovations, which are then tracked for their benefits 
realized.
Client Recommendations
Recommendation One—Work with the service provider to develop 
and run a Joint Innovation Management and Execution process
A recommended framework for a Joint Innovation Management and Exe-
cution Process between a client and service provider is detailed in Chapter 
Five. To prevent whole scale duplication of the content of Chapter Five, 
full details of the process steps are not repeated here but the five steps of 
the process are summarized below:
•	 Develop Innovation—including client and service provider 
activities to:
1. Identify ideas, challenges, and opportunities for applying 
innovation
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2. Qualify potential and sponsorship for selected innovation 
activities
3. Develop capability and business case for selected innovation 
activities
•	 Deliver Innovation—including client and service provider 
activities to:
1. Implement and deliver selected innovations to enable value to 
be derived
2. Realize benefits of innovations delivered
It is strongly recommended that the client Innovation Leaders work 
with their opposite numbers in the service provider to set up a managed 
and gated process, such as the one described in Chapter Five, with items 
only entering the funnel when mutually agreed by both the client and 
service provider Innovation Leader.
It should be noted that the above is an example process. This should 
be reviewed and potentially tailored to fit best with the context of the cli-
ent’s organization and the relationship with the service provider.
As a first step, it is recommended the client team review how such 
a process will best integrate into its wider environment. Specifically, it is 
recommended that the client Innovation Leader agrees with the client In-
novation Sponsor(s) how such a process will best work in the context of its 
own organization and their relationship with one or more service providers.
Specific factors for consideration include the following:
•	 Interlock with existing innovation management processes used 
across the client organization; if a successful innovation management 
process is already in place across the organization and/or the specific 
business unit, the recommendation would be to adopt this. The 
client Innovation Leader should agree with the client’s wider 
innovation function how this will be managed and agree with the 
service provider which ideas and innovation items should enter the 
wider process and how they will be jointly managed and developed.
•	 Interlock with existing program, project, and change processes in 
the client organization—for example, the client–service provider 
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innovation management process could be used to fast track selected 
ideas and innovation items into the later stages of these processes, 
such as at the Delivery and Implementation stage.
•	 Approach for managing innovation activities across multiple service 
providers—for example, the client may adopt one standard innovation 
management process for joint innovation with a number of service 
providers, with the client Innovation Leader managing idea selection 
and innovation development and delivery across the portfolio of 
service providers. The client Innovation Leader will select items to 
be developed in partnership with each specific service provider, based 
upon the strengths and capabilities of the service providers.
•	 Treatment of service improvement—a decision is needed whether 
the innovation management process will be used for incremental 
service improvement innovations or whether these should be 
managed via a different process.
•	 Interlock with wider management and governance of the client–
service provider relationship, including inputs and outputs 
between innovation governance and wider governance.
Once the client Innovation Leader has agreed an optimum approach 
with his or her own organization, it is recommended that he or she en-
gages with the service provider Innovation Leader to establish and docu-
ment the process which will be used. This will need to take into account 
additional inputs from the service provider. For example, the service pro-
vider may have its own framework and/or excellent working examples of 
Innovation Management and Execution processes used with other clients, 
elements of which the client organization may wish to reuse.
The client Innovation Leader should also agree with the service pro-
vider Innovation Leader the reporting mechanisms to be used to com-
municate current state activity and progress. If possible, these reports 
should be made widely available and be very visible so that joint in-
novation activity can be monitored and progress positively and widely 
communicated.
The outcome of this work should be an agreed and documented joint 
Innovation Management and Execution Process, along with agreed re-
porting mechanisms.
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Recommendation Two—Deliver Quick-Win Innovations
Once the joint Innovation Management and Execution Process is agreed, 
the real work starts. This is all about identifying ideas, challenges, and op-
portunities to enter into the funnel, and then developing and delivering 
them.
As Chapter Five describes this process in some detail, including walk-
ing through a successful real-life example, this level of detail is not repeated 
here. Instead, the recommendation is to ensure some of the initial inno-
vation items selected to enter the funnel are “quick win” opportunities. 
These should be items which the client and service provider Innovation 
Leaders, supported by their Innovation Sponsors, believe can be progressed 
relatively quickly through the steps of the funnel to deliver early benefits 
and demonstrate the value of a focus on joint innovation. This can also be 
highly positive for the wider client and service provider relationship, as a 
means of demonstrating the additional value for the client from the rela-
tionship over and above the benefits of the core services provided.
The client Innovation Leader should engage with the service provider 
Innovation Leader to identify potential quick wins, aligned to the busi-
ness priorities for the client and agreed focus areas for innovation. The 
client Innovation Leaders may have a number of ideas already identified 
in the client organization which they wish to pursue.
Another approach is to run joint innovation workshops, focused on 
generating ideas for quick wins, with key stakeholders from the client 
and service provider organizations. Equally, similar sessions can be run 
using online idea generation, to enable wider multisite and multicoun-
try inputs. As detailed in Chapter Five, the preparation, execution, and 
follow-up for these sessions will be a critical determinant for success.
These innovation events should combine the client and industry-specific 
knowledge and expertise of the client organization with the domain exper-
tise, industry, and potentially cross-industry knowledge and expertise of 
the service provider organization. The events should be positively commu-
nicated and participation from client and service provider teams encour-
aged, as this is effectively part of developing a joint innovation culture.
However the quick win ideas are generated, a small number should 
be selected for fast track development and confirmation of capability and 
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business case and progressed rapidly through the joint Innovation Man-
agement and Execution process. The earlier benefits can be realized, con-
firmed, and positively communicated the better.
Recommendation Three—Manage innovation governance 
with the service provider
Once an active flow of ideas, challenges, and opportunities begins to 
flow into the left hand side of the joint Innovation Management and 
Execution Process funnel, the process will need to be governed. The In-
novation Leaders will need to lead Operational and Executive Innovation 
Governance activities, working with their Innovation Sponsors, identi-
fied sponsor(s) for specific innovation initiatives and wider stakeholders. 
Further details of the key activities required to manage Operational and 
Executive Innovation governance are detailed in Chapter Five.
The client Innovation Leader needs to hold the service provider to ac-
count to ensure it suitably participate in, proactively support, and where nec-
essary fund innovation activities. It is recommended the client Innovation 
Leaders does this in a way which balances the needs of their organization 
as their primary driver with the knowledge that to be successful there needs 
to be a benefit from the innovation activity for the service provider also. If 
this is not considered, there is a risk the service provider will lose interest 
and motivation in supporting future innovation activities. The most obvious 
benefit for the service provider will be increased business but the client Inno-
vation Leader should also consider how innovation activity can deliver other 
benefits to the service provider. These could include retention of existing 
business, increased client satisfaction ratings, client references, and external 
awards, all of which have a tangible value to service provider organizations.
Service Provider Recommendations
Recommendation One—Work with the client to develop and run 
a Joint Innovation Management and Execution process
A recommended framework for a Joint Innovation Management and Exe-
cution Process between a client and service provider is detailed in Chapter 
Five. To prevent whole scale duplication of the content of Chapter Five, 
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full details of the process steps are not repeated here but the five steps of 
the process are summarized below:
•	 Develop Innovation—including client and service provider ac-
tivities to:
1. Identify ideas, challenges, and opportunities for applying 
innovation
2. Qualify potential and sponsorship for selected innovation 
activities
3. Develop capability and business case for selected innovation 
activities
•	 Deliver Innovation—including client and service provider activi-
ties to
1. Implement and deliver selected innovations to enable value to 
be derived
2. Realize benefits of innovations delivered
It is strongly recommended that the service provider Innovation Lead-
ers work with their opposite number in the client to set up a managed and 
gated process, such as the one described in Chapter Five, with items only 
entering the funnel when mutually agreed by both the client and service 
provider Innovation Leader.
It should be noted that the above is an example process. This should 
be reviewed and potentially tailored to fit best with the context of the cli-
ent’s organization and the relationship with the service provider.
While the client team will be reviewing how such a process will best 
fit into its wider environment, it is recommended the service provider In-
novation Leader works with their own organization to identify key inputs 
for getting the right joint Innovation Management and Execution process 
in place.
Specific factors for consideration include the following:
•	 Intellectual capital within the wider service provider organization 
covering successful innovation management processes and approaches.
•	 Examples of successful innovation management processes and 
approaches used with other clients.
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•	 Approach for managing innovation activities across multiple 
service providers—if applicable, the service provider will need to 
develop an approach for how they will work with other service 
providers, potentially including direct competitors, on innovation 
activities.
•	 Treatment of service improvement—a decision is needed whether 
the innovation management process will be used for incremental 
service improvement innovations or whether these should be 
managed via a different process.
•	 Interlock with wider management and governance of the client–
service provider relationship, including inputs and outputs between 
innovation governance and wider governance.
Once the service provider Innovation Leader has agreed an opti-
mum approach with their own organization, it is recommended they 
engage with the client Innovation Leader to establish and document 
the process which will be used. This will need to take into accounts 
additional inputs from the client. For example, the client may have ex-
isting innovation management processes and interlocks will be needed 
with existing programmer, project and change processes in the client 
organization.
The service provider Innovation Leader should also agree with the cli-
ent Innovation Leader the reporting mechanisms to be used to communi-
cate current state activity and progress. If possible, these reports should be 
made widely available and be very visible, so that joint innovation activity 
can be monitored and progress positively and widely communicated.
The outcome of this work should be an agreed and documented joint 
Innovation Management and Execution Process, along with agreed re-
porting mechanisms.
Recommendation Two—Deliver Quick Win Innovations
Once the joint Innovation Management and Execution Process is agreed, 
the real work starts. This is all about identifying ideas, challenges and op-
portunities to enter into the funnel, and then developing and delivering 
them.
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As Chapter Five describes this process in some detail, including walk-
ing through a successful real life example, this level of detail is not repeated 
here. Instead, the recommendation is to ensure some of the initial inno-
vation items selected to enter the funnel are “quick win” opportunities, 
which the client and service provider Innovation Leaders, supported by 
their Innovation Sponsor(s), believe can be progressed relatively quickly 
through the steps of the funnel to deliver early benefits and demonstrate 
the value of a focus on joint innovation. This can also be highly positive 
for the wider client and service provider relationship, as a means of dem-
onstrating the additional value for the client from the relationship over 
and above the benefits of the core services provided.
The service provider Innovation Leader should engage with the client 
Innovation Leader to identify potential quick wins, aligned to the busi-
ness priorities for the client and agreed focus areas for innovation. The 
service provider Innovation Leader may have a number of ideas already 
identified in the service provider organization which they wish to pursue, 
for example ideas from innovations successfully delivered with other cli-
ents, where the intellectual property is not protected or is owned by the 
service provider.
Another approach is to run joint innovation workshops, focused on 
generating ideas for quick wins, with key stakeholders from the client 
and service provider organizations. Equally, similar session can be run 
using online idea generation, to enable wider multisite and multicoun-
try inputs. As detailed in Chapter Five the preparation, execution and 
follow-up for these sessions will be a critical determinant for success.
These innovation events should combine the client and industry spe-
cific knowledge and expertise of the client organization with the domain 
expertise, industry and potentially cross-industry knowledge and expertise 
of the service provider organization. The events should be positively com-
municated and participation from client and service provider teams en-
couraged, as this is effectively part of developing a joint innovation culture.
However the quick win ideas are generated, a small number should 
be selected for fast track development and confirmation of capability and 
business case and progressed rapidly through the joint Innovation Man-
agement and Execution process. The earlier benefits can be realized, con-
firmed and positively communicated the better.
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Recommendation Three—Manage innovation governance with 
the client
Once an active flow of ideas, challenges and opportunities begins 
to flow into the left hand side of the joint Innovation Management 
and Execution Process funnel, the client and service provider Innova-
tion Leaders will need to manage Operational and Executive Innova-
tion Governance, working with the Innovation Sponsor for overall 
innovation activities within the client–service provider relationship, 
identified sponsor(s) for specific innovation initiatives and wider 
stakeholders. Further details of the key activities required to man-
age Operational and Executive Innovation governance are detailed in 
Chapter Five.
The service provider Innovation Leader needs to ensure the client 
suitably participates in, proactively supports and where necessary funds 
innovation activities. It is recommended the service provider Innova-
tion Leader does this in a way which balances the needs of their orga-
nization with the knowledge that to be successful there needs to be a 
benefit from the innovation activity for the client. If this is not consid-
ered, it is likely the client will lose interest and motivation in support-
ing future innovation activities. The most obvious benefit areas for the 
client will be linked to their business priorities, which should be driving 
the selected focus areas for innovation These could include increasing 
revenue, reducing cost, gaining additional customers, retaining exist-
ing customers and so on, all of which have a tangible value to client 
organizations.
Part Four—Run Phase for Existing Service 
Relationship
This section documents recommendations for client and service provider 
organizations during the Run Phase of a service contract for an estab-
lished service relationship, which to date either hasn’t had a focus on in-
novation or if there has been a focus, it has not been successful. The 
section has been split into two subsections, one focused on each of these 
two scenarios.
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Kick-Off Joint Innovation
This section focuses on a scenario where a client and service provider 
have implemented a successful relationship focused on delivery of a core 
service but to date have not included a focus on innovation. The initial 
desire for change can come from multiple angles—pull from the client 
and/or push from the service provider.
Recommendation One—Review Motivations
The client may be happy with the core service but desire future improve-
ments. For example, the client may have concerns that the service, al-
though currently meeting their needs, is not evolving to match their 
changing needs for the future and/or may be happy with the service pro-
vider’s core service and their focus on ongoing service improvement in-
novation (noting, as always, not all clients consider service improvement 
to be innovation) but believe they can achieve additional value from the 
relationship by leveraging the service provider’s wider cross-industry, in-
dustry specific and/or specialist capabilities.
The service provider may be looking to drive innovation into the service 
to introduce their latest improvements and capabilities and potentially align 
the client’s service with their wider client portfolio to achieve economies of 
scale and/or recognize innovation provides a potential avenue to develop 
opportunities to grow their own revenue and business with the client.
Whether the desire to expand the relationship to focus on innovation 
comes from a pull from the client or a push from the service provider, 
both parties will need to agree this is something they wish to do and 
are prepared to proactively support moving forward. If the client simply 
wishes the service provider to invest with no potential return or expects 
the service provider to deliver innovation to them, whilst providing no 
input themselves, innovation will not work. Equally, if the service pro-
vider considers innovation as being all about attempting to sell more stuff 
to the client, without properly understanding the needs of and the busi-
ness value for the client, they will fail. Innovation in a service relationship 
is a two way street. The client and service provider need to both put some-
thing in for both to expect to get something out. Lecture over.
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I have often talked to client and service provider teams about the 
importance of the “Step Zero” for establishing successful joint innova-
tion. This is about getting the basics right. The core service needs to be 
delivering and the relationship needs to be in a positive place. Without 
these basics, innovation will not thrive but if they are in place, the client 
and service provider are in an excellent position to begin their joint focus 
on developing and delivering innovation together.
Recommendation Two—Develop Joint Innovation as if in a New 
Relationship
In terms of what is needed to get this working, the recommendation is to 
work through the recommendations in sequence as described in Parts One, 
Two and Three of this chapter. Although these Parts are written with a new 
client–service provider relationship in mind, they will be equally effective 
when used in an existing relationship, once the “Step Zero” basics are in place.
The activity should begin with the client taking a step back to under-
stand what innovation really means to them in the context of the service 
relationship and what they want from it. The client should engage positively 
with the service provider and both parties should agree sponsors and lead-
ers for innovation activity, establish a governance framework and a practical 
innovation management and execution process, which they should initially 
populate with quick win innovation opportunities. The outcome of these 
should be positive populated and a range of actions undertaken to develop 
and maintain a positive joint innovation culture across the two organizations.
The two parties will face challenges. For example agreement of fund-
ing mechanisms for early stage innovation activity is a typical sticking 
point. But none of these challenges should be insurmountable, as long as 
both parties are really committed to ensuring innovation is delivered in 
the context of their service relationship, in a manner which delivers real 
additional value and benefits to the client’s business and there is some-
thing in it for the service provider.
Fix Joint Innovation
This section focuses on a scenario where a client and service provider have 
attempted to develop and deliver joint innovation in the context of their 
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service relationship but to date have not achieved a successful outcome. 
This can be due to a myriad of reasons. Many of these are outlined in 
the client and service provider challenges outlined in Chapters Two and 
Three. The example of Failed Joint Innovation Activity in Chapter Six 
highlights an amalgamation of a number of real life examples.
Recommendation One—Take a Step Back
When innovation has been attempted but is not working, the recommen-
dation is for both organizations to take a step back and honestly reflect 
not just on what they believe the other party has done wrong but also 
where they themselves may have failed. Once again, I believe use of Design 
Thinking techniques and approaches can have a huge impact here. A key 
part of this step back should be about empathy and understanding the 
position of your opposite numbers in the client or service provider team. If 
joint innovation is going to succeed, it will need to be developed and deliv-
ered together and the relationship will need to proceed on a win-win basis, 
rather than us and them. If it has failed to date. it is likely to be because 
both parties have failed to some degree. In this period of reflection, both 
parties should attempt to understand where they believe their own organi-
zation went wrong, as well as where their partner went wrong, along with 
what needs to be changed to enable joint success. This will require a level 
of honesty, maturity and to some degree, openness, from both parties.
Both parties will also be very dependent on “Step Zero” for establish-
ing joint client–service provider innovation—getting the basics right. If 
the core service is not delivering and/or the overall relationship is not in a 
positive place, joint innovation will not thrive.
Recommendation Two—Begin Again—Develop Joint Innovation 
as if in a New Relationship
If the basics are in place and both parties have taken a step back, the 
recommendation is to work through the recommendations in sequence 
of Parts One, Two and Three of this chapter. Although these Parts are 
written with a new client–service provider relationship in mind, they will 
be equally effective when used in an existing relationship, once the “Step 
Zero” basics are in place.
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The activity should begin with the client holding a review to under-
stand what innovation really means to them in the context of the service 
relationship and what they want from it. The client should engage posi-
tively with the service provider and both parties should agree sponsors 
and leaders for innovation activity, establish a governance framework and 
a practical innovation management and execution process, which they 
should initially populate with quick win innovation opportunities. The 
outcome of these should be positive populated and a range of actions 
undertaken to develop and maintain a positive joint innovation culture 
across the two organizations.
At each step along the way, the client and service provider should 
place special emphasis on ensuring they address the areas where one or 
both parties acknowledge they went wrong the first time around.
The two parties will face challenges. For example, due to the failed 
history to date, the wider employee base in both client and service pro-
vider, may have lost faith in the ability of one or both parties to deliver 
innovation. Here, the emphasis should be on fast development, delivery 
and positive communication of quick wins and concerted progress on de-
veloping a tangible innovation culture. To win over a skeptical employee 
base, these activities will be even more important than with a new rela-
tionship or when first launching joint innovation activities in an existing 
relationship.
CHAPTER 9
Final Conclusions
In Summary
In summary, achieving innovation by design in a service relationship is 
not just possible but wholly achievable, although at times it may not be 
easy. The Step Zero basics of solid service delivery and positive relation-
ship must be in place. It will require thinking, input, and effort above and 
beyond business as usual related activities by both the client and service 
provider organizations, but get it right, and the potential rewards for both 
the client and service provider will be significant.
Both parties will need to work collaboratively together to put in place 
Innovation Governance and a practical and, at times, pragmatic Innova-
tion Management and Execution process, which works well, integrates 
with wider activities in the client, and taps into the full depth and breadth 
of capabilities within the service provider. The diagram shown below 
highlights the major activity areas required for joint innovation by design.
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In common with innovation within a single organization, the follow-
ing key enablers must be in place:
•	 Executive sponsorship and proactive support for making innova-
tion happen
•	 Innovation leaders/managers (albeit perhaps part time) with T- or 
TT-shaped skill sets and the responsibility for ensuring innovation 
is managed, developed, and delivered
•	 An effective, practical, and pragmatic innovation management and 
execution process to take in ideas, challenges, and opportunities, 
develop the capability and business case of the best ideas and inno-
vations, and see them through to delivery and benefits realization
•	 An effective governance mechanism for innovation to set priorities and 
targets, review progress, remove blockages, measure the value of inno-
vation delivered, and positively communicate the innovation success
•	 One or more agreed funding mechanisms for the early stages of 
innovation development to fund activity until the capability and 
business case are solid enough for standard business investment
•	 The ability to hire, develop, and nurture the next generations of 
 employees to bring in new thinking, while retaining and tapping into 
the experience and knowledge base of existing employees—blending 
the two together to create new and differentiating ideas and capabilities
•	 An innovation culture across and beyond the two organizations, 
supported at an executive and operational level, where developing 
ideas and opportunities is part of everybody’s job and not lim-
ited to a research and development organization or an appointed 
 innovation leader
•	 A focus on open innovation for looking beyond the organization 
for the best ideas and opportunities
To achieve success, the service provider, in particular, must do the 
following:
•	 Build an innovation management, development, and delivery 
 capability in the organization that spans across client accounts and 
supports and enables innovation at a client account level
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•	 Get the Step Zero basics right—deliver a solid core service and 
maintain a positive relationship with the client
•	 Be proactive—find out what innovation means to the client, what 
the client’s business priorities for innovation are, and then focus 
joint innovation activities in these areas
•	 Leverage capabilities from across the wider organization to develop 
and deliver innovation with the client
•	 Build an innovation culture in employees and partners, which 
spans into the client organization
To achieve success, the client, in particular, must do the following:
•	 Begin thinking and planning about innovation even in Pre- 
Engagement Phase planning activities and carry this through 
during Engagement, Transformation, and Run Phases of the life 
cycle—if the client knows what it wants, it will be much easier for 
the service provider to deliver it and for the client to tell they’re 
getting it (or not getting it)
•	 Get the Step Zero basics right—enable a solid core service and 
maintain a positive relationship with the service provider
•	 Be proactive—understand what innovation means in the context 
of the service and service provider relationship, what the business 
priorities for innovation are, clearly articulate this to the service 
provider, and then focus joint innovation activities in these areas
•	 Reach out across the wider client organization to understand 
where the service provider could deliver additional value through 
innovation
•	 Build an innovation culture in employees and partners, which spans 
into the service provider organization and across the  portfolio of 
service providers
As detailed in Chapter Eight, the best approach will be to embed 
innovation into the relationship from the very beginning, from 
Pre-Engagement Planning and Engagement, through Transformation 
and into Run phases. However, innovation can be introduced as a mech-
anism for driving additional client value with benefits for the service 
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provider at any time during a service relationship. Even if it fails, it can be 
 recovered and relaunched if . . . both parties are willing to work together, 
 acknowledge their own failings, and focus on achieving innovation by 
design  together as they move forward.
I’d like to finish on a point, learned through experience, as recom-
mended to me by a C-level executive from a very large global  organization. 
Don’t be shy to shout about your success. If the joint team delivers a 
significant innovation, which delivers real value for the client’s business, 
whether a service improvement, a Transformation change, or a wider 
scope innovation, positively communicate and celebrate the value and 
the joint success. Enter it for internal and external awards and watch the 
snowball effect. People love being linked to, being part of, inputting, and 
working with a successful innovation program.
Done right, innovation is not just an executive slogan or buzzword, 
it is about applying new ideas, or existing ideas in new ways, to result in 
change that delivers value—and in a service relationship the value and 
benefits will be for both the client and the service provider.
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service provider 
recommendations, 109–113
Exit phase, 29
innovation activities during, 76
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Fix joint innovation, 138–140
Idea, challenge, or opportunity, 
identifying, 54–62
idea assessment, 59
idea generation, 57–59
idea sources, identifying, 55–57
practical real-world example, 60–61
progression to next step, 61–62
Incremental innovation, 3
Innovation
adjacent, 3
business model, 2
between clients and service 
providers, 4–5
core, 2
definition of, 2
Design Thinking, 10, 92–94
digital innovation platforms, 94–95
disruptive, 3
incremental, 3
joint innovation culture, 95–98
new product, 2
open, 3, 4, 142
operational, 2
service development, 2
from service providers, 4
within single organization, 142
transformational, 3
types of, 2–3
understanding, 14–15, 22–23
Innovation culture, 96, 142, 143
Innovation evolution, 91–98
Design Thinking, 92–94
digital innovation platforms, 94–95
introduction to, 91
joint innovation culture, 95–98
Innovation Governance, 141, 142
Innovation management process, 
141, 142
Innovation program
engagement phase, 83–84
in financial services client, 83–86
joint innovation program, 84–86
key points, 86
Intellectual property considerations, 
32–33
Joint innovation activity
engagement phase, 78
key points, 82–83
run phase, 80–82
transformation phase, 78–80
transition phase, 78–80
Joint innovation culture, 95–98
innovation from everyone, 96–98
leadership, 96
organization support, enabling, 96
power of positive 
communications, 98
Joint innovation governance, 35–50
agree approach, 36–45
manage governance, 45–50
Joint innovation management and 
execution, 50–59
design thinking, importance of, 54
develop capability and business 
case, 66–70
identify idea, challenge, or 
opportunity, 54–62
implement and deliver, 70–71
qualify potential and sponsorship, 
62–66
realize benefits, 71–72
Kick-off joint innovation, 137–138
Life-cycle considerations, 28–30
engagement phase, 29
exit phase, 29
renewal/extension phase, 29
run phase, 29
transformation phase, 29
transition phase, 29
Life-cycle mapping, 72–76
innovation activities
during engagement phase, 73
during run phase, 75
during transformation phase, 74
during transition, renewal/
extension, and exit phases, 76
Manage governance activities, 45–50
executive innovation governance, 
45–47
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innovation target setting and 
measurement, 48–49
operational innovation governance, 
47–48
positive innovation 
communications, 49–50
Mutual knowledge and insights, 33
New product innovation, 2
Open innovation, 3, 4, 142
Operational innovation, 2
Potential and sponsorship, qualifying, 
62–66
practical real-world example, 65–66
progression to next step, 66
qualify potential, 62–63
sponsorship and support, verifying, 
63–64
Proactivity, 33, 143
Recommendations
for clients and service providers, 
99–140
engagement phase, 101–113
fix joint innovation, 138–140
kick-off joint innovation, 137–138
run phase
for existing service 
relationship, 136
for new service relationship, 
127–136
transformation phase, 113–127
Renewal/extension phase, 29
innovation activities during, 76
Retail client innovation project
innovation project, 88–89
introduction to, 86–88
key points, 89
Run phase, 4, 29, 93
for existing service relationship, 136
innovation activities during, 75
for new service relationship, 127–136
Service development innovation, 2
Service improvement, 3
vs. innovation, 28
Service offering, 3
Service provider
definition of, 3
for successful innovation, 142–143
Service provider challenges
categories of, 19
client-related challenges, 23–24
with clients, 15–17
culture and motivation, 25
innovation, understanding, 22–23
sponsorship and leadership, 21–22
time, resources, and funding, 20–21
Service provider recommendations, 
100–101
during engagement phase, 109–113
during run phase, 132–136
during transformation phase, 
120–127
Service relationship
between client and service 
provider, 27
commercial considerations, 30–32
contractual considerations, 30
intellectual property considerations, 
32–33
life-cycle considerations, 28–30
mutual knowledge and insights, 33
service improvement vs. 
innovation, 28
Sponsorship and leadership
client challenges, 13–14
service provider challenges, 21–22
Step Zero basics, 141, 143
Supplier, definition of, 3
Time, resources, and funding
client challenges, 12–13
service provider challenges, 20–21
Transformational innovation, 3
Transformation phase, 4, 29, 93
client recommendations, 113–120
innovation activities during, 74
service provider recommendations, 
120–127
Transition phase, 29
innovation activities during, 76
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Innovation can be a challenging subject. At its worst, it 
is a meaningless buzzword. At its best, it is a means of 
driving differentiating value for an organization. But how 
can innovation be consistently achieved in the context of 
a client–service provider relationship?
This publication provides a practical framework, with 
clear supporting recommendations, for clients and service 
providers to work together to overcome challenges and 
successfully manage, develop, and deliver innovation as 
a key part of their ongoing service relationship.
Real-world experience, guidance, and examples are 
provided to assist and enable organizations to gain addi-
tional value with their service partners through delivery 
of innovation by design rather than by accident. 
Although targeted at service relationships between 
clients and external service providers, the content and 
recommendations are equally applicable and relevant for 
enterprises driving innovation internally or as part of a 
wider ecosystem.
Tony Morgan has 30 years’ experience of working for and 
with client and service provider organizations. 
His roles at IBM have included industry technical leader, 
chief architect for large services engagements, innovation 
leader with a global client, and IBM Global Technology Ser-
vices UK chief innovation officer, where he led a success-
ful client facing innovation program. 
He co-developed and teaches a global innovation 
master class in IBM and works with external organizations 
and universities on innovation related topics. In 2016 he was 
appointed visiting professor in innovation at the University 
of Leeds by the Royal Academy of Engineering.
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